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Abstract 

Statistical Analysis of Wide Binary Evolution 

Post-Main Sequence Mass Loss and Galactic Perturbation 

By 

Kyle Burton Johnston 

Major Advisor: T.D. Oswalt, Ph.D. 

Post main sequence (MS) mass loss causes orbital separation 

amplification in fragile (i.e. common proper motion) binary star 

systems. Components typically have separations around -1000 a.u. 

Such wide pairs experience negligible tidal interactions and mass 

transfer between companions; they evolve as two separate but coeval 

stars. In this paper we will attempt to model how post-MS mass loss 
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statistically distorts a frequency distribution of fragile binary 

separations. Understanding this process provides a robust test of 

current theories of stellar evolution and sets constraints on the 

dynamics of the Galactic disk. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1. Wide Binary Mass-Loss 

Mass-loss due to various processes during the lifetime of a star will cause 

orbital amplification of a wide binary. It is expected that mass-loss during the 

stellar lifetime, in particular Post-Main Sequence (PMS) mass-loss, will statistically 

distort a frequency distribution of common proper motion binarv (CPMB) 

separations. Visual confirmation of such processes will provide tests ot current 

theories of stellar evolution and fundamental information on the dynamics of 

Galactic structures (Valls-Gaubaud 1988; Wasserman 1988). The basis for this 

study will be the comparison of a theoretically generated population of CPMB 

separations translated into observable parameters and its comparison to the 

observed parameters of large-scale databases. 
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1.2 Observational Background 

The study of binary systems is by no means new. Much of the information 

we now know about our own universe was gleaned from binaries. At first glance, 

CPMB are not the most exciting binary systems, but this does not mean they hold 

less information. They are one of the more difficult binary systems to recognize; 

identification of a CPMB requires multiple observations over long periods of time 

to determine direction and magnitude of proper motion of both components in the 

pair. Eggen (1965) did a study of the colors and magnitudes of 228 visual binaries 

(VB) applying his measurements of Mv vs. R-I to calibrate photometric parallaxes; 

van Dessl and Dommanget (1980) showed that, using proper motions from 

micrometer measurements, a pair could be deemed gravitationally bound (CPMB) 

and thus through statistical studies and interferometry orbital parameters could be 

determined for the binary. Trimble (1974) did a statistical study of the observed 

populations of binary systems (798 VBs) and was one of the first to note the peak 

in the mass ratio (q) distribution at around unity. 

1.3. Modeling Background 

While these are just a few of the observational studies done, in recent years 

computing power has improved to the point that modeling the evolution of whole 

population is now possible. References to the fact include Wasserman's 

"Theoretical Modeling of Wide Binary Evolution" (1988), Valls-Gabaud's study 
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on "Mass Loss's Effect in VB's" (1988), and most recently a number of papers 

using the Single Star Evolution (SSE) code developed by Hurley, Pols and Tout 

(2002). Such papers include: Soderhjelm & Dischler's (2005) study on "Eclipsing 

Binary Statistics", Willlems and Kolb's study on "Detached WD-MS Star Binaries" 

(2004), and improvements on the code by the authors themselves, the so called 

Binary Star Evolution Code (2002). 

All of these papers in one way or another touch upon aspects of this thesis's 

subject. However, very few focus on the concept of fragile binaries, and fewer still 

approach the question of what happens to binary stars as they evolve from a 

population/statistical standpoint. One of the few statistical analyses of Wide Binary 

populations was preformed using observational data from the original survey of the 

Luyten-Giclas catalogue (Smith 1993). They attempted to show that WD+MS 

separation distribution resulted from the evolution of MS+MS separation 

distributions. It was found that while there were indeed differences, statistical 

comparisons indicated that the two distributions were nearly the same sample. 

Differences and trends found included increased separation due in theory to mass-

loss on the part of the older partner. Only a slightly larger mean separation was 

found in evolved pairs. However, this study did not have accurate distance 

determinations, only a statistical measure of projected separations, ^/, where 

angular separation is given as s and proper motion is given as fj.. 
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1.4. White Dwarfs in Wide Binaries 

Stellar evolution models suggest that stars with masses roughly 

0.8M@ < M < 9.0M@(Iben & Renzini 1983) will produce a WD after the late stages 

of hydrogen/helium fusion. As the stellar core cools, the star will begin to undergo 

a number of stellar pulsations, each responsible for additional mass loss. When the 

final pulsation removes the atmospheric envelope, the red giant undergoes a 

relatively rapid ejection of a planetary nebula (Iben 1974), leaving a small exposed 

WD star. A number of papers have shown evidence for orbital amplification by as 

much as half an order of magnitude for binaries where at least one of the partners 

has undergone post-main sequence mass loss (Hadjidenetriuo 1966, Valls-Gabaud 

1988; Greenstein 1989; Wood & Oswalt 1992). Considering that the majority of all 

stars are born with one or more companions as a result ot the initial conditions 

required for a stable system (Mathieu 1994), any information relating to mass-loss 

processes of binary systems would be ot great scientific value. In addition, the 

initial-to-final mass relation for the WD stars is at present very poorly constrained 

(Weidermann 2000). Proper modeling of CPMB binary orbit amplification can 

provide a valuable independent estimate of this important relation. 

Wide binaries are an ideal case to test theories of orbit amplification. The 

distribution of WD + MS pair separation is most strongly affected by the post-MS 

(i.e. red giant phase) mass loss. CPMB systems typically have component 

separations of ~103 a.u. (Zinnecker 1983); this results in negligible tidal 
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interactions and mass transfer with their companions. Such pairs evolve as if they 

are two separate but coeval stars. External forces are then limited to Galactic 

perturbations such as stellar encounters, giant molecular cloud encounters, 

gravitational tidal forces, and rare encounters with other stars. 

However, pure analysis of theoretical models alone is insufficient tor this 

experiment. Not enough is known about the initial final mass function, GMC 

perturbation effects, binary initial mass function (IMF), or the relation between 

physical binary parameters such as separation, mass ratio, and orbit. Only through a 

comparison of these models to the observational data on orbit separations can 

current theories of stellar evolution and fundamental information on the dynamics 

of Galactic structures (Valls-Gaubaud 1988; Wasserman 1988) be put to the test. 

1.5. Observed Population 

It should be possible to produce a statistically significant frequency 

distribution of separations, for CPMB's with various constituents, by sampling 

such a large survey. The Luyten Double Star (LDS) Catalog (Luyten 1969) has a 

sample with the volume needed for such a survey. The LDS catalog by comparison 

offers a well-observed set of wide CPMBs. While the LDS catalog, with 6124 pairs 

and multiples, does not have the volume of SDSS, it does provide a "controlled" 

sample to compare to our theoretical models. 
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Unfortunately, without complete data on all of these pair's physical 

properties, we must do with observable parameters such as color, angular 

separation, and kinetics (proper motion). Even with the volume of data we have 

access to, we are still faced with the problem of transforming our models into 

observable parameters to enable a comparison. Similarly, we require a sample that 

represents a given population of stars (Population I or II). A volume-limited sample 

could induce intrinsic errors caused by the inclusion of ditterent stellar populations 

(cluster, old disk, halo...etc). We are lucky however; the LDS is well defined and 

largely consists of MS and WD stars that are members of the Galactic Disk. 

While distances are not known for most of these binaries, their apparent 

magnitudes are known to ±0.02 magnitudes. They also have well-determined 

velocities, proper motions, and angular separations, allowing lor ver\ good 

(Silvestri 2002) distribution analysis. The real value of the LDS is that the 

characteristics of its components are well known, (Oswalt et al. 1987) has 

determined spectral types for 85% of all CPMB consisting of WD+MS pairs in the 

LDS. With the SDSS (and even the LSST currently) determination of spectral class 

can be made by two possible methods, either classification of spectra or placement 

in a reduced proper motion diagram. In the SDSS and LSST samples, proper 

motions for the pairs and even identification of pair candidacy must be found by a 

separate effort. The SDSS uses the well-determined proper motions of the USNO 

and applies them to the star/target that is the closest match between the two 
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surveys. The "closest match method" has some error associated with it, and the 

determination of Common Proper Motion has some problems as well. 

The determination of CPM requires one to choose an upper bound to 

separation. Luyten found this upper bound could be as high as 400". We note also 

that there was a limitation to Luyten's resolution capabilities, resulting in a 

minimum angular separation limit of-0.5". Determination also requires that there 

be some margin of error associated with likeness of proper motion, hence an 

additional source of error. Recently Smith and Silvestri (2004) have identified 

-12,000 probable wide (<60") pairs from the SDSS data-release 2 database (DR2). 

This sample, for which both photometric and spectroscopic data are available, 

offers the prospect of a statistically robust investigation of the distribution of 

physical separations as a function of evolutionary state (i.e. time). 

With the release of DR4 (and in the future DR5) we anticipate the discovery 

of an enormous number of binaries (Figure 1). SDSS estimates a photometric 

coverage of 6670 sq. deg, with 180 million unique objects measured for 

photometry and position. Photometric and color measurements are estimated to 

have a 2% precision. SDSS will be able to see deeper and dimmer than the LDS, 

allowing for the inclusion of low mass binaries, more extreme pair distances, and 

other systems that were not as well observed. For example, the number of double 

degenerate binaries (WD+WD) in the LDS is much too small to be a statistically 

relevant number (-25). Through our simulations (shown later) we expect, given a 
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constant birth rate in the Galaxy, a ratio of WD+MS to WD+WD that is nearly unit. 

We do not see this in the LDS, and it is our opinion that this is due to the 

magnitude limitation of the survey, that the WD+WD pairs are too dim to have 

been seen by Luyten. With increases in sensitivity and precision we would hope we 

would be able to improve this observational bias. 

Figure 1; Imaging Sky Coverage of SDSS DR41 

In addition to the SDSS, the LSST will come online in the near future. The 

8.4m Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) is a wide-tield telescope facility 

that will add a qualitatively new capability in astronomy. For the first time, the 

LSST will provide time-lapse digital imaging of laint astronomical objects across 

the entire sky. While not a continuance of the SDSS, it does mirror the area ol sky-

covered by the SDSS. Set in South America it will be responsible for mapping out 

1 Image Credit: http://www.sdss.org/dr4/ 
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the entirety of the available southern sky. CPMB are not the primary mission of the 

LSST, but the methods used to determine its' primary objective, time-lapse digital 

imaging with milli- to micro- arc second positioning precision, should also be able 

to provide data that was unavailable to either the LDS or the SDSS survey. 
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Chapter 2 

Stellar Evolution and the Single Star Evolution 

Program 

2.1. The Single Star Evolution Code 

One of the two major cruxes of this project is the ability to efficiently 

evolve a theoretical star while keeping trackofits mass, luminosity, and 

temperature. This for a single star is a daunting task, for two stars it is difficult, and 

for whole populations requires substantial computational resources. We have 

chosen to employ the Single Star Evolution (SSE) program (Hurley, Pols, & Tout 

2000) HPT for this effort. The basis of the SSE is a set of comprehensive analytical 

formulae, which describe the lifetime of a star with given initial mass and 

metallicity. The goal of the SSE program was to allow for the rapid calculation of a 

number of stellar properties for a given star's lifetime, thus allowing the production 
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of a population synthesis model that could produce a statistically significant sample 

in a reasonable computational time frame. 

The key to the SSE code's accuracy and speed is its process style, which 

employs a combination of interpolation formulae and tabular construction. The 

HPT group uses known tabulated stellar models (Schaller et al. 1992; Charbonnel 

et al. 1993, Mowlavi et al. 1998). Pols et al. (1998) would later expand the range of 

mass and metallicity of the tables incorporated in the SSE program. Analytic 

approximations to the movement of a star in the Hertzsprung - Russell diagram 

(HRD) are a simplistic approach to a complex problem (Eggleton, Fitchett & Tout 

1989). However, supporting these calculations with the tabulated stellar models 

allows for a more precise estimation of locations and properties, and it greatly 

decreases computational time. 

2.2. Stellar Evolution Overview 

The simple model of a star can be summed up in the following properties: 

mass, luminosity, metallicity, temperature, and age. From these, a number ot other 

properties can be determined or estimated: gravity, absolute magnitude, and radius. 

Including the evolution of the star and you can then see mass loss, temperature 

fluctuations, spin increase and decrease, and a number of other effects. The SSE 

code outputs all of these variables and requires three inputs: mass, metallicity, and 

time to be evolved. All other properties are estimated or calculated from the star's 
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placement on the HRD at its Zero Age Main Sequence (ZAMS) point. After 

placement in the HRD, all that's left is to evolve the star along constant mass lines 

to the end of the given time frame. 

2.2.1. Pre-Main Sequence 

Before the star even becomes a star, modern theories state that we begin 

with a Giant Molecular Cloud (GMC). From this cloud comes the matter that will 

collapse, and eventually make up hundreds to thousands ot newly born stars. The 

Interstellar Medium (ISM) contains such GMC with masses that range from 

(105 - 106)M., temperatures on the order ot (10-100) K, densities ot 

(10 -104 )cm~3 with sizes that can initially span distances on the order of parsecs. 

They are mostly comprised of general ISM material as well as other molecules that 

include but are not limited to COM20,HvSiH„...£tc. About -1% of the total mass 

is in a "dust" form (larger granules), causes the cloud to have an opacity and will 

eventually effect the collapse of the individual stars. 

One of the more important questions to address, especial in our discussion 

of binary formation, is why do these GMCs collapse to begin with. Possible 

formation triggers include: encounters with a star perturbing the cloud 

(gravitationally), supemovae shock wave compressing and heating the gas, or being 

swept up in the shock wave at the front of the spiral arm as the galaxy rotates. 
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Once the perturbation has been triggered, gravitational instability allows for the 

collapse to continue into the next phases. 

If the effects of rotation and magnetic field are ignored, we can build a very 

simple working model of the gas cloud collapse. Two forces, a pressure outward 

and a self-gravitational force inward will balance the cloud structure. The 

hydrostatic equation can be written as: 

d2r Gm 2 dP 
(1) — --4 jtt 

dt r dm(r) 

The cloud will be in equilibrium if the two terms on the right hand are equal. 

If gravitational inward force is stronger the gas will collapse, it the pressure term is 

stronger the gas will expand. With the pressure force term resulting trom thermal 

heating (gas expands when heated) we can determine which force will dominate with 

the following reasoning. Thermal energy is ^NkBT = U while gravitational 

potential energy is U = -3/^.Ifwe state that the cloud will collapse if the 
/ D R 

magnitude of the gravitational potential energy is greater then twice that ot the 

thermal energy then: 

, / G M 2  

(2) — 

From this equation, we solve for M, the mass needed for a gravitational 

collapse. This value is known as Jeans mass and is given as: 
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/ T \ 3/2 / \-l/2 
(3) M s  £sl.2xl05M<J—-— — ju"3'2 

J AlOOAT^ V 10"24gm* cm"3 j 

For average initial densities and temperatures, as given above, the Jeans 

Mass comes out to be M > 105A/.. We know however that stars cannot survive 

with this large of a mass their luminosity would blow themselves apart, this then 

leads into the discussion of multiplicity. As the gas cloud collapses under self-

gravity, both the density and the temperature of the gas increase. This then changes 

the physical parameter of the Jeans Mass equation, resulting in a reduced Jeans 

Mass value compared to the original. This reduced value causes division as sub-

regions in the original collapsing cloud become locally unstable. This fragmentation 

continues until regions of the cloud can no longer satisfy the Jeans Mass 

requirement. It is this initial fragmentation process that is thought to control most 

of our parameters: IMF, Mass Ratio and Separation. Some of these fragmented 

pieces will end up becoming gravitational bound with each other, Mathieu (1998) 

describes fragmentation as being one of the main reason why the majority of stars 

form in multiplicity. 

As then the cloud collapses, it releases gravitational potential energy which 

can be transferred into (1) heating of the gas or (2) luminosity (radiated away). 

When the gas no longer begtns to collapse isothermally, the process above ceases 

and Jeans Mass will start increasing (from temperature increase). This will occur 
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when, at some stage in the evolution, the cloud becomes optically thick to its own 

radiation. Thus the gas can no longer radiate away internal heat generated, and the 

internal temperature begins to rise. After this stage, the collapse will be adiabatic 

rather then isothermal. 

After this point the theory becomes a bit fuzzy, as Hansen, 

Kawaler, and Trimble (2004) says, "there is no theory of star formation". That does 

not necessarily mean that star formation doesn't exist, rather that the variables that 

go into making a star are numerous enough that we do not completely understand 

the process. From observation we can however roughly determine that after 

isothermal contraction, and then adiabatic contraction there is a period where the 

now "proto-star" undergoes a series ot thermal adjustments. It is as this point that 

magnetic fields, stellar matter transfer, angular momentum, and other factors come 

into play to help balance the increasing temperature and mass with the decreasing 

radius. The results is that the proto-star survives long enough for its' core 

temperature and pressure to reach the requirements tor hydrogen burning, 

completing it's transition into the Zero Age Main Sequence (ZAMS) stage of it's 

life. 

2.2.2. Main Sequence 
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Most stars spend the majority of their time on the MS branch of the HRD. 

Behavior of a star on the MS is mostly dependent on the composition and 

temperature of the core of the star, which is in turn due to the mass of the star. 

Generally stars are categorized as having lower (M < 1.8 AO, intermediate 

(2.3M. < M < 9M.) or upper mass (M > 9M.) each with a particular stellar 

structure Iben and Renzini (1983). It should be noted that mass is not the only 

parameter that determines placement into one of the three categories; differences in 

metallicity can cause effects that can place a lower ZAMS mass star into a 

intermediate ZAMS category. Below is a more detailed summary of each range 

(Padmanabhan 2001). 

2.2.2.1 Lower Mass MS 

For stellar masses of M < 0.08 Ms, nuclear reactions cannot be sustained in 

the contracting proto-star. Such objects will form, but are deemed "Brown Dwarfs", 

these objects have electron degenerate centers and will have degenerate pressure that 

will keep the star from further contracting and heating through adiabatic 

compression. They are folly convective from centre to photosphere. This star will 

still radiate energy, but will not be fueled by nuclear reactions. There are some cases 

where core radiation from compression can cause lithium and deuterium burning, 

however these elements burn quickly and this phase does not last long. 
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For stellar masses above the lower limit and below = 2.3M. we have what 

we would consider your average star. Our IMF predicts that the majority of stars 

that form are in this category. Low mass stars with masses of M < 1.3Mm are 

nuclear burning with the proton-proton (p-p) chain as the main energy source. 

These stars have non-convective cores and have a radiative core. For stars with 

masses above 1.5M. (and central temperatures above 1.8 x 101K), the CNO cycle is 

that main channel for power production. Because the CNO cycle is limited to the 

center of the star and is temperature dependent, it results in a larger temperature 

gradient in the core region and thus these stars have convective cores. 

Iben (1985) showed that evolving stars of less then ~1.5M. go through an 

increase in density with decrease in hydrogen fuel. The hydrogen fuel that has been 

used (burned) has formed a Helium ash core. With the onset of hydrogen fuel 

depletion the outward pressure produced from the nuclear fusion is no longer 

supporting the star, the outer envelope begins to contract. The density in the core 

at this point is enough to invoke the Pauli exclusion principle, the central regions of 

the star then becomes electron degenerate. The pressure from the electron 

degeneracy opposing the heat of contraction, continually heats up the core 

exhausting core hydrogen. The core continues to contract, temperature nses until 

hydrogen is ignited in a shell. This transition for low mass star, from core burning to 

shell burning, is nearly continuous. Core contraction stops as shell burning and core 
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mass begins to increase from the ash left over form shell burning. This results in a 

increase in luminosity, and is noted by the star moving up very close to the 

Hayashi line along the ascending giant branch. The outer region becomes convective 

and dredging begins, bi-products from the nuclear evolution (spent helium and larger 

elements) are brought to the surface. An increase in core mass results in increased 

self-gravitation and a rise in the core temperature. When the core temperature 

reaches ~ 10SK, helium is ignited in the core. Helium burnings' temperature 

sensitivity causes rapid/explosive burning, this is called the helium flash. The 

helium-flash generates heat and force to blow off the remaining outer atmosphere 

and compresses the core to heavier elements (carbon, nitrogen, oxygen...) we are 

then left with an electron degenerate core. 

2.2.2.2 Intermediate ZAMS 

A star with mass of 5M.and solar metallicity will burn hydrogen for 

~64.4Myr (Iben 1967) before the core begins contraction due to lack of fuel. 

ZAMS evolution is similar for the Intermediate and Lower main sequences stars, 

continual hydrogen burning that is relatively quiescent. One of the main differences 

is, the Intermediate mass stars are convective, allowing for well-mixed elements 

near the center, leading to a fairly uniform distribut.on in the core. Thus the core 
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matter is non-degenerate and has a very weak gradient. Similar to a low mass 

ZAMS, hydrogen is burned into helium, which collects in the core. 

The helium core begins to contract, from a lack of outward pressure, 

increasing temperature and density of the core. The potential energy released in 

contraction increases the stars luminosity; in addition the increase in temperature 

also increases the nuclear luminosity. This increases the over all brightness ot the 

star tremendously. The increase in mean temperature of the star has a second effect, 

because mass doesn't change and the virial equilibrium states (T) cc the 

radius of the star must decrease. However, the release of potential energy in the 

core also will cause a slight increase in the outer shell. II the star expands or 

contracts will depend on which effect is stronger in the star, this in-turn is 

temperature sensitive. 

An increase in core temperature due to contraction will ignite first a thick 

shell of hydrogen around the core. Hydrogen shell burning ignites rapidly releasing 

energy and causes a slight expansion of the envelope. Then similar to the Lower 

ZAMS star, the Intermediate ZAMS core will continue to contract and the star 

enters into it's red giant phase. With the expansion of the outer envelope and the 

convective structure, a very large, cool, opaque atmosphere now surrounds the 

core. The structure of such a star with a convective outer region is well 

approximated by the Hayashi track. Intermediate and High solar mass stars start 

with a low density core (unlike low solar mass stars) so during this time on the 
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Hayashi track, the core is able to continue contracting increasing in temperature to 

the point where the ignition helium in the core is possible. This phase is short lived, 

helium burning occurs rapidly at high temperature and thin helium shell burning 

occurs. The core at this point becomes electron degenerate, and whereas the lower 

ZAMS ended with a degenerate helium core, if temperatures are high enough larger 

atomic nuclei can be fused. The resulting WD, post envelope ejection, could have a 

Carbon/Oxygen (C/O) core. During this evolution, the ejection of the envelope, 

shell burning, and helium/hydrogen flashes, cause major mass loss. This mass-loss 

makes the evolutionary process, which determines the final remnant mass, self-

defeating. As the mass increases, the processes that eject mass become more 

violent and result in greater and greater loss. The end result lor an intermediate 

ZAMS star  is  a  WD with mass anywhere between 0.6M. < M < 0.9M. 

2.2.2.3 Upper ZAMS 

Massive stars experience a wide variety of very interesting deaths. Much 

like the lower and intermediate stars, the Upper MS stars undergo everything trom 

helium burning, helium flashes, and hydrogen shell burning, to envelope ejection. 

Because of their mass, however, much like the cores of the intermediate MS which 

where able to generate more and more massive atoms. Upper MS cores will burn 

elements beyond oxygen and up to iron. Electron degeneracy still occurs, providing 

initial outward pressure, but eventually electron degeneracy does not provide 
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enough force, allowing for the next stage of compression down to neutron 

degeneracy, producing as a by-product a neutron star (NS). Or if the mass is greater 

still, either the repercussion force from the ejection of the envelope (rubber band 

snap) is able to completely tear apart the star leaving, as the SSE group puts it, a 

mass-less star (i.e. no remnant), or there is no fall back and the shell is ejected and 

pressure increases beyond that which is able to be supported by the neutron 

degeneracy pressure and a black hole (BH) forms. 

2.3. Stellar Evolution Parameters 

From a computational viewpoint, we can regard the evolution ol a star in 

terms of Luminosity, Mass, and Effective Temperature. As we said before, on the 

MS either convective or radiative cores dominate evolution. During core hydrogen 

burning on the MS, low-mass stars will increase in both luminosity and effective 

temperature, while high mass stars increase in luminosity, but decrease in effective 

temperature. At the Hertzsprung gap, evolution continues with decreasing 

temperature and a dramatic increase in radius but nearly constant luminosity. This 

evolution occurs very rapidly with respect to the rest of the processes in the star s 

lifetime. As the star reaches the red giant branch phase of its lifetime, the core 

radius slowly contracts while the core temperature increases from compression. 

Eventually a point is reached on the giant branch where the core 

temperature is high enough for stars to ignite their central helium supply. Carbon 
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and oxygen are formed in the core during this process. Ignition, however, requires 

greater and greater temperatures causing a decrease in radiative temperature and a 

lowering of the effective surface temperature. As the temperature decreases, 

contraction occurs because of support loss and core pressure increase. Contraction 

causes core temperatures to rise again, and the star moves from the giant branch to 

what is called a blue loop. The helium core source bums up quickly, the convective 

envelope moves deeper into the star, and the star moves along the Hayashi track to 

the asymptotic giant branch (AGB) phase of its life. Sequences of flashes, 

contractions, and lifts cause both hydrogen and helium shell ignition and mass loss 

with steadily increasing luminosity. Mass-loss will eventually remove the star s 

entire envelope so that the hydrogen-burning shell shines through. The star then 

leaves the AGB and evolves to higher effective temperature at nearly constant 

luminosity. The core leftover from the star is a WD. 

The program itself categorizes the lifetime of a star into phases; assigning 

an integer to each stage of life, see Appendix A.3 for a table of values. The code 

starts with the work of Tout et al. (1996) who fitted the ZAMS luminosity (L) and 

radius (R) as a function of mass (M) and metallicity (Z), thus selecting a starting 

point on the ZAMS. From phase to phase, the SSE code finds a polynomial for L 

and R as a function of M, Z, and time. This is achieved using a least squares fitting 

to the analytical data after choosing the initial functional form. In most cases this 

determines the type of function, the value of the powers, and the number of 
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coefficients to be used, simply by inspecting the shape of the relevant function. 

However in some cases, such as the luminosity core-relation on the giant branch, an 

underlying physical process will dictate the choice. Tout et al. report that their 

methods result in an initial LZAMS accurate to 3% and a R^s accurate to 1.2%, 

while their shooting methods for continuous estimation between phase to phase is 

better than 5% error. The results of this is a program that requests and 

ZZ4V/S, and provides a grid of parameters for various times and phases of evolution. 

For a more detailed explanation of the equations, calculations, interpolations, and 

processes that are used by the SSE program see HPT (2000). 
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Chapter 3 

Binary Modeling Parameters 

3.1. Mass Generating Function 

We assume the distribution of ZAMS stars as a Saltpeter distribution using 

a variation of Eggleton's mass generating function (Kroupa, Tout, & Gilmore, 

1991): 

Af(xl-033 —— oh" (l.O-z) AndOcxcI (1) 
{) [ ( l .O-zfS + OM(\.0-zr 1-04 ' )  

Where x is given as a uniform randomly distributed number with average ot 

0.5 Me, and M(x) is the randomly generated, restricted, mass of a ZAMS star. For 

the SSE program as well as for this project, we initially assume a minimum mass of 

0.07 Me, or spectral type-T, given by Chabrier (2003) to be the lower bound 

definition of what we can consider to be a star. 
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A lower mass limit is not detrimental to the project; we do not expect to 

find low mass main sequence companions, due mostly to their low luminosity and 

cool temperatures. However, including lower mass MS stars, and even non-

hydrogen burning stars into the sample, as companions would provide a more 

complete theoretical model. Chabrier (2003) showed from both observation and 

modeling that for star formation in the Galactic Disk and in young clusters, the IMF 

extends well below the hydrogen-burning limit (-0.072 Mg) and even into the 

deuterium-burning limit, with a comparable number-density to that ol the main 

sequence IMF. He also shows, following previous research (Lu et al. 1996; Massey 

1998; Gilmore et. al 2002), that the IMF for lower mass stars is continuous with the 

MS IMF, however the shape of the total IMF seems to differ from region to region 

this suggests a power-law form for large masses and a lognormal distribution for 

low-masses. This is the basis for the defense of stellar formation producing an IMF 

that is continuous for all masses. It is also the basis for reasoning that the physical 

processes that create stars (turbulence) and planets is different. 

3.2. Mass Ratio 

To the best we can determine, the mass ratio, q, is one of the most poorly 

determined variables in a wide binary system. Observed distribution fall into two 

categories: (1) a distribution that is dominated primarily at unity (V. Trimble, 

1987), or (2) a bimodal distribution with peahs at q ~ 0.2 and q ~ 0.7 (Halbwachs. 



et al. 2003). Physical reasons for both have been theorized. The near unity 

distributions are explained through a process of stellar birth mechanics (turbulence 

and fragmentation Lucy and Ricco 1979), which tends to result in near equal 

"clumps" of would-be stars forming out of a single GMC. Bimodal distribution 

seems to be biased by selection effects and evolutionary effects (Kruszewski 1967; 

Paczynski 1971; Thomas 1977; Shy and Lubow 1981). Thus for our purposes of 

finding a initial mass ratio function (IMRF) we will discuss unity like distribution, 

as these will be the most likely candidates to explain a mass-ratio distribution 

created by a physical process. 

Both results and effects have been discussed in detail tor spectroscopic 

binaries (SB) by Zinnecker (1983), it is in our opinion that these discussions hold 

for wide binaries as well. A number of observed distributions have been fit whose 

distribution as a function of q is: 

(2) f ( q ) ~ q l l 2 ( l + tf)"3 for 0 < ^ 1 by Heintz (1969) 

(3) /(<?)~ 2(1+ «f for 0 < s 1 by Kuiper (1935) 

(4) /(<?)~?2 for 0<9*1 by Popov (1970) 

(5) /(9)~ |(1 + «f for 0 < 4 s 1 by van Albada (1968) 
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Others include, but are not limited to, Trimble (1974), Staniucha (1979), 

and Lucy and Ricco (1979). Trimble's provides two fits, both of which are based 

off of the Sixth Catalogue of the Orbital Elements of Spectroscopic Binary 

Systems, a catalogue of 826 binary star systems and their elements. The two 

distributions are presented as: 

(6) f{q)  -2.14- \ .62q-1.0\q2  where 0<q^\  

= l where 0<^l 
1 ' (0.086)2 (0.35) 

In addition to Trimble's best fitting method, she also finds that for the 

complete sample of orbital elements, the above /(<?) ~ A(l + a) " type fits are not 

able to reproduce the sample. Instead, she fits a low-order polynomial (equation 6) 

and a hyperbolic equation (equation 7). Both of which fit the distribution fairly 

well, with rms deviation values of 0.022 and 0.008 respectively. 

After multiple trials with various models, we have chosen instead to use our 

own initial mass-ratio function. Our distribution is a random uniform distribution, 

i.e. a constant probability values. We feel that this distribution, in addition to 

yielding the best comparison results, also has a reasonable likelihood of being 

physical. Wide binaries such as the ones we are considering are unlikely to have 

affected each other significantly during the course of formation, since then 
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separations are so great. Thus, producing a random draw from the IMF mimics the 

expected coeval, while placing condition on the initial mass ratio (0 < q < 1) 

produces the observed trend towards unity. It also has the added feature of 

producing an un-distorted secondary mass distribution, allowing in our models for 

the same physical process that produced the primary to directly produce the 

secondary. In section 6 we present our best model for comparison and analysis, the 

q-ratio distribution for this model was a constant distribution. 

Using an acceptance-rejection method of random variate generation, we can 

produce the distribution seen in figure 4. We in addition restrict our lower mass 

companions with similar bounds as their partners with the star's mass needing to be 

greater then 0.07 Ms. Our restriction has the added effect of producing the 

suggested tendency of mass ratio to unity. 

3.3. Initial Separation Function 

Similar to the way we generate the initial physieal parameters of our binary 

systems, we create a separation generating taction. Separation of binary systems is 

difficult, observable parameters requiring distance, inclination, eccentricity and 

mass. One of the first and most often used references to separation distribution is 

given by Opik (1924) as a simple uniform log distribution of. 

(8) /(a)-log(<0 where a>0 
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For our experiment we transform this equation into our random variate 

separation generating function a{X) = iOx"20+2° where x is random and uniformly 

distributed 0 < x < 1. This distribution is suggested by Poveda (1988) and 

Zinnecker (1984). Similarly, we use the separation and masses now assigned to 

each pair, along with Kepler's 3rd law, to calculate a period for each binary. 

In addition to the physical u > 0, we also impose observed limitations on 

our binary pairs. We rely on Zinnecker's definition of CPMB, VB, and SBs, and 

limit the initial smallest separation a common proper motion binary can have as 

102a.u.. This is wide enough that the two components of the pair are individually 

resolvable, and the effects of Roche Lobe interaction and component-to-component 

tidal interactions are minimal compared to Galactic effects and stellar GMC 

encounter perturbations. Similarly, we impose a maximum of 10Vu„ an observed 

maximum for CPMB separations. This is reasonable considering the physical 

limitation of the binaries own gravitational binding energy compared with the 

gravitational disruptions of the Galaxy and stellar perturbations. A "kill" algorithm 

was developed to impose this upper limit continuously over the evolution time 

frame and will be discussed later. 
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3.4. Birth Rate 

Our experiments involve an initial stellar burst of 10,000 binaries with a 

constant stellar birth rate of 1 binary a Myr. We approximate the birth rate as a 

repeating burst model with 100 binaries being created every 100 Myrs. All bursts 

have identical initial factors and distribution to produce a continuous and smooth 

distribution (HTP 2002). The only references, which challenge this approach, 

suggest that metallicity may play a role in distorting the initial distribution function. 

However, the region of space that we are attempting to model is limited to the Solar 

neighborhood (i.e. distance under 100 pc) and as Silvestri et al. (2002) showed, 

CPMB in this region do not have non-solar metallicities. We therefore assumed 

Solar Metallicity for all ZAMS stars. Although it is not central to this project, we 

have, however, begun to simulate situations with various metallicities. A very 

preliminary investigation on the effects of a range of metallicity on the evolution of 

a binary system will be presented in a separate document. 

3.5. Color Estimation 

The basis of this project revolves around being able to present theoretical 

quantities that can be compared to observed distributions. This requires us to 

transform our physical characteristics for each binary system into observables such 

as color and angular separation. We have employed a mix of Kawka & Vennes 
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(2006), Kurucz (1979), and Hawley (2002) temperature color relations to produce 

the ugriz(J) absolute magnitudes (Benvenuto 1999) required for comparison. 

Similar to how the binaries have been categorized, for the code we have 

divided our stars into four categories: MLT, WD, MS, and "other". MLT reters to 

the spectral type of the star: M, L or T, corresponding to effective temperatures 

from -3800K to 1000K (Reid 2002 and 2000). We estimate the spectral type of a 

star below 3400K to be dependent only on temperature. We justify our estimation 

with three points: 

1) Reliable statistics are not available for relative surface densities of low mass 

stars (early-T and late-L), and thus there are few if no stellar atmospheric 

simulation involving gravity 

2) The original (and current) classification scheme for MLT dwarfs is based on 

"look" of the spectra and is dependent mostly on line features. A number of 

flux ratios (H2O.CO.CH4...eto) show linear relation with spectral type of 

the star (Burgasser et al. 2002) 

3| S„pto «. .1. (2001, « • -PP~b » *» "» """"" ™d 

up. =1. fce-iy«h 0,h""L""'dw*" 
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Thus, we use a combination of spectral type and temperature relations to 

transform the observed absolute magnitudes by Hawley et al. (2002) in r*i*z*J to 

produce a temperature and absolute magnitude relation. We then use this relation to 

produce colors and errors for all MLT stars. While neither the LDS nor the SDSS 

survey currently produces apparent J magnitudes for its stars, we do expect future 

(LSST) surveys to produce near-infrared colors (y), and at such a time we will 

update and expand our code. 

For WD and MS stars we use models provided by Kawka and Kurucz. 

These atmospheric models are grids of color with dependence on temperature and 

gravity of the system. We employ a 2nd/3rd order unevenly spaced data 2-dim 

interpolation subroutine to determine both expected absolute magnitude and error 

in absolute magnitude given T and g. Similar to the MLT section we estimate 

u*g*r*i*z* Sloan colors. This will allow us to transform our results from absolute 

directly to observable ugriz Sloan apparent magnitudes using the distance modulus. 

Models used to compute discrete grids are found at 

httn-Z/www stsoi edii/hst/observatog/sdMK22lB°^Slsi!tBll' under Kurucz stellar 

atmosphere models. For MS stars, temperature ranges from 42000K to 3170K were 

computed as well as gravities between 0 and 5. For WD stars two sets of grids were 

used: a fine resolution set that had temperatures between 7.000K and 84.000K and 

• • , -7 A Q s in 5 intervals and a broad resolution set that had 
gravities between 7 and 9.5 in .a mterva . 

. A -omz onri R4000K with gravities between 7 and 9 with 1 
temperatures between 4:>00K and 84UUU 
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gravity intervals. The fine resolution set was used for stellar temperatures between 

7,000K and 84,000K. For temperatures beyond 84,000K and below 7,000K, the 

broad resolution set was used, with an extra order of magnitude taken into 

consideration. The resulting dataset of binary star component absolute magnitudes 

requires a distance to transform into apparent magnitudes (observables). In order to 

compute the distance modulus, a variety of models were tried, including a synthetic 

Galactic population model that includes distance as a function of mass (Robin 

2003). As a first result for our project, we produced a distance model that best fits 

the observed LDS distribution with the given parameters. The adopted distance 

distribution had the form: 

(9) f ( d )  = log ( d )  

This equation was then transformed into a random vanate separation 

generating function: 

(10) a ( x )  = 10<3'°"'0> 

Where 0 < * < 1 and *is a uniformly distributed random number. We 

theorize this will, through random evolutionary processes, produce the synthetic 

lognormal distribution of distances that Robin et al. (2003) obtained. We aiso 

assume that binary and single star distance distributions are identical. 
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Chapter 4 

Binary Mechanics 

4.1. Orbital Evolution Circular 

In the present model, circular orbits and isotropic non-conservative mass 

loss for the star are assumed, both during the main and post-main sequence life 

times. Thus, following Pringle (1985), we can show that for non-conservative 

mass-loss, binary period and separation increase as. 

N a M 
(1U) a" + 

P 2 M 
C1 1 - 2 )  ~ p = ~ M A  +  M B  

, • ^fthehinarv M A  is the mass of the 
Where M is the total mass-loss-rate of the binary, n 
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primary star, MB is the mass of the secondary star, a is the separation, a is the 

separation change rate, and P is period with P period rate of change. For our wide 

pairs, initially circular orbits were assumed for simplicity of mass-loss/orbital 

expansion equation. We then can expand our code to include various orbital 

eccentricities. We find from D. Valls-Gabaud (1988) (e.g. Dommanget, 1963, 

Kopal, 1978) that when integrated over time, mass-loss has no net effect on 

eccentricity and angular velocity. 

4.2. Orbital Evolution Elliptical 

While it is the primary method of this project, it is unrealistic to attempt to 

describe a population of binary stars as all being circular. We also do not expect to 

be able to evolve a binary system without affecting the orbital parameters. With 

this in mind we have begun research and programming to create a modified version 

of Valls-Gabaud's (1988) equations in our own mass loss code to produce the 

mechanics necessary to model double mass loss. We allowed no accretion onto 

either star from its companion and no accretion from ISM or any outside bodies. 

Thus the code is exclusively focused on the dynamics of the binary. 

As with Valls-Gabaud (1988), Dommanget (1963), and Kopal (1978), we 

can show that the perturbing force due to an isotropic variation of mass is 

tangential to the orbit, so that only the planar orbital elements will be perturbed: 
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Where E  is the eccentric anomaly, Mis the total mass of the system, V  is the 

orbital velocity around the center of mass, and v is the true anomaly ol the 

osculating orbit. The rate of change of mass of the binary system for our equations 

can then be taken as the time derivative of the log(M). When applied to the total 

mass of the system, this allows the mass loss contribution of both stars to have an 

effect on binary separation. 

It should be noted that when expressing these equations in terms of E ,  

Kepler's equation is no longer valid (Valls-Gabaud 1998 and Hadjidemetriou 1966) 

and should be replaced with 

n s t  =  ( 2 £  +  r f l o g W  s m £ \ |  _ g c o s  £ ) - .  
^  '  d t  \ P  d t  6  '  

arp less concerned with orbital changes over 
However, in our program we ar 

. ~ tinp nrhital nath, and more concerned with the 
small time steps, i.e. points along the 

A/f vpar the interval rate of our program. For 
effect of mass loss averaged over a t ec . 
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our average binary system with amax= 104 A.U. and intermediate-to-low-mass 

components, we find average periods are shorter then our time-step. Equations 3,4, 

and 5 can be simplified when integrated over one whole revolution and neglecting 

the small term in (sinE/e) to: 

2 JZC3 a d\o%M 
(16) Aa = , 2 , ,—f— 

G'M ~Jl- e 2  d t  

(17) Ae = 0 

(18) Aw = 0 

Where a is the mean semi-major axis during the revolution and c is the 

areal constant which is given as 

(19) c = ma(\-e2)  

Thus separation (a) is a function of eccentricity (e), the mass loss rate (m), 

and the instantaneous mass of the star (m). For simplicity, we consider these 

equations to be sufficient. However, should it prove necessary, the orbital 

parameters of the binary system can be evolved using equations 7, 8, and 9. 
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4.3. Binary Separation and Destruction 

Even "a minimal model for the orbital evolution of wide binaries should 

include the influences of passing stars, Giant Molecular Clouds (GMC s) and the 

galactic tidal field" (Bahcall et ah, 1985; Hut and Tremaine, 1985; Weinberg et al. 

1987). For the wide separations of CPMBs, even minor forces such as these over 

the course of millions of years can effect the binaries' separations, even dissolving 

them eventually. Antonov and Latyshev (1972) describe a "'tidal limit lor wide 

binaries, where the gravitational forces from Galactic tidal perturbations outweigh 

the gravitational attraction between the binaries themselves. This limit is. 

(20) a,. - 2.07x105A.U 
( M ,  +  M 2 )  

MSolar 

However, this does not consider either GMC or passing binary effects over 

the lifetime of the star. A more realistic approach would include all these disruption 

effects. Here we take a simple approach to approximate such cumulative effects. A 

rigorous treatment is beyond the scope of the current project. 
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4.3.1. Current Approximation of Destruction 

For a first order approximation to the dissolution time problem, we use 

Wasserman's Galactic tidal perturbations formula for a two solar mass binary 

system with a q = 1. We give the expected half-life (ty) of a CMPB system to be: 

(21) 

For wide binaries with no consideration for the GMC 

(22) tV2 = 1.32 x 103 A^^oTxTo7) 

For wide binaries with consideration tor a 

—8 _3 

GMC regional density of 3.6 x 10" pc 

Where tl/2 is the 50% likelihood survival time for a binary with separation ao 

in A.U. So while we cannot use this to estimate the expansion caused by a GMC 

and perturbations, we can use this in conjunction with a binomial distribution 

selection program to produce a "kill" algorithm. An evenly distributed binomial 

random variable with two possible outcomes (50/50) simulates the t„, The 

inverse of either equation 15 or 16 gives the needed equation a(,). Lastly we set up 

a simple ratio of separations to linearly scale the probability mechanism. 
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Binaries with a separation greater than the half point limit will have a ratio 

greater than one and a better chance of dissociating (i.e. 50/50 turns into 75/25), 

while binaries with a separation less than the half point limit will have a ratio less 

than one and a worse chance of dissociating (i.e. 50/50 turns into 25/75). We then 

substitute P2 = —-— * .OOlMvr2 where a is our separation in A.U. and M is our 

total binary mass into Wasserman's fit to get a function ot P ( m , t ) ,  the 50/50 

dissociation limit a period can have. 

4.3.2. The Next Step in Destruction Programming 

A second order approximation would be to have a { t ) ,  where the 

perturbations instead of being considered as make and break force, would be 

responsible for increasing the binary size. This would require treating the Galactic 

gravitational forces as a "drag" force on the binary. As stated by Wasserman 

(1988), field stars and the surrounding ISM cause a steady advective diffusion of 

wide binary separations to higher separations. Taking into account such 

perturbations would require a non-Keplerian treatment of the binary's orbital 

parameters that is currently beyond the scope of this paper. It should be noted 

however, during the comparison of our observed models to actual observed orbrt 

• , „r binaries to have larger than normal separations, just for 
distributions we expect our binaries to 

i . ori onnlvsis of the "tail" characteristics (kurtosis) of 
this reason. It is our hope that an analysis o 

•i • t„ii i,« something about a ( t )  that we did not take into 
the separation distribution can tell us sometninc 
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account, and may even provide observational comparison for a a ( t )  model in future 

research. 
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Chapter 5 

Statistics 

5.1. Statistical Analysis of Populations 

Building an observable/testable model of a population of wide binaries 

requires statistical analysis. The number of intertwined variables makes trying to 

determine effects through analytical models difficult at best. The shear volume of 

binaries generated in either the survey or the modeling makes attempting to study 

individual binaries systems irrelevant. Thus, true comparison between a theoretical 

model and an observed model requires analysis of the population as a whole. 

Statistical methods are best employed to represent and categorize both the modeled 

and observed populations. 

The current orbital evolution code, what we refer to in combtnation with the 

Color Estimation and SSE programs as the "Double Star" (DS) program, does not 

involve any mass/separation relationship (there is no m(a)). Zinnecker (1983) 

suggests there is a relationship between the product of the stellar masses and then 



separations (Staniucha 1979) at least in spectroscopic binaries, where small mass 

ratios correlate with smaller separations. Given in Paczynski (1971 equation 6) we 

show that if a is the separation between the centers of the two components then: 

(23) ^ 
G(M,M2)2 

Where M is the total mass of the system, J is the orbital angular momentum 

and G is the gravitational constant. For the formation of a system where we have a 

set total mass, but an indeterminate mass ratio, equation 17 can be reduced to. 

(24) a ^ ( M l M 2 ) ' 2  

Whether this trend exists for wider binaries is unknown. Processes may or 

may not allow for mass and momentum conservation during formation. Paczynski 

himself states that there is no observational evidence for this hypothesis. Wide 

binary formation itself is a poorly understood topic; discussion of formation for 

these binaries may not be possible. However, Zinnecker suggests that external 

forces may be the dominant influences on the separation of wide systems. Popper 

(1980) and Harris et al. (1963) observed that visual binaries, presumably wide 

binaries, had mass ratio frequency distributions with a mean parameter of q - 2/3. 

Will our own calculations emulate this observed mean? Is it wise to introduce an 

empirical observed parameter into our program? Either argument could be 

defended, and in time we may argue the question. 

Since all of the influencing parameters are not known, we will use non-
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parametric statistical methods to compare our computed and observed separation 

results. We begin with describing our datasets as probability density functions 

(PDF) to represent frequency. 

5.1.1. Type I Error and Null Hypothesis 

In general we will be comparing, in statistical terms, two separate sets of 

data. While we are calling them "observed" and "modeled", we treat them 

statistically as equals. In our comparison we have an area of acceptance and an area 

of rejection, both of which must be based on an initially stated hypothesis. Because 

we are recreating the observed distribution with our created models, we are looking 

for a case where our two sets are identical within a given region of random error. 

We show this as: 

(25) 

Where a is expected random error for the system, M is sample average, and 

£ is our allowance of error. We judge the degree to which a Type One error will be 

committed by the determination of the likelihood a given point will be at the 

rejection distance away from our average difference of samples. This is our level of 

significance a. We base our determination of best fit between observed and 

modeled distribution fractions as the simulation with the smallest a, and thus the 
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greatest likelihood of similarity. 

5.2. Probability Density Function 

For a given random variable x that is continuously distributed, we define the 

probability density function (PDF) of the function as the function f(x) defined for 

all real x E (-oc,oc), having the property that for any set B of real numbers (Ross 

2003): 

(26) j f ( x ) d x  =  P { X G B }  
B 

Babu & Feigelson (1996) describe the importance of finding a balance 

between masking no assumptions about the situation and the other extreme of 

assuming all possible variables. Thus making the least number of necessary 

assumptions while keeping the calculations manageable is the goal of modeling 

both the process and the fiinction. Thus while we look to known observed models 

of separation dtstributions to provide our basts function, we also actively try and 

employ known random distribution that often appear in physical processes. There 

are a number of possible random distributions that our data set might emulate. 

Some of the more common distributions are given below. 
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5.2.1. Uniform 

The simplest case is that for which in the region of area examined, the 

probability of any event occurring is equal to the probability of any other event 

occurring. That is to say: 

(27) f ( x )  =  a X ,  b  < x  < c  

Where the values a,  b ,  and c are all constants, and A is a normalization 

constant. 

5.2.2. Normal 

Also known as a Gaussian distribution, the normal distribution is often the 

representation of the continuous general random variable possibility structure. 

Where x is a normal random variable (or rather x is normally distributed) with 

parameters u and a', we represent the probability density function of this curve 

numerically (Ross 2003) as: 

i -(x-n)2/ 1 /2tJ 00 < X < C® 
C28) = ̂  
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5.2.3. Exponential 

A continuous random variable (x) with PDF that is said to be an exponential 

random variable with parameter /J, will have a distribution function described as: 

The exponential distribution is a simple and relatively easy approximation 

to work with. In short, it models processes that produce a random exponentially 

distributed function, ones that do not deteriorate with time, or are "renewing". This 

distribution is often associated with queuing and counting processes. 

5.2.4. Log-Uniform / Lognormal 

We will assume that our initial orbital separation data has a lognormal 

(29) 

distribution of the form: 

(30) /(*) = log(x), 0<*<" 

We find that this assumption is a 

first step towards a realistic model. From 

we submit that the reaction of the initial i 

sumption is a logical one for our theoretical model, as a 

model. From the Central Limit Theorem of statistics, 

of the initial model to the physical processes will cause 
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a sampling effect, resulting in a final model of lognormal type. Following Smith 

(1993), the lognormal distribution is: 

1 -(log.t -Jl)2/ 
(31) f ( x )  = - r=-e / 2 " : , - x < x < x  

• \ l2j to  

In such a case our final separations are an expected logarithmic Opik's 

(1924) binary separation distribution. 

5.3. Central Limiting Theorem 

Following Ross (2002), let X„X2 X„ be a set of N independent random 

variates and each X, have an arbitrary probability distribution of P(x l , . . . ,x f l )  with 

mean ui and a variance a2. Then the distribution of. 

X. + X. + ....+ XN-nn ™ -1 ^ 

As it tends towards n -  « will approach normal 

(33) P 
f X. + X, + X, + ... + < d -2= f e*%dx 
{ o4n J 2̂71 -

In other words, given any 
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independent selection from the population will result in a set of random variables 

that are normally distributed (Trotter 1959, Feller 1945). 

5.4. Rank-Order Statistics 

If our intentions are not to compare numbers and quantities, but instead to 

contrast whole datasets with each other, we must depend on rank-order statistics, 

i.e. non-parametric testing. Here we introduce our "before and alter concepts. We 

state with some certainty that the majority of mass loss occurs during the AGB-

RGB phases and that the MS+MS view is the "before" control group that we need. 

This makes our MS+WD and subsequent spectra division (F-star +WD, G-star 

+WD...etc) the experimental "after groups. 

If we start by assuming that the intrinsic mean of the orbital separations is 

the same for MS+MS and MS+WD pairs, or equivalently that the mean is the same 

between spectral classes (I.e. F-star +WD vs. G-star +WD), then we can use the 

counter argument that if our original hypothesis was wrong then its opposite must 

be true. When analyzing a data set for which we cannot confidently assume an 

intrinsic distribution function, non-parametric tests are best. This is precisely the 

situation we face with wide binaries because all of the competing processes that 

affect separation are not well defined. 

Smith (1993) suggested starting with a K-W test tor multiple p 

analysis to determine if the original hypothesis was correct. In the case where the 
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original hypothesis is rejected, we will perform on each dataset the Wilcoxon Rank 

Sum test, which uses our two independent sets of data to determine if there is a 

relationship between any of the spectral classes with each other or the control 

group. Thus, here we make the initial hypothesis that the set of orbital separations 

are identical independently distributed random variables (normal distribution) 

found from our calculated hypothetical PDF, and each set has a mean separation 

that is distinct (should our project hypothesis prove valid) for each of the binary 

types. 

5.4.1. The Kruskal-Wallis (K-W) Test 

This test also relies on the calculation of rank sums. Beginning b> 

assembling the separation data into single column format (raw measures), we rank 

each individual value. When a tie occurs, i.e. identical values amongst the groups, 

the average of the applicable rankings are given to each value. For example, if the 

fourth and third ranked values were equal, then we'd instead assign the value 3.5 to 

each. After ranking each individual value and preserving their group (sample) 

correspondence and order, we sum and average the ranks, noting group. Thus, once 

we have the rank sums we can test for H, the Kruskal-Wallis parameter that can be 

c 2 r ~t „ a = i 2 3...) be the number ot 
treated as though it were a value ot x • • 

observations in the i* sample. The sum of the ranks corresponding to the 

observations in the i* sample is denoted by the random variable Rr Now le, us 
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consider the statistic: 

(34) H = -^-Ji-3(n + l) 
n(n +1) ~  n t  

Which is approximated very well by a chi-squared distribution with (k - 1) 

degrees of freedom when our hypothesis is true and if each sample consists ot at 

least 5 observations. We reject our hypothesis that the mean separations are the 

same in both groups if, with Chi-Squared being the area under the probability curve 

for a given alpha, where alpha is the level of significance or our Type one error, we 

show that H >  x l -

5.4.2. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) Test 

The full name of this test is the "Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodness-of-Fit 

Test." It is used to decide if a sample comes from a population with a specific 

distribution. Often used to determine if a distribution is normal (i.e. by comparing 

the distribution in question to a normal distribution), this test is a non-parametric 

test, having the advantage of being very versatile in its usage. In particular for our 

„ e  « « . " "  —  

is similar to) the observed LDS distribution). 

r to un-binned distributions that are functions ol a 
The KS test is applicable to un Dim 

, tn Hata sets where each data point can be 
single independent variable, that is to say, 
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associated with a single number. The KS test is defined by: H0: The data follow a 

specified distribution; Ha: the data do not follow the specified distribution, and a : 

the significance level of the results (or of the test). The KS statistic is defined as: 

F ( x ) is the theoretical cumulative distribution of the distribution being 

tested. The result from this test is D, the statistic, and a. However, there are a 

number of drawbacks to this test. 

1) It only applies to continuous distributions. 

2) It tends to be more sensitive near the center ot the distributions 

(35) 

than at the tails. 

3) The distribution must be fully specified. That is, if location. 

scale, and shape parameters are estimated from the data, the 

critical region of the KS test is no longer valid. It typically must 

Knowing this, however, we 

determination of goodness-of-fit. 

be determined by simulation. 

his however, we will perform a KS test on our dataset as a 
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5.5. Statistical Parameter Tests 

Our intentions are to determine parameters of the MS+MS post-evolution 

separation datasets and compare them to their WD+MS counterparts using both 

descriptive statistics and comparative statistical testing (Smith 1993). Descriptive 

statistics will provide a simple method of comparing measures of the data such as 

these given below. All descriptive statistics are given as moments of a normal 

distribution. We give moment as m,(i = 1,2,3-) with i - 1 representing the hist 

moment of the distribution (the mean also given as average) i = 2 being the second 

moment and related to the variance.. .etc. For distribution that are not normal, we 

will present in 5.5 the equations for moment calculation, and in appendix B, we 

will present the equations performed. 

5.5.1. Mean 

The simplest and most straightforward of the tests is the mean or the 

average" of a sample; 

(36) 
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5.5.2. Skewness 

The skewness is a parameter that describes asymmetry in a random 

variable's probability distribution, or rather just a departure from symmetry. A 

positively skewed curve will have a "tail" that extends longer on the positive side 

of the mean or maximum of the curve, and likewise a negatively skewed curve will 

have a longer "tail" on the negative side of the maximum. Skewness is a 

quantification of shape. It should be noted that two PDFs could in theory have 

identical means and standard deviations and un-similar skewness values (Ross 

2003). For a known PDF mean and median, skewness is defined as a3 where. 

(37) Skewness = 
3(X - median) 

and the standard deviation of the data set is. 

1 x ̂  2 
(38) 

5.5.3. Kurtosis 

Kurtosis is defined as a measure oi 

and is based on the size of a distribution s 

broader features are called "leptokurtic . I 

of  "peakedness" of  a distribution function 

i's tails. Distributions with larger tails and 

Normal distribution that has small tails is 
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called "platykurtic" and are very narrow and pointed. Perfectly Normal 

distributions will have a kurtosis of zero, and as a note such a function is called 

mesokurtic. Kurtosis in terms of moments is defined as a4 as: 

m, 
(39) kurtosis = a4= — 

5.6. Testing of Type I Error 

Because we have large populations of data, we have chosen to work with 

histograms, or binned samples of our populations. We are in the end looking for the 

closest match we can find between our observed samples and our model samples. 

Thus for each bin we have two values. Our Type I error then is the rejection of the 

hypothesis that these two values should be identical and thus 

(40) = 

1 a Mrnnip inherently has some random error. However we expect our observed sample inherently 

so instead we improve and expand our h\ pothes' 

(41) H0 = 
O 

0.0 
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Thus the acceptance of our hypothesis (i.e. the two samples were drawn 

from the same parent populations) will require the sampling distribution of the 

difference between our two values to be less then one sigma. In addition, we 

consider that our populations have different sizes NModel * Nobserved ' ^0I" USC 

the equation of sampling distribution of the differences between two averages 

2 _2 ox o2 

1 
—- + — 

1 nx n2 

Where X is the average for each of the whole populations, n is the average 

of parent population, a is the error in the population, n is the size of the sample 

taken, and Z is our t-value or deviation from our hypothesis. For our analysis, we 

take the resulting sample of Z values as a nomial distribution from the Central 

Limitation Theorem, and compute an average and a standard deviation from which 

to assess our original hypothesis. The closer our average is to this hypothesis, 

, 1 * tho more likely our model accurately predicts the 
within the standard deviation, the more 

• • mo more likely the model and observed samples share 
observed distributions, i.e., the more y 

the same "parent" populations. 
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5.7. Binned Z-Test 

A comparative statistic is necessary to process our model data and find a 

best fit. However, we run into two problems: 

a) While there are many comparative statistics, and we will use a number ot 

them in this analysis, most if not all of them have specialized functions, 

tailored to describe a particular feature or likelihood of a particular feature 

being common between multiple populations. We have both / tests and a 

maximum likelihood t-test or z-test, however, this works poorly with 

samples of unequal size. In addition, non-parametric rank-sum tests are 

useful in determining similarity, but are weak in terms of shape and moment 

comparison. In other words, they do not give much information about what 

biases may have shaped the samples. 

b) Neither of our two data sets is continuous or smooth when transformed 

into frequency distributions. In addition, this test will be used on various 

data sets that are dynamic in stze, and for the sake of completeness we wish 

The aoal here is much like dairy farming, to 
to use as much data as possibl . 

t „f milk with the least amount of moo. We would 
extract the most amount of mi 

U ™ /"irrelevant statistical contribution) as possible, 
hope to repress as much mo ( 

r A-tyn a nrocess that enhances our milk (relevant 
while at the same time finding P 
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statistical information). Therefore, we have adopted a process that is a 

combination of assumed parameterization and Z-testing. 

We wish to compare our observational data set of orbital separation to the 

modeled "observational" data that we created. In order to best compare the two 

sets, we transform them two ways: 

1) Bin with respect to angular separation (") at some range 

2) Convert the histogram to a frequency distribution. 

Thus, at the end we have an expected and observed frequency distribution 

of angular separations. This process should normalize our two datasets to an 

equivalent scale. We find, however, for the LDS, that the observational random 

error (scatter) is large compared to the model's internal scatter. If error in both 

Observational and model data « random, tea the » «*I-"™' 

respect to the bins should also be random and, given the CLT, should approach a 

norma, distribntto. a. the nam*, of bins hteremes. Tta » « — » W ' 

error as "fm. "f. we would expect that oar two datasets are identical tr 

both average and variance. So the of fc ™p- modeled and observed 

, distribution, and thus should be testable 
data set should be members of a no 

with a Z-test. 
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Chapter 6 

Analysis 

6.1. Plots and Histograms 

Analysis of populations is often best approached by graphical means. The 

sheer size of our orbital separation populations limits us to produce histograms and 

study various distribution parameters. Prior to our observation/model comparison, 

we show the results of our theoretical modeling program. We present such plots in 

graphs 2-25. We employ not only a graphical "by-eye" comparison ot histograms, 

but also use analysis of calculated statistical characteristics of population when 

appropriate. All histogram bins have been calculated using Sturges formula 

(Venables 2002), which implicitly bases bin sizes on the range of the data. Bins are 

of like sizes and distributions for like binary characteristics for ease of comparison 

All statistics have units of that which was plotted in the graph. After we have 

shown that our theoretical methods produce physically predictable results, we will 
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compare our results with the LDS separation distribution using methods described 

in previous sections. 

6.2. Mass Graphs 

For comparison purposes we have plotted both "before" and "after" orbital 

evolution. It should be noted that the "after" plot is a more accurate representation 

of its title. The "before" plot includes not only the initial burst binaries but also the 

binaries that were born later on. So while the "before" histogram is prior to 

evolution, not all stars will begin at t = 0. The "after" plot, however, is an accurate 

description of a final evolutionary state of a given region of space. Figures 2 and 3 

are the histograms of the "before" sample's primary and secondary mass 

respectively. 
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-1.5 -1.0 —0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

Log(Solar Mass) 

Figure 2: Histogram of Primary Star Masses "before 

The random q-ratio has produced in the secondary a similar distribution 

seen in the primary. At first glance there are two artifacts in our secondary mass 

population that result from the q-ratio computations that may or may n 

physically realistic. 
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-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2. 

Figure 3: Histogram of Secondary Star Masses Before 

First is the cut off at 0.07 resulting from the computation limits of the 

DS program and Chabrier (2003). We, in general, would not expect a mass cut oft 

at this point considering LMT dwarfs are known to have masses of much lower 

then this. However two points address this concern: 
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a) There is a mass cut off for which a star will be formed. It is lower than 

0.07 Ms, but from research by Chabrier (2003), the mechanism which 

causes star formation does have a minimum mass; 

b) Imposing binary's q value to a number between 0 and 1 will cause the 

average secondary mass value to be less than the primary, and we would 

expect this. However, according to Chabrier (2003), the initial mass 

function at lower masses is relatively uncharted. Moreover, the LDS and 

SDSS surveys have uncovered relatively few M, L, and T dwarfs, not 

enough to yet effect the statistical distribution. 

A look at figures 4 and 5 shows the impact of mass loss on the sample as a 

whole. 
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1.5 -1-0 -0,5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

Figure 4: Histogram of Primary Mass "after 

Peaks in the distribution near the 0.5 Ma to 1.0 Ms range and a decrease of 

high mass stars is of course a sign that some of the MS stars have evolved to less 

massive WD stars. At 10,000 Myr. we see not only the primary evolve to WD, but 

in the cases of some of the higher q ratio binaries, we see the companion has 

evolved as well. 
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Figure 5: Histogram of Mass Secondary for "after" pairs 

Figures six and seven are "before" and "after" plots of the q-ratio initial 

distribution in log form with a trend towards q - 1 • 
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6.3. Mass Ratio 

A unique by-product of evolution is viewable in the "after" q-distribution: 

the high mass MS star has at this point evolved into a lower mass WD. Now the 

secondary has a higher mass than the WD, resulting in a distribution of binaries 

with q > 1. It is interesting to note that even with tidal forces and GMC 

perturbation, binaries with a q > 1 still occur. 

q-railc 

Figure 6: Histogram of Mass-Ratio (q) before 
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Figure 7:Histogram of Mass-Ratio (q) "after 

In graphs 8 and 9 we present plots of log (m,) vs. q. These plots show a 

number of distinct results: 
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a) There is little or no clumping in the "before graph, i.e. q and mass of the 

components is uncorrelated. This trend (or lack there) of is still a subject of 

debate for IMF and stellar formation researchers. 

Log Primary Mass vs. q-ratio for Before 

T—-—"1 T— "I r ! 

-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 

Mass Primary iog(Solar Masses) 

Figure 8 

b) The q restrictions are visible in the "before" graph as the curved sharp 

edge of the graph; the bounds for lower mass are also discemable occurring 

around log(m) of-1.2 

c) In the "after" graph we again see edges. This time, however, the positive 

,og(,) range represents the MS+WD or WD+WD region where the primary 
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now has less mass than the secondary. In addition, we also see a diagonal 

line of where evolution has occurred on either the primary or secondary. 

Note that because the graph has interdependent variables, the diagonal edge 

of the secondary that is in the negative log(g) range is caused by the 

primaries mass loss. The evolution to WD of the secondary would likely 

only cause a density change in the population above log(q) = 0 or in the 

compact region near log(g) = -0.2. 

Log Primary Mass vs. q-ratlo for After 

Figure 9 
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6.4. Separation and Period 

The next four Figures (10,11,12, and 13) present the histograms of log(u) in 

A.U. and log(P) in Myrs. The sharp observed initial distribution of separations is, 

again, caused by our initial parameters and the Opik distribution, a cut off at high 

separation (GMC birth cloud), and a lower cut off based on definition of the type of 

binary systems we are looking for (CPMB). The scatter is a result of binning and 

low-density sample. We have found that at higher densities (100,000 binaries and 

greater) this scatter all but goes away. Our initial distributions are leptokurtic (i.e. 

flat top), which is expected in log(a) due to our initial modeling of a uniform log 

distribution. Max, min, and mean are to be expected the high limit, low limit, and 

the average of the two respectively, thus between these four characteristics we can 

trace out a square distribution. We can then explain the skew ~0 (0.124) as 

resulting from the flat sides and little or no discernable tail. We see similar 

characteristics in the log(P) distributions. The mass distribution characteristics are 

unreasonable because the initial imposed random variate distributions, i.e. the 

random selection, of masses causes a distorted curve resulting in the high kurtosis 

and skew. Our own mass bounds surface in the min and max, the mm being the 

lower bound of stellar formation that we expect. 
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Figure 10: Histogram of Separation "before 
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Figure 11: Histogram of Period for "before 

Table 1: Statistical Characteristics of the Un-evolved Distributions 

Statistics Average Std Dev Skew Kurtosis Min Max 

Mass 1 0.910 1.975 14.358 328.325 0.070 63.100 

Mass 2 0.495 1.150 14.764 346.228 0.070 40.106 
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Log (a) 2.906 0.536 0.124 -1.048 2.000 4.000 

Log (p) -1.594 0.826 0.109 -0.914 -3.954 0.407 

The "after" plot in contrast shows the change and the general increase of 

separations. The average separation has increased to 2.972 log(a)and the max 

separation is now 5.048 log(a) (-100,000 A.U.!!). Two other parameters have also 

changed; the shift to higher separations has "depleted" the number of close binaries 

and increased the higher separation binaries. This has effectively rounded out the 

histogram (kurtosis = -0.807) and spread the histogram out with standard deviation 

of 0.562 compared to the standard deviation of 0.536 for the "before" graph. 

Graphs 11 and 13 show similar trends in spread, average, and kurtosis. The period 

has the addition of a randomly generated mass factored into its calculation. This 

affects the kurtosis and skew, producing a more normal distribution, as per the 

CLT, as well as making the curve appear smoother. 
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Figure 12: Histogram of Separations for "after 
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Figure 13: Histogram of Period for "After' 

Table 2: Statistical Characteristics of Evolved Distributions 

Statistics Average Std Dev Skew Kurtosis Min Max 

Mass 1 0.513 0.323 1.579 7.866 0.070 5.108 
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Mass 2 0.3336 0.281 2.177 10.990 0.070 4.154 

Log (a) 2.972 0.562 0.182 -0.807 2.000 5.048 

Log (P) -1.464 0.833 0.138 -0.887 -3.160 0.966 

6.5. Analysis by Binary Category 

Figures 14 to 25 contain groups of four graphs each: a histogram of the 

primary mass in the binary, histogram of q-ratio for the binary, a period histogram, 

and a separation histogram. The three groups represent the three classes of binary, 

MS+MS (14 to 17), MS+WD (18 to 21), and WD+WD (22 to 25), all derived from 

the '•after'" population. 

6.5.1. MS + MS 

First, we note that the MS+MS panel's parameters are relatively unchanged 

and appear almost identical to the '-before" plots in log(?), log(P), and log(a). 

However, the MS+MS mass plots do show "missing" upper mass stars. These stars, 

of course, have been transferred to the other groups as WD stars, in the case of the 

black primary curve, or have been transferred over as the companions to the WD 

(either MS or WD as well) for the secondary. Of the given model (17808 binaries), 

roughly 14,664 (82.3%) binaries are in the MS+MS category. 
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Figure 14: Histogram of Primary Masses for MS+MS Pairs 

Table 3: Statistical Characteristics of the MS+MS "after" distribution 
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Figure 15: Histogram of Mass-Ratios (q) for MS + MS Pairs 

Table 4: Change in Statistics from "before" to MS + MS 

Statistics Average Std Dev Skew Kurtosis Min 

!°gKV ] 
\  /  M S  +  M S )  

0.002 -0.002 -0.003 0.006 0.000 

Max 

0.000 
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Figure 16: Histogram of Separations for MS+MS Pairs 
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Figure 17: Histogram of Periods for MS+MS Pairs 

6.5.2. WD + MS 

The MS+WD plot ii the maio Mete* In this .tody. Sari* with the miss 

plots, we observe the near unilorat meet distribution of the WD (deviation from 

IMF), in addition, tto.iee ih« ih. «a*7 « * 

evolved ,01). This,estti.it« MM ««»''« "*"•"* 
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mass distribution has a peak at -0.7 M& the limit of evolving stellar bodies. The 

histogram for MS+WD q-ratio values shows a greater number of positive 

\og(q) value binaries. 
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Figure 18: Histogram of Primary Mass for WD+MS Pairs 
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Figure 19: Histogram of Mass-Ratios (q) for WD+MS Pairs 

As expected, the MS+WD histogram of separations shows an increase in 

kurtosis, i.e. the movement of low period and small separations towards higher 

values. This causes the more "normal" distribution curve that is seen (kurtosis -> 

0). Additionally average separation has increased to J.204 log(a), i.e. MS 

display an average separation that is 648 A.U. greater than the original MS+MS 
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distribution. Thus, orbital amplification due to post-MS mass loss is shown to not 

only increase the binaries' separations, but also the average separation of the 

population. It should also be noted that if we compute a ratio of approximately how 

many binaries from the original sample resulted in a MS+WD binary, we find that 

there are 1670 MS+WD binaries in the final sample given, i.e. -9.4%. 

3 4 

Log(a.u>) 

Figure 20: Histogram of Separations for WD MS Pairs 
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Table 5: Statistical Characteristics of the WD+MS "after" distribution 

Statistic Average Std Dev Skew Kurtosis Min Max 

log (a) 3.204 0.547 0.111 -0.948 2.141 4.586 

log(P) -1.236 0.824 0.116 -0.918 -2.877 0.772 

Log(Myr) 

Figure 21: Histogram of Period for WD+MS Pairs 
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Table 6: Change in Statistics from MS+MS to WD+MS 

Statistic Average Std 

Dev 

Skew Kurtosis Min Max 

logK^V ] 
\  / MS+MS /  

0.3 0.1 -0.016 0.106 .141 0.586 

log {PwD*MS/p ) 
\  / rMS+MS J 

0.295 0.007 -0.008 0.064 .274 .365 

6.5.3. WD+WD 

The WD+WD plot is a unique by-product of this experiment. To date there 

are still very few double degenerate systems known, and certainly not as many as 

shown here (N = 2839, -16%). The most plausible reason for this lack ot discovery 

of WD+WD binaries results from the fact that either one or both components are 

too dim to be detected in the surveys currently available. The mass plot of the 

WD+WD panel shows that both masses (as expected) display similar it not 

identical populations. 
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Figure 22: Histogram of Primary Mass for WD+WD Pairs 

As predicted, the secondary companion (lower mass) produces a lower mass 

WD than the pnmary, causing the offset in the two histograms. The log(<?) plot has 

• •+• 1 cVtanp However, we should note that there 
almost completely returned to its initial shap . 

r  .  .  . . .  n  o r  e r e a t e r  W e  p o s t u l a t e  those stars had high masses 
are a few binaries at log( q )  « 0 or grea 
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and distinctly different metallicities within the variance allowed (0.01 < z < 0.03 i.e. 

solar), thus producing a log(q) > 0. 

q-ratio 

Figure 23: Mass Ratio (q) if WD+WD pairs 

Stinti. „ tile general W p.« * "S+WD hi.»gi- of Ration, 

t h e  W D + W D  h i m o g r a m  s h o w . » ! » = « -  »  0 ' " " "  ™ "  
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small separations towards higher values. This causes the more "normal" 

distribution curve that is seen (kurtosis -»0) compared to the MS+MS population. 

The increase is the result of continued evolution of the binary. The post-MS mass 

loss of the secondary randomly influences the categories' binary distributions a 

second time, pushing the uniform distribution parameters closer to a more random, 

Gaussian distribution. Additionally, average separation has increased from 3.204 

log(a) for the MS+WD, to 3.406 log(a) for the WD+WD, i.e. an average 

separation increase of 1150 A.U. 
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Figure 24: WD+WD Separation Histogram 

Table 7: Statistical Characteristics of the WD+WD "after" distribution 
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Figure 25: WD+WD Period Histogram 

Table 8: Change in Statistics from WD+MS to WD+WD 

Statistic Average Std 

Dev 

Skew Kurtosis Min Max 

\JaWD,m/ ) 
\  /  W D + M S )  

0.202 " 0.002 0.034 -0.021 0.223 
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logf P*>°Wp ) 0.256 -0.01 0.030 -0.079 0.395 0.091 
\  / 1  WD+MS] 

6.6. Comparison to Observed Data 

We begin our comparison by testing a variety of distance models against the 

LDS WD+MS sample. For our models, we used a lO.OOOMyr with 10,000 initial 

binaries and a *00Binaries,/birth rate (i.e. constant birth rate HTP 2002). 

For each component of each binary we have roughly determined absolute ugriz 

magnitudes using Kurucz models (http://kurucz.harvard/edu). We tound 

temperatures and gravities from the SSE program s output or from Barrafte & 

Chabrier's (1998) evolutionary models for solar metallicity low-mass stars. Using 

the luminosities in conjunction with separations, we applied a random distance 

model, derived from a uniform synthetic Solar Neighborhood population model, to 

our population to determine angular separation and apparent magnitude. Thus we 

can calculate a histogram of a theoretical population, restricted by physical 

observing limits of a survey, and compare the final results to our observed sample. 

6.7. The LDS Sample 

W. «d idukd t» to » "" 

of popuMto. *. i»» ««">»"! 
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sample sizes, population shape should be retained over through the conversion and 

will act as normalization, facilitating the comparison. Using the methods outlined 

in Chapter 5, we compared the percentages at each bin for our two populations to 

the expected errors for each. In this way we attempted to take into account the 

inherent scatter in the observed set. 

Self Comparison, with Single Point Deviation 

£N 

•t— 
2 
£ Q 
O -J 

-r— 
* 

Figure 26: Model = Open Circle, Observed - Closed Circle 

First we test the simple case of comparing the observed sample with itself 

and deviating a single point. We show in Table 9 our computed and observed 

histograms of log (%N), and in Figure 26 we show our graph. Over the given 22 

bins  ( in  0.1 intervals)  the two his tograms we f ind our  average Z 0.001 )4.  wit  
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standard deviation of the Z to be ~0.00913. Along with our primary error 

hypothesis we show that: 

(38) 
H 0 - Z  

\ %/u 

=  t  

Where t is a value directly related to the probability that the two 

distributions are related (identical). We note that the individual components, the 

parts that are inside the brackets of equation (32), are t-values, and we can use these 

to determine the probability that our error will occur outside the bracketed range. 

Using a standard table of probabilities from a normal error integral table (Ross 

2002), and given: 

X +to 

(39) Q ( t )  =  
X 

Where Q(t) is the percentage probability of a point being between the average 

and the ta. For our simple case then, we have that 1 = 0.435 and 22 degrees of 

freedom (v = 22). Using a standard z-Distribution table (Walpole et al. 2002 App 

Table A.3), we find that: P-P[z< 0-0435) - 0.032. So our type one error. 

Ha = u„-^o, where type one error is equal to the machine error in this case, 
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cannot be rejected and has a critical value of 0.032 (97%). Thus we state that the 

difference between the two distributions is not significant enough, and therefore 

they must be nearly the same distribution. 

6.8. Distance Model Comparison 

Performance from our distance model is given in figure 1. We can see that our 

model does not have the scatter that our observational sample does, but this is to be 

expected. Calculation of a histogram from our data distribution causes our data to 

be counting process (Poisson) dependent. Poisson random samples have a standard 

distribution that is equal to l/v[n where n is the number ol counts in a bin. Thus we 

expect the observational data, with less data available, to have more random scatter 

than modeled data. We are currently attempting to resolve several other 

discrepancies, which will be addressed in a future project. 

1) The kurtosis of the model is not as great as the kurtosis of the 

observed sample. It seems that the density of wide binaries at close 

separations is under-observed by Luyten, or alternatively our model 

expects too many close binaries, or our lower limit on separation is 

unrealistic. 
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2) The scatter in the observed data is 1 o greater than the modeled data. 

With an increase in sample size (i.e. SDSS), the observed data scatter 

should reduce. 

3) The range of bins used is small compared to the total range of the 

modeled distribution. The observed range of distribution is also fairly 

large, but incomplete; there are a number of bins with no observed 

data present. We attribute this to the small sample size of the LDS. 

4) The average and skewness of both data sets are similar to a degree. 

This is a positive suggestion that given the known problems stated 

above the model is realistic and correct. 

6.8.1. Model vs. Observed Analysis 

We state that the distribution of binary angular separations in our model is 

similar to our observed distribution (LDS). In particular, we state that the LDS 

sample has a lognormal separation dtstribution that stems from a log-uniform 

distance distribution. We can estimate the distance range of the LDS sample, 

between 1 < log(d) < 3 where distance is in parsecs. similar to our model's distance 

range. 
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Observed Luyten Data vs. Theoretical Model from Double Star MS+MS Sample 
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Figure 27: Log-Log Plot of Model and Observed Angular Separation Distributions 
for MS+MS pairs, Red: Observed, Open: Model 

In Figure 27, we present the results from our comparison ot MS+MS 

observational and model pairs. We see the near-uniform distribution of separations, 

the descriptive statistics here are not as important as the shape of the curve. The 

observed LDS sample shows almost no polynomial trend; in addition a least-

squares fit results in a near flat slope line. Our initial hypothesis that PMS mass-

loss significantly distorts a distribution of separations is apparent, in a comparison 

between the observed MS+MS and WD+MS frequencies. Our own model accuracy 

is apparent in Figure 29. the residual comparison of our two MS+MS d.stributions 
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yields a random (normal) distribution. We note two points in support of our model 

being an accurate representation of the observed distribution: (1) the average 

difference is approaching zero (-0.097), (2) the standard deviation of the residual is 

smaller than the scatter of our two original frequency distributions (-0.017). We 

state then that our model has a tight correlation about the same average shape of the 

observed distribution. 

The WD+MS model/observation histogram comparison Z-test has a 

calculated average z = 0.0559 ± 0.054. We test our hypothesis H0 = 0.0, i.e. the 

average difference in angular separations for our model to observed comparison is 

zero. This results in a t = 0.1754, and a significant error of a = 0.1428 in the range 

0.4 < log(a") < 2.5. Based on the average difference in separation lor all bins, we 

can deduce from our results that there is 85% likelihood that our current models are 

a true representation of the observed LDS sample. We expect that the agreement 

between our theoretical and observed distributions will improve when larger 

samples of fragile binaries become available. 
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Observed Luyteo Data vs. Theoretical Model from Double Star WD+MS Sample 

Figure 28: Log-Log Plot of Model and Observed Angular Separation Distributions 

for MS+MS pairs, Blue Line is a Bi-cubic Spline of the Model Data, Red: 

Observed, Open: Model 

6.8.2. Analysis of Residual 

As an additional comparison of our computed and observed distributions, 

we show in Figures 29&30 the resulting residual terms for both cases of WD+MS 

and MS+MS. Our residual component of the analysis has no particular piily 

or non-linear trend. 
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Residual from Observed vs. Comparison MS+MS 
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Figure 29: Log-Log Plot of the Model to Observed Ratio vs. Angular 
Separation MS+MS pairs 

This suggests that: (1) there are no additional factors tor which we have not 

taken into consideration and (2) there are relatively small systematic errors 

associated with our model. We show our four descriptive moments (average, 

standard deviation, kurtosis, and skew) from which we describe a normal curve. 
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Residual from Observed vs. Comparison 
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Figure 30: Log-Log Plot of the Model to Observed Ratio vs. Angular 
Separation WD+MS pairs 

Figures 29&30 show our plot of residual data as a function ot log 

separation. In addition to showing the distribution of our residual term with respect 

to angular separation, we present the q-q plots (normal probability plots) for each 

case (Figures 31&32). Where the red line indicates an expected normal distribution, 

we find that both cases (WD+MS and MS+MS) follow closely with our hypothesis 

that the residual term will be normally distributed. Thus, while they are not 

identical populations, a normally distributed residual suggests that variance 

between the model and observed population is resulting from mostly random error. 
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Normal Q-Q Plot 

Theoretical Quantiies 

Figure 31: Normal Probability Curve for MS+MS Residual, Normal 
Distribution is in Red 
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Normal Q-Q Plot 

Figure 32: Normal Probability Curve for WD+MS Residual, Normal 
Distribution is in Red 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Future Work 

7.1. C urrent Standings 

The DS code is currently deficient in both the extremes of stellar mass 

(M < 0.07 Me and M > 90M@). We do not have evolutionary code associated with 

very high mass or very low mass stellar objects, nor does our code allow for 

extreme cases of metallicity. However, this is acceptable for the high mass, low 

metallicity, old stars. Reliable evolutionary models for such stars, the "Population 

III" stars, do not currently exist. Moreover, it is acceptable to exclude them 

considering we would not expect to observe these stars in our sample. I heretore 

they are beyond the scope of this thesis. However, future generalization will require 

such an extension to the SSE code and extrapolation of the Kurucz 

color/atmosphere models. 

Low mass models are available and have been taken into account tor 

masses down to M =0.075MS. Despite SSE's lower limitations, which are a direct 
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results of the minimum mass requirement for evolution of a star (i.e. hydrogen 

fusion), we find that both radius and luminosity vary with the evolution of a low 

mass star (M, L, and T type) due to cooling, contraction, and "fuel" consumption. 

So while their contributions to the orbital amplification process are minimal, in 

order to produce a realistic model of the evolved population they should be taken 

into account when surveys of wide binaries include a statistically relevant number 

of such objects. A complete model will permit a full comparison to SDSS's survey 

and the future LSST, both of which will have limiting magnitudes that will permit 

detection of these very low mass stars in wide binaries. 

We could also probe and attempt to include even lower mass companions. 

Such bodies would include cold dead stars, lithium burning stars, or even Jupiter 

and larger planetoids. We do not find it necessary to add these bodies into the 

current overall population, because in general they are not detectable by 

photometric means (i.e. no color). So they are of no use to our present comparisons. 

In addition, the formation of close binary systems and exo-planets is thought to be a 

different physical process than that process that produces wide binaries or stellar 

binary systems in general, i.e. factionary, captive, or fission process, and thus our 

binary formation code may not be applicable. 

Nevertheless, including planets into our initial systems would provide a 

useful test of solar system and exo-planet orbital evolution as a function of parent 

star evolution. If proper continuous mass and mass ratio generation functions could 
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be devised, infonnation could be gleaned from the final ratio of observed binaries 

to non-observable planetoid-binaries. Such ratio could be used as a statistical 

marker that would allow the estimation of expected planetoids in a binary system. 

Using this ratio with a spatial statistics system, areas of maximum likelihood for 

detection could be made, allowing for missions such as the Terrestrial Planet Finder 

to make their searches more efficient and effective. 

7.2. The Future of Large Scale Surveys 

The real test of the Double Star program will be its applicability to very 

large surveys. At the least we would require a set of angular separations with well-

determined errors determined by precision measurement of proper motion. It would 

require upgrades to the orbital evolution code to include tidal forces and closer non-

contact binaries. 

The SDSS database represents a test of the current potential of our 

improved analysis of orbit evolution code. Binary selection will be limited to pairs 

that have been identified by spectroscopic means, ensuring a high probability of 

proper categorization. The current DR4 (www.sdss.org/dr4) spectroscopic catalog 

(9-14-05) fists 102,714 "stars". These objects would be anything from MS stars to 

WD, and another 50,373 stars that have been classed as "M stars or later . 

Correlating spectroscopic and photometric data we can precisely categorize by 

stellar class, using known color diagram cuts for the ugriz system (Finlator et al„ 
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2000), increasing the classification of certainty for our pair types. As more 

information becomes available, USNO proper motions can be combined with the 

colors available from SDSS to improve distance and separation estimates. 

Parallaxes and precise proper motions will eventually become available from the 

Space Interferometry Mission (DS2). 

Ultimately, the LSST system will have the preferred impact on our project. 

However, while individual spectral classes might not be particularly available, the 

improved photometry and extension of the detection range deeper into IR spectrum 

will be obtainable. Thus a reduced proper motion diagram with well-understood 

cuts for luminosity type can do a similar job of categorizing the binary systems. 

While a reduced proper motion diagram has estimated spectral type, causing an 

intrinsic error, this can be offset by the shear number of stars that the LSST will 

identify photometrically (billions). The problem for the LSST in our project will be 

finding proper motions for the stars to determine which ones are CPMB's. I his will 

require additional information, which may not be available with the LSS 1 but 

might be available using the National or International Virtual Observatory 

database. 

The International Virtual Observatory (INVO) wdl be the unitying system 

for the astronomical community. Archival astronomy is not a new field, but with 

the Gigabyte and greater CCDs, multi-wavelength digital imaging, and 1 erabyte to 

Petabyte all sky surveys, it is a field that holds high hopes for new astronomical 
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discoveries. In the near feure, the Astronomical Quety Language (AQL) and the 

multi-point web of data and storage might be able to satisfy the highest hopes of 

our project. It would be a delight to revise the Double Star code in order to 

accommodate an expanded study of the orbital evolution of wide binary stars. 
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Appendix A 

Tables of Results 

A.l .  Sel f  Compar ison 

Below is the table of data for our self-check of the "Z" statistic method. 

Columns are labeled with the appropriate units: Log(s) in arcsec, log(%N) refers to 

the log of the percent frequency, statistics are listed in the bottom left are calculated 

from the "delta" column, the difference between the two model columns. 

Table 9: Near Identical Datasets Compared Using The "Z" Statistic 

Log(s) in ["] Model log(%N) Model (Dev) log(%N) 

0.3000 -1.9505 -1.9505 Delta 

0.4000 

0.5000 

0.6000 

0.7000 

0.8000 

0.9000 

1.0000 
1.1000 

1.2000 

1.3000 

1.4000 

-1.5430 

-1.4423 

-1.3996 

-1.4576 

-1.4576 

-1.4576 

-1.3484 

-1.1723 

-1.2326 

-1.3862 

-1.2326 

-1.5430 

-1.4423 

2.0000 

-1.4576 

-1.4576 

-1.4576 

-1.3484 

-1.1723 

-1.2326 

-1.3862 

-1.2326 

0.0000 
0.0000 

-3.3996 

0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
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1.5000 -1.3484 
1.6000 -1.2613 
1.7000 -1.3606 
1.8000 -1.2613 
1.9000 -1.3862 
2.0000 -1.3137 
2.1000 -1.3862 
2.2000 -1.4134 
2.3000 -1.4897 
2.4000 -1.6260 
2.5000 -1.6037 
2.6000 -1.7908 
2.7000 -2.0016 
2.8000 -1.9047 

2.9000 -2.0596 
3.0000 -2.4276 

3.1000 -2.2057 

3.2000 -2.9047 

3.3000 -2.9047 

3.5000 -2.9047 

Diff Avg 

-1.3484 0.0000 
-1.2613 0.0000 
-1.3606 0.0000 
-1.2613 0.0000 
-1.3862 0.0000 
-1.3137 0.0000 
-1.3862 0.0000 
-1.4134 0.0000 
-1.4897 0.0000 
-1.6260 0.0000 
-1.6037 0.0000 
-1.7908 

-2.0016 Average -0.1545 
-1.9047 VarianceA2 0.7248 

-2.0596 Z 0.0435 
-2.4276 N 22 

-2.2057 

-2.9047 

-2.9047 

-2.9047 

-0.1478 

A.2. Comparison Analysis 
Similar to Table 9, we present our two datasets for analysis. Column 2 

represents our model; Column 3 represents the LDS observations. Please note that 

the LDS sample is not as complete over the given range as the Model (as stated in 

the text), and therefore testing of the Z-statistic was only preformed in the range 

common to the two distributions. 

Table 10: The LDS Distribution of Separations Compared to the "Double Star 
Program's Model Distribution of Separations Using The "Z" Statistic 

Log(s) in ["] Model log(%N) Observation log(%N) Difference 

0-3000 -1^ -1-8884 0.3454 
0.4000 -1.5430 
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0.5000 
0.6000 
0.7000 
0.8000 
0.9000 
1.0000 
1.1000 
1.2000 
1.3000 

-1.4423 
-1.3996 
-1.4576 
-1.4576 
-1.4576 
-1.3484 
-1.1723 
-1.2326 
-1.3862 

-2.0645 
-1.8884 
-1.3655 
-1.5204 
-1.2515 
-1.0231 
-1.2194 

-1.0231 
-1.1350 

0.6221 
0.4888 

-0.0921 
0.0628 

-0.2060 
-0.3253 
0.0470 

-0.2096 
-0.2512 

1.4000 -1.2326 -1.1350 -0.0976 
1.5000 -1.3484 -1.2194 -0.1291 
1.6000 -1.2613 -1.2515 -0.0097 
1.7000 -1.3606 -1.3655 0.0048 
1.8000 -1.2613 -1.6665 0.4053 
1.9000 -1.3862 -1.3655 -0.0207 
2.0000 -1.3137 -1.2194 -0.0943 
2.1000 -1.3862 -1.5873 0.2011 
2.2000 -1.4134 -1.3241 -0.0893 
2.3000 -1.4897 -1.5204 0.0306 
2.4000 -1.6260 -1.8884 0.2624 
2.5000 -1.6037 -1.8884 0.2847 
2.6000 -1.7908 -2.0645 
2.7000 -2.0016 Average 0.0559 
2.8000 -1.9047 -2.3655 VarianceA2 0.2531 
2.9000 -2.0596 Z 0.1754 

3.0000 -2.4276 N 22 

3.1000 -2.2057 -2.3655 

3.2000 -2.9047 

3.3000 -2.9047 

3.5000 -2.9047 
Diff Avgerage 0.0654 

A.3. Integer Assignment to Stellar Lifetime Stages by SSI: 

Program 

0 = MS star M < 0.7 deeply or fully convective 

1 = MS star M > 0.7 

2 = Hertsprung Gap (HG) 
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3 = First Giant Branch (GB) 

4 = Core Helium Burning (CHeB) 

5 = Early Asymptotic Branch (EAGB) 

6 = Thermally Pulsing Asymptotic Giant Branch (TPAGB) 

7 = Naked Helium Star MS (HeMS) 

8 = Naked Helium Star Hertzsprung Gap (HeHG) 

9 = Naked Helium Star Giant Branch (HeGB) 

10 = Helium White Dwarf (HeWD) 

1 1 =  C a r b o n  /  O x y g e n  W h i t e  D w a r f  ( C O  W D )  

12 = Oxygen / Neon White Dwarf (ONeWD) 

13 = Neutron Star (NS) 

14 = Black Hole (BH) 

15 = massless remnant 
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Appendix B 

The Double Star Code 

B. 1. The Double Star Program 

program DoubleStar 
integer, parameter :: dbprc = selected_real_kind(p = 10. r = 100) 

real(kind = dbprc), allocatable, dimension(:,:):: primarydist firstdist 
real(kind = dbprc), allocatable, dimension!:,:):: secondarydist 
real(kind = dbprc), allocatable, dimension!:,:):: birthdist 
real(kind = dbprc), allocatable, dimension!:,:):: beforeMRTC, afterMRTC 
real(kind = dbprc), allocatable, dimension!:):: befaft, befaft2 
real(kind = dbprc), allocatable, dimension!:,:):: MSMS, MSWD, WDWD. CONTROL ' 

real. dimension(40000,7):: aging, aging2 
real(kind = dbprc), dimension(2,7):: output 

integer :: numpair, x, x2, timepoint, number, tick 
integer :: i,j,g,h,l, newborn, start, peace, counter 

real(kind = dbprc):: z, mobile, mobilep. massblowtotal, rate 
real(kind = dbprc):: averagetime, bigmass, timelength, end 
real(kind = dbprc):: deltatime,deltamass.deltatime2. deltamass2 
real(kind = dbprc), dimension(7,2):: MSMSstat, MSWDstat, WDWDstat. CON I ROLstat 

real(kind = dbprc):: one,neta, bwind, p, metal 
real(kind = dbprc):: eleven.thirteen, fourteen 

integer:: mflag 

! user Prompt 

write!*,*) "How many MS+MS pairs?" 
read(*,*) numpair 
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^ ̂  ̂  Mega-Y^ ? <"<> please)" 

! a little on each matrix 
allocate(firstdist(numpair,7)) 

call binarygen(numpair,firstdist,timelength) 

!thus novv primary_dist 1 = mass primary (in Solar Mass), 2 = mass secondary (in SM) 
13 = separation (in A.U.), 4 = period in Myears, 7 = time tag 

write(*,*) "Initial" 

'.—constant rate (1 binary a Mega-vear. or 100 binarys /100 mesa years) 
rate = lOOOO.OdO 
number = 10000 

!— how many birth events 
timepoint = int(timelength/rate) 

!— how many total births 
newborn = (timepoint)*(number) 

!—Initial Marker 
tick = numpair 

!-— how many total binary s in final output 
numpair = numpair + newborn 

!—adaptable newborn matrix (for input to birthgen) 
allocate(birthdist(number,7)) 

!—adaptable output matirxs, columns are as follows 
! 1 stM: 1 ; 2ndM:2 ; a(A.U.):3 ; p(Myr):4 ; Classl:5; Class2:6 ; Time 7 

allocate(primarydist(numpair.7)) 

! 1 stM: 1 ; 2ndM:2 ; a(A.U.):3 ;p(Mvr):4 ; agel:5 ; age2:6 
allocate(secondarydist(numpair,6)) 

! Ml: 1; Rl:2; Tl:3; C1:4 ; repeat for two 
allocate(beforeMRTC(numpair,8)) 
allocate(afterMRTC(numpair,8)) 

! beforeLRT 1: loglO(L), 2:log(r), 3:loglO(TefO. 4: Mass 5->8 same for second 

allocate(befaft(numpair)) 
allocate(befaft2(numpair)) 

!—Copying intital binary systems int primary input matnx 
do i = 1.numpair 

do k = 1,7 
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primary dist(Kk) = firstdist(i,k) 
end do 

end do 

! loops over ROUNDS not time (i.e. timepoint is number ofbirth 
!— unique time marker) events tear4i Kirtl, 

do i = 1, (timepoint) 

!--moves time counter 
end = timelength - rate*(i-l) 

!-counter start for birth matrix 
start = int((i-l)*number)+l 

call birthgen(birthdist,number,end) 
call binarygen(number, birthdist, end) 
counter -1 

do j = (tick + 1), (number+tick) 
primarydist(j,:) = birthdist(counter,:) 
counter = counter + 1 

end do 
tick = number + tick 

end do 

write(V) "Final" 

levolve Prep 

do i = l,numpair 

secondarvdist(i. 1) = primarydist(i, 1) 
secondarydist(i,2) = primarydist(i,2) 
secondarvdist(i,5) = O.OdO 
secondary dist(i,3) = primarydist(i,3) 
secondarydist(i,4) = primarydist(i,4) 
befaft(i) = primarydist(i, 1 )*0.319d0 + 0.36d0 
befaft2(i) = primarydist(i,2)*0.319d0 + 0.36d0 

! 

! decimal fractions of time taken in each of the three points 
p = 0.01d0 
! Queue the mass loss 
mflag = 1 
IReimers Coefficent for mass loss (neta*4.0A-13) 
! Binary enhanced mass loss parameter (not used) 
neta = 0.5 
bwind = 0.0 
Imetalisity of sample, randomly selected for Population 1 star 
!between .01 and .03 (with .03 z of sun) (Cox 19.3) 

call randomran(z) 

! ^^metal^ metal*!l.OdO - log 10(primarydist(i,7))/log 10(timelength)) 

! if (metal < 0.0002) metal = 0.0002 
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'metal = .01 

! Evolve Binary Primary 
if (secondarydist(i,l) = 0.0 ) cycle 

one = secondarydist(i,l) 
eleven = befaft(i) 
twelve = 1 
thirteen = 4000.0 
fourteen = -100.0 
open(40, file = 'evolve.in', status='replace',action = 'write') 
76 FORMAT (IX, fB.5, 2X, f6.5, IX, 110) 
peace = int(primarydist(i,7)) 
write(40,76) one, metal, peace 
write(40,*) mflag, neta, bwind 
write(40,*) p, p. p 
write(40,*) one, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen 
close(40) 

if (one > 0.2d0) then 
call sse(aging,x,m) 

else 
call agingMLT(one, primarydist(i,7), output) 
aging(l,:) = output(l,:) 
aging(2,:) = output(2,:) 
x = 2 
m = 7 

end if 

lEvolve Binary Companion 
one = secondarydist(i,2) 
eleven = befaft2(i) 
twelve = 1 
thirteen = 4000.0 
fourteen = -100.0 
open (50, file = 'evolve.in', status='repiace', action = 'write') 
write(50,76)one, metal, peace 
write(50,*) mflag, neta, bwind 
write(50.*) p, p, p 
write(50,*) one, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen 
close(50) 

if (one > 0.2d0) then 
call sse(aging2,x2,m) 

else 
call agingMLT(one, primarydist(i,7), output) 
aging2(l,:) = output(l,:) 
aging2(2,:) = output(2,:) 
x2 = 2 
m = 7 

end if 
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beforeMRTC(i,l) = secondarydist(i,l) 
beforeMRTC(i,5) = secondarydist(i,2) 
do j = 1,2 

beforeMRTC(i,(j+l)) = aging(l,(j+5)) 
beforeMRTC(i,(j+5)) = aging2(l,(j+5)) 

end do 

beforeMRTC(i,4) = aging(l,2) 
beforeMRTC(i.8) = aging2(1.2) 
j = l  

if(x2 > 2) then 
do h = l,(x-2) 

deltatime = aging((h+1), 1) - aging(h, 1) 
deltamass = aging((h+l),4) - aging(h,4) 
deltatime2 - aging2((h+l),l) - aging2(j,l) 
if (deltatime <= deltatime2) then 

deltamass2 = aging2((h+l),4) - aging2(j,4) 

j = h+1 
else 

deltamass2 = O.OdO 
end if 

secondarydist(i,l)= aging((h+l),4) 
secondarydist(i,2) = aging2(j,4) 

averagetime = deltatime 
massblowtotal = deltamass + deltamass2 

if (massblowtotal < 0.0 .and. aging(h.2) > 0) then 
bigmass = secondarydist(i,l)+secondarydist(i.2) 
mobile = -(secondar\dist(i.3)*massblowtotal)/(bigmass) 
mobilep = -(2.0d0*secondarydist(i,4)*massblowtotal)/(bigmass) 
secondarydist(i,3) = mobile + secondarydist(i,3) 
secondaiydist(i,4) = mobilep + secondarydist(i,4) 

end if 

end do 

(x2 > x) then 
doj = x, (x2-2) 

deltatime2 = aging2((j+l),l) - aging2(j,l) 
massblowtotal = aging2(G+l),4) - aging2(j,4) 
if (massblowtotal < 0.0 and. aging(h.2) > 0) then 
bigmass = secondarydist(i, 1 )+secondarydist(i2) 
mobile = -(secondarydist(i,3)*massblowtotal)/(bigmass) 
mobilep = -(2.0d0* secondarydist(i,4)* massblowtotal )/(bigmass 

secondarydist(i,3) = mobile + secondarydist(i.3) 
secondarydist(i,4) = mobilep + secondarydist(i.4) 

end if 
;nd do 
t if 
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else 

do h = l,(x-2) 

deltatime = aging((h+l),l) - aging(h,l) 
deltamass = aging((h+l),4) - aging(h,4) 
secondarydist(i,l) = aging((h+l),4) 
secondarydist(i,2) = aging2(1.4) 
averagetime = deltatime 
massblowtotal = deltamass 
if (massblowtotal < 0.0 .and. aging(h,2) > 0) then 

bigmass = secondarydist(i,l)+secondarydist(i,2) 
mobile = -(secondarydist(i,3)*massblowtotaI)/(bigmass) 
mobilep = -(2.0d0*secondarydist(i,4)*massblovvtotal)/(bigmass) 
secondarydist(i,3) = mobile + secondarydist(i,3) 
secondarydist(i,4) = mobilep + secondarvdist(i,4) 

end if 
end do 

end if 

secondarydist(i,5) = aging(x,2) 
secondarydist(i,6) = aging2(x2,2) 
secondarydist(i, 1) = aging(x,4) 
secondarydist(i,2) = aging2(x2.4) 

afterMRTC(i,l) = aging(x,4) 
afterMRTC(i,5) = aging2(x2,4) 

do j = 1,2 
afterMRTC(i,(j+l)) = aging(x,(j+5)) 
afterMRTC(i,(j+5)) = aging2(x2,(j+5)) 

end do 

afterMRTC(i,4) = aging(x,2) 
afterMRTC(i,8) = aging2(x2,2) 

end do 

! Analysis portion of code 

write(*,*) "good sign" 

j = 0 
h = 0 
g = 0 

! Determination of WD+MS and MS+MS populations 
! Calculation of Average 
do i = 1, numpair . _ , 

if ( secondarydist(i,5) <= 9.0 .and. secondarydist(i,6)<- • ) sn 

else if (secondarydist(i,5)>9.0 .and. secondarydist(i.6) < 1 -0 ) then 
g = g+ 1 

else 
h = h + 1 

end if 
end do 
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allocate(MSMS(j,2)) 
aHocate(MSWD(g,2)) 
allocate(WDWD(h,2)) 
allocate(CONTROL(numpair,2)) 
1 = 2 

j = 0 
g = 0 
h = 0 

! Set of data sets, first column log(s), second column log(p) 
do i = 1, numpair 

if ( secondarydist(i,5) <= 9.0 .and. secondarydist(i,6)<= 1.0) then 
j = j +  1  

MSMS(j,l) = logl0(secondarydist(i,3)) 
MSMS(j,2) = logl0(secondarydist(i,4)) 

else if (secondarydist(i,5)>9.0 .and. secondarydist(i,6) <= 1.0) then 
g = g + 1 

MSWD(g,l) = logl0(secondarydist(i,3)) 
MSWD(g,2) = logl0(secondarydist(i,4)) 

else 
h = h + 1 

WDWD(h.l) = Iogl0(secondarydist(i.3)) 
WDWD(h,2) = logl0(secondarydist(i,4)) 

end if 
end do 
i f  ( j  >  1 )  t h e n  

call stat(MSMS,j,l,MSMSstat) 
call stat(MSMSj,2.MSMSstat) 

else 
write(*,*) "There is one or no MS+MS Pairs" 

end if 
if ( g > 1) then 

call stat(MSWD,g,l,MSWDstat) 
call stat(MSWD,g,2,MSWDstat) 

else 
write(*,*) "There is one or no MS+WD Pairs" 

end if 
if (h > 1) then 

call stat(WD WD,h, 1,WDWDstat) 
call stat(WDWD,h,2,W'DWDstat) 

else 
write(*,*) "There is one or no WD+WD Pairs" 

end if 

do i = 1, numpair 
CONTROL(i,l) = log 10(primarydist(i,3)) 
CONTROL(i,2) = logl0(primarydist(i,4)) 

end do 
call stat(CONTROL,numpair, 1 ,CONTROLstat) 
call stat(CONTROL,numpair,2.CONTROLstat) 

Ithus resulting in two main matrixes, primary_dist and second_dist bo 
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™ (i" Solar M-» •' — -c—y (m SM, 3 - separation ,in A.U.,. 4 - Period ,i„ 

r„Cg"baS(i" SM) ^SePara,iM(i" AU )' 4"P™<0. Myaara, 

do i = 1, numpair 
primary dist(i,3) = logl0(primarydist(i.3)) 
primary dist(i, 4) = logl0(primarydist(i,4)) 

primary dist(i,5) = beforeMRTC(i,4) 
primary dist(i,6) = beforeMRTC(i,8) 

secondarydist(i,3) = logl0(secondarydist(i,3)) 
secondarydist(i,4) = logl0(secondarydist(i,4)) 

secondarydist(i,5) = afterMRTC(i,4) 
secondarydist(i,6) = afterMRTC(i,8) 

end do 

! Write Statistic files to use 
open (unit = 800, FILE = 'MSMS_Stat', STATUS ='new') 
open (unit = 801, FILE = 'MSWD_Staf,STATUS - new') 
open (unit = 802, FILE = ,WDWD_Stat\ STATUS ='new') 
open (unit = 803. FILE = 'CONTROLStat', STATUS = 'new') 

do i = 1,4 
write((799+i), 45) "Log(a)", "Log(p)" 
45 FORMAT (' 2X, A6 ,6X, A6) 

end do 

do i = 1,7 
write(800, '(IX, F10.5, 4X, F10.5),)(MSMSstat(i,k),k= 1,2) 
write(801, '(IX, F10.5, 4X, F10.5)')(MSWDstat(i,k),k=I,2) 
write(802. '(IX, F10.5, 4X, F10.5)')(WDWDstat(i,k).k=l,2) 
write(803, '(IX, F10.5, 4X, F10.5)')(CONTROLstat(i,k),k=l,2) 

end do 

do i = 1,4 
close (unit = (799+i)) 
end do 

Write Data Files which can be used by PGPLOT 

open (unit = 900, FILE = 'after1, STATUS -new') 
open (unit = 901, File = 'BeforeMRTC', STATUS = new ) 
open (unit = 902, File = 'AfterMRTC', SI ATUS = new) 
open (unit = 903, File = 'before', STATUS = 'new) 

d° ' = 1 ' 'write(900, '(IX, 2F10.3,5X, 2F15.7,5X, 2F^l)'KsccondaI}dist(i>IO,lt:=i'6) 

write(901, '(IX, 8F10.5)')(beforeMRTC(i,k)dc 1,8) 
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end do 

do i = 1,4 
close (unit = (899+i)) 
end do 

deallocate (primarydisl secondarydist) 
deallocate (beforeMRTC, afterMRTC) 
deallocate (MSMS, MSWD, WDWD, CONTROL) 
deallocate (befaft, befaft2) 
end program 

B.2. Double Star Creation Subroutines 

subroutine binarygen (numpair, primarydist, timelength) 

implicit none 

integer, parameter:: dbprc = selected_real_kind(p = 10, r = 100) 
integer, intent(in):: numpair 

real(kind = dbprc), dimension(numpair,7), intent(out):: primarydist 
real(kind = dbprc):: z, zone, ztwo 

real(kind = dbprc), intent(in):: timelength 

real(kind = dbprc), parameter:: lowmass = 0.2d0 

integer :: i,j 

do i = 1, numpair 

! produce random population selection; based on Kroupa, Tout, Gilmore. 1991 MNRAS, 251.2931VII-
do 

call randomran(z) 
primarydist(i,l) = 0.33d0*(1.0d0/( (1.0d0-z)**0.75 + 0.04d0*(l.0d0-z)**0.25 ) -

<1.0d0/1.04d0)*(' 1.0d0-z)**2) 
if (primarydist(i,l) < 99.0d0 .and. primarydist(i,l) > lowmass) exit 

end do 

! produce continuous frequence mass ratios 

primary dist(i,2) = primarydist(i,l) 

do j = 1,100 

IConstant q-ratio 

! call randomran(z) 
primarydist(i,2) = (z)*primarydist(i,l) dist(i 2) > lowmass) exit 

! if ( primarydist(i,2) < primarydist(i,l) .and. pnmaiydist(wi 

call randomran(z) 
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pnma!yd,St(,,2), = ((3.0d0*z)*»(1.0d0/3.0d0) )*primarvdist(i I, 
,f ( primarydist(i,2) < pnmmydist.U , ̂  p , esit 

call randomran(ztwo) 

if (ztwo <= 8.0d0*(zone**0.5)/((1.0d0+zone)**3)) then 
primarvdist(i,2) = (zone)*primarydist(i,l) 

if (primai7dist(i,2) < primarydist(i, 1) .and. primar>dist(i.2) > lowmass) exit 
else if (zone <= 8-0d0*(ztwo**0.5)/((1.0d0+ztwo)**3))then' mass) exit 

primarydist(i,2) = (ztwo)*primarydist(i,l) 

else ^Cpriniarydist(i,2) < primarydistftl) .and. primarydist(i,2) > lowmass) exit 

end if 

--Based on Kuiper 
call randomran(z) 

primaiydist(i,2) = ((2.0d0/(2.0d0-z))-1.0d0)*primarydist(U) 
if ( primarvdist(i,2) < primarydist(i,l) .and. primaiydist(i,2) > lowmass) exit 

-Based on vanAlbada T.S. Bull. Astron. Inst. Neth. 20,47 1968 

call randomran(z) 

primary dist(i,2) = (sqrt(1.0d0/(1.0d0-(0.75d0*z)))-1.0d0)*primarydist(i.l) 
if ( primarvdist(i,2) < primarydist(i,l) .and. primarydist(i,2) > lowmass) exit 

-Based On Trimble(1974) quadratic 

call randomran(zone) 
call randomran(ztwo) 

if (ztwo <= abs((sqrt(0.1225d0 + (zone-1.0d0)**2)*0.0301d0 - 0.086d0))) then 

primary dist(i, 2) = (zone)*primarydist(i,l) 
if (primarydist(i,2) < lowmass) cycle 
if (primarydist(i,2) < primarydist(i,l) .and. primarydist(i.2) > lowmass) exit 

else if (zone <= abs((sqrt(0.1225d0 + (ztwo-1.0d0)**2)*0.0301d0 - 0.086d()))) then 

primarydist(i,2) = (ztwo)*primarydist(i,l) 
if (primarydist(i,2) < lowmass) cycle 
if (primarydist(i,2) < primarydist(i,l) .and. primarydist(i.2) > lowmass) exit 

else 

primarydist(i,2) = primary dist(i, 1) 

end if 

-Popov 1970 
call randomran(z) 
primarydist(i,2) = ((3.0d0*z)-0.333d0rPrimaiydist(i1) 
if (primarydist(i.2)< primaiydist(i,l) .and. pnma>yd.st(..2) lowmass) 
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--Trimble 1974 hyperbola 
call randomran(zone) 
call randomran(ztwo) 

if (ztwo <= ((1 -OdO/2.14d0)* (2.14d0-1.62d0*zone~ 1.01 d0*(zo„e* * 2 )„) then 
primary dist( 1,2) = zone* primaiydist( 1,1) 
if( primarydist(i,2) < lowmass) cycle 

if( primarydist(i,2) < primarydist(U) .and. primarydist(i.2) > lowmass) exit 
else ,f (zone <= ((l.OdO/2.14d0)«(2.14d0-l .62d0.ztwo-l .0lVztwo"2)))Hhe,! 

primarydist(i.2) - ztwo*primarydist(i,l) 
if( primaiydist(i.2) < lowmass) cycle 

if( primarydist(i,2) < primaiydist(i,l) .and. primarydist(i,2) > lowmass) exit 
else 

end if 
primarydist(i,2) = primarydist(i,l) 

-Heintz 1969 

call randomran(zone) 
call randomran(ztwo) 

if (ztwo <= (8.0d0*(sqrt(zone)/((1.0d0+zone)**3.0d0)))) then 
primary dist(i,2) = zone*primarydist(i,l) 
if(primarydist(i,2) < lowmass) cycle 
if(primarydist(i,2) < primarydist(i,l) .and. primarydist(i,2) > lowmass) exit 

else (zone <= (8.0d0*(sqrt(ztwo)/((1.0d0+ztwo)**3.0d0)))) then 
primarydist(i,2) = ztwo*primarydist(i,l) 
if(primarydist(i,2) < lowmass) cycle 
if(primaryidst(i,2) < primarydist(i,l) .and. primaryidst(i,2) > lowmass) exit 

else 

end if 

primarydist(i,2) = primarydist(i,l) 

end do 

primarydist(i,2) = primary idst(i,l) 

— call random number creation, flat distribution 
if ((mod(i,4) = 0) )then 

call normalrand(z) 
z = 0.8d2*(z**0.5) 

else 

lend if 

call normalrand(z) 
call randomran(z) 
z= (z*3.0d0)+1.0d0 
z = (10.0d0**z) 

- Following an Oepik's distention 4(^1) »"=re z is the ̂ f^^^tved^Anen 
- of smaller magnitude to be more numerous then separates of greater magnitude. ( Provcda & 

- RevMexAA 21. 49-57); note for close b.narys power law tjpw ^ j 254.214) 
- Random distribution of separations with max 10-4 A.U., (Retterana N.ng, 

primarydist(i,3) = z H;c fzn^n VfDrimarydist(i. l)+primaiydist(i.2))) 
primarydist(i,4) = sqrt((primaiy dist(.,3) 3)/(prmiary 
primary dist(i,4) = (primar>'dist(i.4))/(10.0d0 6) 

primarydist(i,7) = timelength 
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end do 

return 
end subroutine binarygen 

i 

subroutine randomran(z) 
intrinsic random_number 
integer, parameter:: dbpc = selected_real_kind(p = 10, r = 100) 
real(kind = dbpc), dimension(999):: v 
real(kind = dbpc), intent(out):: z 
real:: y, dum 
integer:: j 
do j = 1,999 

call random_number(dum) 
end do 
doj = 1.999 

call random_number(v(j)) 
end do 
call random_number(y) 
j = l+int(999.0*y) 
z = v(j) 
end subroutine randomran 

i 
i 

!— Produces a random distribution about average = 0 

subroutine normalrand(z) 
integer, parameter :: dbpc = selected_real_kind(p = 10, r = 100) 
real(kind = dbpc):: idum, r, fac 
real(kind = dbpc):: vl,v2 
real(kind = dbpc), intent(out):: z 
r = 2.0 
do while (r > 1.0 .or. r = 0.0) 

call randomran(idum) 
vl =2.0d0* idum - l.OdO 
call randomran(idum) 
v2 = 2.0d0 * idum - l.OdO 
r = vl**2+v2**2 

end do 
fac = sqrt(-2.0d0 * log(r)/r) 
call randomran(idum) 
if ( idum > .5) then 

z = v 1 * fac 
else 

z = v2*fac 
end if 
z = abs(z/2.0d0 + 0.5d0) 
end subroutine normalrand 
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I .  

subroutine agingMLT(mass, endtime, output) 

integer, parameter :: dbprc = selected_real_kind(p = 10, r = 100) 

real, parameter:: solarradius = 6.9599E8 
real, parameter :: solarmass = 1.989E30 

integer:: i,j,k 

real(kind = dbprc), dimension(4,390):: MLTmasstemp 
real(kind = dbprc), dimension(4,39,10):: interpthreed 

real(kind = dbprc), dimension(2,7), intent(out):: output 

real(kind = dbprc), intent(in):: mass, endtime 

real(kind = dbprc) :: bigG. atemp, aerrtemp, agrav, aerrgrav 
real(kind = dbprc):: btemp, berrtemp. bgrav, berrgrav 

include "MLTmasstemp.txt" 

do 

do i= 1,117 
MLTmasstemp(:,i) = MLTmasstemp7590(:,i) 
j = i+ 117 
MLTmasstemp(:.j) = MLTmasstempl00130(:,i) 

end do 

do i= 1,78 
j = i + 234 
MLTmasstemp(:,j) = MLTmasstempl50175(:,i) 

k = i + 312 
MLTmasstemp(:,k) = MLTmasstemp200250(:,i) 

end do 

bigG = solarmass/(1.498668E10*(solarradius**2)) 
bigG = bigG* 100.OdO 
bigG = loglO(bigG) 

!gravity now in cm/s2 

counter = 0 

do k= 1,10 

do i = 1,39 
j = counter +i 
interpthreed(:,i,k) = MLTmasstemp(.j) 

end do 

counter = j 
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end do 

call unevenapprox(MLTstart(l,:), MLTstartp,:), 10, mass, btemp, berrtemp) 
call unevenapprox(MLTstait( 1,:), MLTstart(4,:), 10, mass, bgrav, berrgrav) 

output(l,7) = Iogl0(btemp/5775.0d0) 
output(l,6) = 0.5d0*(logl0(mass) - (bgrav - bigG)) 
output( 1,5) = 2.0d0*output( 1,6) + 4.0d0*output( 1,7) 

output(l,7) = loglO(btemp) 

do i =1,10 
if(interpthreed(l,l,k) > mass) exit 

end do 

call unevenapprox(interpthreed(2,:,i), interpthreed(3,:,i), 39, endtime, atemp. aerrtemp) 
call unevenapprox(interpthreed(2,:,i), interpthreed(4,:,i), 39, endtime, agrav, aerrgrav) 

output(2,7) = Iogl0(atemp/5775.0d0) 
output(2.6) = 0.5d0*( loglO(mass) - (agrav - bigG)) 
output(2,5) = 2.0d0*output(2,6) + 4.0d0*output(2,7) 

output(2,7) = log 10( atemp) 

output(l,l) = O.OdO 
output(2,l) = endtime 

output(:,2) = O.OdO 

output(:,3:4) = mass 

if (mass = output(l,3)) exit 

end do 

! note now that the "output" is the "aging" file for an MLT dwarf ..whoot 
! Where 1: Time, 2: O.OdO, 3 & 4: Mass (core), 5: log(L/Lsun), 6: Iog(r/rsun). 7: log(t/tsun) 

return 
end subroutine agingMLT 

B.3. Birth Generation Subroutine 

subroutine birthgen(birthdisf number, rate) 

integer, parameter :: dbprc = selected_real_kind(p = 10, r - 100) 

integer, intent(in):: number 

real(kind = dbprc), dimension(number,7), intent(inout):: birthdist 

real(kind = dbprc), intent(in):: rate 

real(kind = dbprc):: z 
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integer:: i,j 

do j = 1.number 

do 
call randomran(z) 

end do 

do 
call randomran(z) 
birthdist(j,2) = (z)*birthdist(j,l) 
if (birthdist(j,2) < birthdist(j, 1) .and. birthdist(j,2) > 0.2) exit 

end do 

! if ( mod(i,4) = 0) then 
! call normalrand(z) 
! z = (z**0.5)*2.0d0 
! z = (10.0d0**z) 
! else 
! call normalrand(z) 

call randomran(z) 
z = (z*2.0d0)+2.0d0 
z = (10.0d0**z) 

! end if 

birthdist(j,3) = z 
birthdist(j,4) = sqrt((birthdist(j,3)**3)/(birthdist(j,l)+birthdist(j.2))) 
birthdist(j,4)= (birthdist(j,4))/(10.0d0**6) 
birthdist(j,7) = rate 

end do 

end subroutine birthgen 

B.4. Statistical Analysis Program ''descript" 

subroutine stat(Array,n.x,outarray) 

integer, parameter:: dbprc = selected_real_kind(10,100) 
integer, parameter :: m = 2 

real (kind = dbprc), dimension(n.m), intent(inout):: Array 
real (kind = dbprc), dimension(7,m), intent(out):: outarrav 
real (kind = dbprc):: average, stdev, skew 
real (kind = dbprc):: kurtosis, high, middle, low 

integer, intent(inout):: n,x 

call para(Array, n, m, x, average, stdev, skew, kurtosis) 

outarray( 1 ,x) = average 
outarray(2,x) = stdev 
outarray(3,x) = skew 
outarray(4,x) = kurtosis 
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call h_l_m (Array, n, m, x, high, middle, low) 
outarray(5,x) = high 
outarray(6,x) = middle 
outarray(7,x) = low 

end subroutine stat 

subroutine para (array,n,m,x.average, stdev, skew, kurt) 

implicit none 

integer, parameter:: dbprc = selected_real_kind(10,100) 

integer, intent(in):: n,m.x 
real (kind = dbprc). dimension (n,m), intent (in):: array 

real (kind = dbprc):: sum. counter 
real (kind = dbprc), intent(out):: average, stdev, kurt, skew 
integer :: i 

average = O.OdO 
stdev = O.OdO 
kurt = O.OdO 
skew = O.OdO 
counter = O.OdO 
sum = O.OdO 

do i = 1,n 
sum = sum + array(i,x) 

counter = counter + 1 .OdO 
end do 

average = sum/counter 

do i = 1 ,n 
stdev = stdev + (array(i,x) - average)**2 
kurt = kurt + (array(i,x) - average)**4 

skew = skew + (array(i,x) - average)* *3 
end do 

stdev = sqrt(stdev/counter) 
kurt = (kurt7((counter-1.0d0)*(stdev**4)))-3.0d0 
skew = skew/((counter-1.0d0)*(stdev**3)) 

end subroutine para 

I 
subroutine sort (array, n, m, x) 

implicit none 
integer, parameter:: dbprc = selected_real_kind(10,100) 

integer, intent(in):: n,m,x 
real(kind = dbprc), dimension(n,m), intent(inout).. arra\ 

integer:: i, iptr, j 
real(kind = dbprc), dimension(l,m):: temp 
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outer: do i = 1, (n-1) 

iptr = i 
inner: do j = (i+1), n 

minval: if (array(j,x) < array(iptr,x)) then 
iptr=j 

end if minval 
end do inner 

swap : if (i /= iptr) then 
temp(l,:) = array(i,:) 
array(i,:) = array (iptr,:) 
array (iptr,:) = temp(l,:) 
end if swap 

end do outer 

return 
end subroutine sort 

subroutine calc_average (array,n,m,x,output) 

implicit none 

integer, parameter:: dbprc = selected_real_kind(10,100) 

integer, intent(in):: n,m,x 
real (kind = dbprc), dimension(n,m), intent (in):: array 
real (kind = dbprc), intent (out):: output 

real (kind = dbprc):: sum 
real (kind = dbprc):: counter 
integer :: i 

sum = O.OdO 
counter = O.OdO 

do i = l.n 
sum = sum + array (i,x) 
counter = counter + l.OdO 

end do 

output = sum / counter 

write(*,*) output 

end subroutine calc_average 

ibroutine h_l_m(array, n,m,x,high,low,middle) 

iplicitnone . inm 

teger, parameter :: dbprc = selected_real_kind( • 
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integer, intent(in):: n,m,x 
real(kind = dbprc), dimension(n,m), intent(inout):: array 
real(kind = dbprc), intent(out):: high, low, middle 

integer :: N2 

call sort(array,n,m,x) 

N2 = n/2 
if (2*N2 = n) then 
middle = 0.5d0*(arrav(N2,x) + array (N2+l,x)) 
else 
middle = array (N2+1.x) 
end if 

low = array(l.x) 
high = array(n.x) 

end subroutine h 1 m 

B.5. Kill Program 
program killoff 
intrinsic randomnumber 

integer, parameter:: numpair = 20000 
real. dimension(numpair, 7):: before, newbefore 
real. dimension(numpair, 8):: beforemrtc, newbeforemrtc 
real. dimension(numpair, 6):: after, newafter 
real. dimension(numpair, 8):: aftermrtc, newaftermrtc 
real. dimension(numpair. 7):: dissolve 
real. dimension(numpair. 8):: dissolvemrtc 
real, dimension(numpair. 6):: solo 
real. dimension(numpair, 8):: solomrtc 

real:: kill, z, time, halftime, iperiod, totalmass 
integer :: newcount, discount 

open (unit = 897. file = 'before', status = 'old') 
read(897,*) ((before(i,j), j = 1,7), i = 1, numpair) 

open (unit = 898. file = 'after1, status = 'old') 
read(898.*) ((after(i,j), j = 1,6), i = 1, numpair) 

open (unit = 896, file = 'BeforeMRTC', status = 'old') 
read(896,*) ((beforemrtc(i,j), j = 1,8), i = 1, numpair) 

open (unit = 895, file = 'AfterMRTC', status = 'old') 
read(895.*) ((aftermrtc(i.j), j = 1,8), i = 1, numpair) 

discount = 1 

newcount = 1 

do i = 1, numpair 

totalmass = before(i,l) + before(i,2) 
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sep = 10**before(i,3) 
iperiod= 10**before(i.4) 

time = before(i,7) 

halftime = ((6.491d3)/(iperiod*(totalmass**0.5)) )**.934 
tide = 2.06d5*(totalmass**(.333)) 

call random_number(z) 
kill = z* ( 1 . 0  - (halftime-time)/(halftime+time)) 

if (tide < sep) then 
dissolve(discount.:) = before(i,:) 
solo(discount,:) = after(i,:) 
dissolvemrtc(discount,:) = beforemrtc(L) 
solomrtc(discounL:) = aftermrtc(i,:) 
discount = discount + 1 

else if (kill > 0.5) then 
dissolve(discount.:)= before(i,:) 
solo(discount,:) = after(i,:) 
dissolvemrtc(discount,:) = beforemrtc(i,:) 
solomrtc(discount,:) = aftermrtc(i,:) 
discount = discount + 1 

else 
newafter( new count:) = after(i,:) 
newbefore(newcount,:) = before(i,:) 
newbeforemrtc(newcount,:) = beforemrtc(i,:) 
newaftermrtc(newcount,:) = aftermrtc(i,:) 
newcount = newcount + 1 

end if 

end do 

newcount = newcount - 1 
discount = discount - 1 

open (unit = 988. file = 'maxlimitbefore', status = 'new') 
open (unit = 989. file = 'maxlimitafter", status ='new') 
open (unit = 987. file = 'dissolve', status = 'new') 
open (unit = 982. file = 'solo', status = 'new') 
open (unit = 986, file = 'maxlimitbeforemrtc', status = 'new) 
open (unit = 985. file = 'maxlimitaftermrtc', status = 'new) 
open (unit = 984, file = 'dissolvemrtc', status = 'new') 
open (unit = 983, file = 'solomrtc', status = 'new') 

2 F0RMAT(1X. 2F10.3. 5X. 2F15.7, 5X, 2F7.1, 5X, F10.3) 
3 F0RMAT(1X. 2F10.3, 5X, 2F15.7, 5X, 2F7.1) 
4 F0RMAT(1X. 8F10.5) 

write(988, 2) ((newbefore(i.j), j = 1,7), i = 1,newcount) 
write(989, 3) ((newafter(i,j), j = 1,6), i = hnewcount) 
write(987, 2) ((dissolved,j), j = 1,7), i = 1.discount) 
write(982, 3) ((solo(i.j), j = 1,6), i = 1,discount) 
write(986. 4) ((newbeforemrtc(i,j), j = 1,8), i~ Lnewcoun 
write(985. 4) ((newaftermrtc(i,j), j = 1,8), i= l.newcoun ) 
write(984. 4) ((dissolvemrtc(ij), j = l^8)'i = 1'dlSCOunt) 
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write(983,4) ((solomrtc(i.j), j = 1,8), i = 1,discount) 

do i = 2,9 
j = 980+i 
close(unit = j) 

end do 

end program 

B.6. Observable Estimation Program "Color Grids" 

program observables 

integer, parameter :: length = 18564 

!u,r,i,z.g 
!real, dimension(5):: limmag = (/22.0. 22.2, 21.3,20.5, 22.2/) 
real. dimension(5):: limres = (/0.0298,0.0517,0.0628,0.0749,0.0393/) 

real. dimension(length,22):: masscolorbefore 
real. dimension(length,24):: masscolorafter 

real, dimension(length,24):: observed 

lu.err, r.i.z.g and so on 
real, dimension! 10):: solar_color = (/6.55,0.05, 4.68, 0.05,4.57, 0.07,4.54,0.08.5.12,0.02/) 
real. dimension(2) :: solar J = (/3.73, 0.02/) 
real. dimension(20):: color, appmag 
real, dimension(2):: mass 

real, dimension(length. 7):: allafter 

real:: extincoeff = 0.005 
real :: ang_sep. distance, holdone, holdUvo. separation 

call interpcolor(masscolorbefore, masscolorafter, allafter, length) 

write(*.*) "flick" 

do i = 1, length 

color(:) = masscolorafter(i,3:22) 
mass(:) = masscolorafter! i, 1:2) 

lout of log form 
separation = 10**(allafter(i,3)) 
linto parsec 
separation = separation / 2.06d5 

1 call distancegen(mass, color, distance) 
call simpledistance(distance) 

ang_sep - separation/distance 

ang_sep = ang_sep*2.06d5 
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large = 1 

do j = 3,9,2 

if ( color(j-2) < color(j)) large = j 
end do 

large = (large + l)/2 

if (mass(l) < 0) then 

if( limres(large) < ang_sep .and. abs(color(l))< 30) then 
do k = 3,9,2 

appmag(k) = color(k) - 5 + 5*logl0(distance) + extincoeff*distance 
appmag(k+l) = color(k+l) 

end do 

appmag(l) = appmag(3) - appmag(5) 
appmag(2) = color(2) 

do k= 13,19,2 

appmag(k) = color(k) - 5 + 5*logl0(distance) + extincoefPdistance 
appmag(k+1) = color(k+1) 

end do 

appmag(l 1) = appmag(13) - appmag(15) 
appmag(12) = color(12) 

else if (abs(color( 1)) < 30) then 
do k = 3,7,2 

holdone = 0.4*(color(k) - solar_color(k+2)) 
holdtwo = 0.4*(color(k+10) - solar_color(k+2)) 

sum = 10.0**(holdone) + 10* "(holdtwo) 
sum = logl0(sum)/0.4 + solar_color(k+2) 

appmag(k) = sum - 5 + 5*logl0(distance) + extincoefPdistance 

appmag(k+10) = appmag(k) 
appmag(k+1) = color(k+1) 
appmag(k+l 1) = color(k+l 1) 

end do 

appmag(l)= appmag(3) - appmag(5) 
appmag( 11) = appmag( 1) 

holdone = 0.4*(color(9) - solar_J(l)) 
holdtwo = 0.4*(color(19) - solar_J(l)) 

sum = 10.0**(holdone) + 10**(holdtwo) 
sum = logl0(sum)/0.4 + solar_J(l) 

appmag(9) = sun, - 5 + 5«logl0(distance) + ex.incoeflfdistance 

appmaa(19) = appmag(9) 
appmag( l 0 )  = appmag(4) 
appmag(20) = appmag(M) 

appmag(:) = color(.) 
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distance = -distance 

else if (mass(2) < 0 .and. mass(l) > 0) then 

if (limres(large) < ang_sep .and. abs(color(l)) < 30) then 
do k= 1,9,2 

appmag(k) = color(k) - 5 +5*logl0(distance) + extincoeff distance 
appmag(k+l) = color(k+l) 

end do 

do k = 13,19,2 

appmag(k) = color(k) - 5+5* log 10(distance) + extincoefPdistancc 
appmag(k+l) = color(k+l) 

end do 

appmag( 11) = appmag( 13) - appmag( 15) 
appmag(12) = color(12) 

else if( abs(color(l)) < 30) then 

appmag(l) = color(l) - 5+5 * log 10(distance) + extincoefPdistance 
appmag(2) = color(2) 

do k = 3,7,2 
holdone = 0.4*(color(k) - solar color(k)) 
holdtwo = 0.4*(color(k) - solar_color(k)) 

sum= 10.0**(holdone) + 10**(holdtwo) 
sum = logl0(sum)/0.4 + solar_color(k) 

appmag(k) = sum - 5 + 5*logl0(distance) + extincoefPdistance 

appmag(k+l) = color(k+1) 

end do 

appmag(9) = color(8) - 5 + 5*log 10(distance) + extincoefPdistance 

appmag(lO) = color(lO) 

do k= 1,10 
appmag(k+10) = appmag(k) 

end do 

appmagO) = color(:) 
else 

end if 

f (limres(large) < ang_sep .and. abs(color( 1)) < 30) then 

d° R = ''^pmaglk) = color(k) - 5 + 5*logl0(distance) + extincoeff distance 

appmag(k-f-l)= color(k+l) 

end do 

f (abs(color( 1)) < 30) then 

do k= 1,9,2 inrfi-tt 
holdone = 0.4*(colo#) - »l_^^1i)r(k)) 
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else 

end if 

sum - 10.0**(holdone) + 10**(holdtwo) 
sum = logl0(sum)/0.4 + solar_color(k) 

appmag(k) = sum - 5 + 5*loglO(distance) + MmcoefPdistme 
appmag(k+10) = appmag(k) 
appmag(k+l) = color(k+l) 
appmag(k+l 1) = color(k+ll) 

end do 

appmag(:) = color(:) 

observed(i. 1:20) = appmag(:) 
observed(i,21) = distance 
observed(i,22) = ang_sep 
observed(i.23) = masscolorafter(i,23) 
observed(i,24) = masscolorafter(i,24) 

end do 

write(*.*) "Kill beans" 

open (unit = 903, file = 'observed', status = 'new') 

do i = 1, length 
write(903, '(IX, 24F10.3)')(observed(i,k), k= 1,24) 

end do 

close (unit = 903) 

end program 

subroutine distancegen(mass, color, distance) 

real :: z, en-
real. dimension(88):: xinput, yinput 

integer :: i, ioerror, ierror, j, k, col, count 
integer, parameter :: MAX_S1ZE = 4842 

real, dimension(MAX_SIZE):: dist, input, x 
real, dimension(MAX_SIZE,l 1) ::datafile 

real, dimension(41):: binarray, hist 
real, allocatable, dimension(:,:):: d 
real, allocatable, dimension(:):: redhist, redbin 

real :: input2, s, bin, newmass 

real, parameter :: h = 0.2d0 
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real. dimension(2), intent(in):: mass 
real. dimension(20), intent(in):: color 
real, intent(out):: distance 

integer. dimension(lO):: counter 

new mass = abs(mass(l)) 

if (mass( 1) > 10.OdO .or. mass( 1) < 0.2d0) then 

open(unit = 2. file = 'xarray.dat', status = 'old', action = 'read', IOSTAT = ioerror) 
open(unit = 3, file = 'yarray2.dat', status = 'old',action = 'read', IOSTAT = ierror) 

Icummlitive disitribution of bins, random variate 
do i= 1.88 

read(2.*.IOSTAT = ioerror) xinput(i) 
if( ioerror /= 0) exit 

end do 

[distance in log(pc) 
do i= 1.88 

read(3.*.IOSTAT = ierror) yinput(i) 
if(ierror/=0) exit 

end do 

! do loop for distance determination (and equation into psec) 
do 

call randomran(z) 
call unevenapprox(xinput yinpuL 88, z, distance, err) 

distance = 10* "distance 
if (distance > 1.0) exit 

end do 

close(unit = 2) 
close(unit = 3) 

else 

open(unit = 4. file = 'distance.dat'. status = 'old', action - read) 

bin = 2.0d0/h 
j = bin 
input2 = loglO(newmass) 

d0 k " 10 if ((-l.OdO + (h*k))<- inpufl .and. (-UM0 + (h'(W>»>= '"P"12' 

col = k 

end if 
end do 

do i = 1, MAX_SIZE 
read(4,*)(datafile(i,k), k- 1,11) 

Iread in mass 
input(i) = log 10(datafile(i,7)) 

Iread in distances 
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dist(i) - log 10(datafile(i,4)* 1000 dO) 
end do 

allocate(d(MAX_SIZEj)) 
counter(:) = 0 

do k = 1 j 

do i = l.MAX SIZE 

if!K"1 Wk)) <Hnpu,(i) .and. (-,.o|| (h.(k+1))) input(i)) 

counter(k) = counter(k) + 1 

else 
d(i,k) = O.OdO 

end if 
end do 

end do 

count = 1 

do i = 1, MAX SIZE 
if( d(i,col) /= O.OdO) then 

x(count) = d(i,col) 
count = count + 1 

end if 
end do 

count = count - 1 

binarray(l) = 0 

!—Distance range (0 to 4) in log format 

do i = 1,40 
binarray(i+l) = binarray(i) + .10d0 

end do 

call histogram (binarray, 41, x, MAX_SIZE, hist, count) 

close(unit = 4) 

deallocate(d) 

count = 0 

do i = 1,41 
if (hist(i) /= O.OdO) then 

count = count + 1 

end if 
end do 

allocate(redhist(count)) 
allocate(redbin( count)) 

count = 0 

do i = 1,41 
if (hist(i) /= O.OdO) then 
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count = count + 1 
redhist(count) = hist(i) 
redbin(count) = binarrav(i) 

end if 
end do 

i Cumulitive Distribution 
s = sum(redhist) 

do i = 1,count 
redhist(i) = redhist(i) / s 

end do 

do i = 1,(count - 1) 
redhist(i+l) = redhist(i+l) + redhist(i) 

end do 

do 
call randomran(z) 
call unevenapprox(redhist, redbin, count, z, distance, err) 

distance = 10** (distance) 
if (distance > 1 .OdO) exit 

end do 

end if 

end subroutine distancegen 

subroutine simpledistance(distance) 

real, intent(out) :: distance 
real:: z 

do 
call randomran(z) 
distance = 10**(z*3.0d0+1.0d0) 
if (distance > 1 .OdO) exit 

end do 

end subroutine simpledistance 

subroutine randomran(z) 
intrinsic random_number 
real, dimension(999):: v 
real, intent(out):: z 
real :: y. dum 
integer:: j 
do j = 1,999 

call random_number(dum) 
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end do 
doj = 1.999 

call random_number(v(j)) 
end do 
call random_number(y) 
j= l+int(999.0*y) 
z = v(j) 
end subroutine randomran 

!-- Produces a random distribution about average = 0 

subroutine normalrand(z) 

real :: idum, r. fac 
real :: vl,v2 
real, intent(out):: z 

do 

r = 2.0 

do while (r > 1.0 .or. r = 0.0) 
call randomran(idum) 
vl = 2.0d0 * idum - l.OdO 
call randomran(idum) 
v2 = 2.0d0 * idum - l.OdO 
r=vl**2+v2**2 

end do 

fac = sqrt(-2.0d0 * log(r)/r) 

call randomran(idum) 

if ( idum > .5) then 
z = v 1 * fac 

else 
z = v2*fac 

end if 

z = abs(z/4.0d0 + 0.5d0) 

if (z < 1 .and. z > .00001) exit 

end do 

end subroutine normalrand 

subroutine interpcolor(masscolorbefore, masscolorafter, allafter. le g 

integer, intent(in):: length 

real, parameter :: solarradius= 6.9599E8 
real, parameter :: solarmass = 1.989E30 

integer :: i,j,k 
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real. dimension(length, 8):: beforemrtc, aftermrtc 
real. dimension(length, 10):: allbefore 
real, dimension(length, 10), intent(out):: allafter 
real, dimension(length, 22), intent(out):: masscolorbefore 
real, dimension(length, 24), intent(out):: masscolorafter 
real, dimension(lO):: masscolor 

real:: gravity, temperature, constant 

open (unit = 500, file = 'BeforeMRTC', status = 'old') 
open (unit = 501, file = 'AfterMRTC', status = 'old') 

read(500,*) ((beforemrtc(i.j), j = 1,8), i = l, length) 
read(501,*) ((aftermrtc(i.j), j = 1,8), i = 1, length) 

open (unit = 600, file = 'before', status = 'old') 
open (unit = 601, file = 'after1, status = 'old') 

read(600,*) ((allbefore(i.j), j = 1,7), i = 1, length) 
read(601.*) ((allafter(i.j), j = 1,6), i = 1, length) 

constant = solarmass/( 1.498668E10*(solarradius**2)) 
constant = loglO(constant) 

do i = 1, length 

masscolorbefore(i,l) = allbefore(i,l) 
masscolorbefore(i,2) = allbefore(i,2) 

gravity = constant + Iogl0(beforemrtc(i.l)) - 2*(beforemrtc(i,2)) + 2 
temperature = 10**(beforemrtc(i,3)) 

if (temperature > 3400.0) then 
call appinterpMS (gravity, temperature, masscolor) 
masscolorbefore(i,3:12) = masscolor(:) 

else 
call appinterpMLT (temperature, masscolor) 
masscolorbefore(i,3:12) = masscolor(:) 
masscolorbefore(i, 1) = -masscolorbetore(i.l) 

end if 

gravity = constant + logl0(beforemrtc(i.5)) - 2*(beforemrtc(i.6)) 

temperature = I0**(beforemrtc(i,7)) 

if (temperature > 3400.0) then 
call appinterpMS (gravity, temperature masscolor) 

masscolorbefore(i,13:22) - masscolor*.) 

call appinterpMLT (temperature, masscolor) 
masscolorbefore(i,13:22)= masscolor*:) 
masscolorbefore(i,2) = -masscolorbetore(i,2) 
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end if 

masscolorafter(i,l) = allafter(i.l) 
masscolorafter(i,2) = allafter(i,2) 

masscolorafter(i,23) = aftermrtc(i,4) 
masscolorafterti,24)= aftermrtc(i,8) 

gravity = constant + l o g l 0 (aftermrtc(i, l ) ) - 2 *(aftermrtc(i2)) + 2 
temperature = 10**(aftermrtc(i,3)) 

aftermrtc(i.4) >= 0 .and. aftermrtc(i,4) <= 9 )then 

if (temperature > 3400.0) then 

call appinterpMS (gravity, temperature, masscolor) 
masscolorafter( i,3:12) = masscolor(:) 
else 

call appinterpMLT (temperature, masscolor) 
masscolorafter(i,3:12) = masscolor(:) 
masscolorafter( i, 1) = -masscolorafter(i,l) 

end if 

else if(aftcrmrtc(i.4) >= 10 .and. aftermrtc(i.4) <= 12) then 

call appinterpWD (gravity, temperature, masscolor) 
masscolorafter(i,3:12) = masscolor(:) 

else 

do j = 3,10 
masscolorafter(ij) = -999.0 

end do 

end if 

gravity = constant + l o g l 0 (aftermrtc(i,5))-2*(aftermrtc(i,6)) + 2 

temperature = 10**(aftermrtc(i,7)) 

ifl|aftermrtc(i.8) >=0 .and. aftermrtc(i.8) <= 9) then 
if (temperature > 3400.0) then 

call appinterpMS (gravity, temperature, masscolor) 

masscolorafter(i. 13:22) = masscolor(:) 

call appinterpMLT (temperature, masscolor) 
masscolorafter(i, 13:22) = masscolor(:) 
masscolorafter(i.2) = -masscolorafter(u2) 

end if 

else if(aftermrtc(i.8) >= 10 .and. aftermrtc(i,8) < 12) then 
call appinterpWD (gravity, temperature, masscolor) 

masscol0rafter(i, 13:22) = masscolorf:) 

else 

do j = 11,18 
masscolorafter(ij) = -999.0 
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end do 

end if 

end do 

open (unit = 900, file = 'ColorBefore', status = 'new') 
open (unit = 901. file = 'ColorAfter", status = 'new') 

do i = 1. length 

write(900, '(IX. 22F10.3)')(masscolorbefore(i,k), k = 1 22) 
write(901,'(1 x. 24F10.3)')(masscolorafter(i,k), k = 1.24) 

end do 

do i = 1.2 
close (unit = (899+i)) 
end do 

end subroutine interpcolor 

subroutine appinterpMLT (temperature, masscolor) 

real, dimension(lO), intent(out):: masscolor 

real, intent(in):: temperature 

real. dimension(24):: x2high, x2flip 
real. dimension(3.24):: rmiflip, imzflip, imJflip, zmJflip 
real. dimension(2.24):: Jmagflip 

integer:: counter 

INCLUDE 'MLTcolorarray.dat' 

x2high(:) = rmi(l,:) 

counter = 1 
d o  i  =  2 4 .  l . - l  

x2flip(counter) = x2high(i) 
rmiflip(:,counter) = rmi(:,i) 
imztlip(:.counter) = imz(:,i) 
imJfiip(:,counter) = imJ(:,i) 
zmJflip(:,counter) = zmJ(:,i) 
Jmagflip(:,counter) = Jmag(:,i) 

counter = counter + 1 
end do 

call unevenapprox(x2fiip, rmiflip(2,:), 24, temperature, 

masscolor(l) = color 
masscolor(2) = errcolor 
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call unevenapprox(x2flip. imzflip(2 •) 24 temneraw . 
masscolor(3) = color ' ^re, color, errcolor) 
masscolor(4) = errcolor 

masscolor(6) = errcolor 

masscolor(8) = errcolor 

call unevenapprox(x2flip, Jmagnip(2,:), 24, temperature, color errcolor) 
masscolor(9) = color 
masscolor( 10) = errcolor 

!— Make z 
masscolor(7) = masscolor(9) + masscolor(7) 
masscolor(8) = (masscolor(10)**2 + masscolor(8)**2)**0.5 

!— Make i 
masscolor(5) = masscolor(9) + masscolor(5) 
masscolor(6) = (masscolor( 10)**2 + masscolor(6)**2)**0.5 

!— Make r 
masscolor(3) = masscolor(7) + masscolor(3) 
masscolor(4) = (masscolor(8)**2 + masscolor(4)**2)**0.5 

end subroutine appinterpMLT 

subroutine appinterpMS(gravity. temperature, masscolor) 

real. dimension( 10), intent(out):: masscolor 

real, intent(in):: gravity, temperature 

real, dimension! 11) » xhigh 
real. dimension(23):: x2high 

real. dimension (11,23):: MSUMGFlip, MSGMRFlip, MSRMIFlip, MSRMZFlip 

real. dimension (23):: gFlipT, gFlipMag 

integer :: counter 

!INCLUDE "UGRIZcolorarray.dat' 
INCLUDE 'UGRIZEuler.dat' 

0°0&, 4000.0. .6000,0, ISOOO.0.20000.0,25000.0.30000.0.35000.0.40000.0.45000.0.50000.00 

counter = 1 
do i= 11, 1.-1 
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MSUMGF1 ip(counter,:) = MSUMG(i,:) 
MSGMRFlip(counter,:) = MSGMR(i,':) 
MSRMIFlip(counter,:) = MSRMI(i,:) 
MSRMZFlip(counter,:) = MSRMZ(i,:) 
counter = counter + 1 

end do 

counter = 1 

do i = 23. 1,-1 
gFlipT(counter) = MSg(l,i) 
gFlipMag(counter) = MSg(2,i) 

counter = counter + 1 
end do 

call polin2(xhigh, x2high. MSUMG, 11,23, gravity, temperature, color errcolor) 
masscolor(l) = color 
masscolor(2) = errcolor 

call polin2(xhigh. x2high. MSGMR, 11,23. gravity, temperature, color, errcolor) 
masscolor(3) = color 
masscolor(4) = errcolor 

call polin2(xhigh. x2high. MSRMI, 11,23, gravity, temperature, color, errcolor) 
masscolor(5) = color 
masscolor(6) = errcolor 

call polin2(xhigh. x2high, MSRMZ, 11,23, gravity, temperature, color, errcolor) 
masscolor(7) = color 
masscoIor(8) = errcolor 

!— Make g 
call unevenapprox(gFlipT, gFlipMag, 23, temperature, color, errcolor) 
masscolor(9) = color 
masscolor( 10) = erTColor 

!— Make u 
masscolor(l) = masscolor(9) + masscolor(l) 
masscolor(2) = (masscolor(10)**2 + masscolor(2)**2)**0.5 

!— Make r 
masscolor(3) = masscolor(9) - masscolor(3) 
massco!or(4) = (masscolor(4)**2 + masscolor(10)**2)**0.5 

!— Make i 
masscolor(5) = masscolor(3) - masscolor(5) 
masscolor(6) = (masscolor(4)**2 + masscolor(6)**2)**0.5 

!— Make z 
masscolor(7) = masscolor(3) - masscolor(7) 
masscolor(8) = (masscolor(4)**2 + masscolor(8)**2)**0.5 

end subroutine appinterpMS 

subroutine appinterpWD(gravity, temperature, masscolor) 

real. dimension(lO), intent(out):: masscolor 

real, intent(in):: gravity, temperature 
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real. dimension(3):: xlow 
real, dimension(6):: xhigh 

real. dimension(31,7,4):: holdfast 
real. dimension(36,4,4):: holdfastlow 
real, dimension(31,6):: umg. gmr, rmi, rmz 
real, dimension(36.3):: umgl, gmrl, rmil, rmzl 

real. dimension(6,31):: UMGTrans, GMRTrans, RMITrans RMZTrans 
real. dimension(3,36):: UMGLTrans, GMRLTrans, RMILTrans, RMZLTrans 

real. dimension(36):: x21o\v 
real. dimension(31):: x2high 

real:: bmv. errbmv, magv, errmagv 

integer:: i,j,k,n.m. counter 

open (unit = 100, file = 'WDUMG.txt'. status ='old') 
open (unit = 200, file = 'WDGMR.txt'. status = 'old') 
open (unit = 300. file = 'WDRMI.txt', status = 'old') 
open (unit = 400, file = 'WDRMZ.txt', status = 'old') 

open (unit = 150. file = 'WDUMGLow.txf, status = 'old') 
open (unit - 250. file = 'WDGMRLow.txt', status = 'old') 
open (unit = 350. file = 'WDRMILow.txt', status ='old') 
open (unit = 450, file = 'WDRMZLow.txt', status = 'old') 

do k = 1,4 
n = k*100 
m = k*100+50 

read(n.*) ((holdfast(ij,k), j= 1,7), i = 1,31) 
read(m,*) ((holdfastlow(i,j,k), j= 1,4), i= 1,36) 

end do 

x2high(:) = (holdfast(1.1)* 1000.0) 
x21ow(:) = (holdfastlow(:,1.1)* 1000.0) 

counter = 1 
do i = 7,2.-1 

umg(:,( counter)) = holdfast(:,i,l) 
gmr(:.(counter)) = holdfast(:,i.2) 
rmi(:,(counter)) = holdfast(:,i,3) 
rmz(:,(counter)) = holdfast(:,i,4) 

counter = counter + 1 
end do 

counter = 1 
do i = 4,2,-1 

umgl(:,(counter)) = holdfastlow(:,i,l) 
gmrl(:,(counter)) = holdfastlow(:,i,2) 
rmil(:,(counter)) = holdfastlow(:,i,3) 
rmzl(:,(counter)) = holdfastlow(:,i,4) 

counter = counter +1 
end do 
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forall (i = 1:36.j = 1:3) UMGLTrans(j.i) = umgl(i j) 
forall (i = 1:36, j = 1:3) GMRLTrans(j,i) = gmrl(i i) 
forall (i = l:36,j= 1:3) RMILTrans(j,i) = rmil(i,j) 
forall (i = 1:36. j= 1:3) RMZLTrans(j,i) = rmzl(i.j) 

forall (i = 1:31. j = 1:6) UMGTrans(j,i) = umg(ij) 
forall (i = 1:31. j = 1:6) GMRTrans(j,i) = gmr(ij) 
forall (i = l:31.j = 1:6) RMITrans(j,i) = rmi(i.j) 
forall (i = 1:31, j = 1:6) RMZTrans(j,i) = rmz(i.j) 

!xlow(:) = (/9.000,8.000.7.000/) 
xlow(:) = (/7.000, 8.000. 9.000/) 

IxhighC) = (/9.500,9.000.8.500.8.000.7.500,7.000/) 
xhighC) - (/7.000, 7.500. 8.000, 8.500. 9.000, 9.500/) 

it{ temperature < 7000.0 .or. temperature > 84000.0) then 
call polin2(xlow. x21ovv, UMGLTrans, 3, 36, gravity, temperature, color, errcolor) 

else 

call polin2(xhigh. x2high. UMGTrans, 6,31, gravity, temperature, color, errcolor) 
end if 

masscolor(l) = color 
masscolor(2) = errcolor 

if(temperature < 7000.0 .or. temperature > 84000.0) then 
call polin2(xlow. x21o\v. GMRLTrans, 3. 36, gravity, temperature, color, errcolor) 

else 
call polin2(xhigh. x2high. GMRTrans, 6,31, gravity, temperature, color, errcolor) 

end if 

masscolor(3) = color 
masscolor(4) = errcolor 

if(temperature < 7000.0 .or. temperature > 84000.0) then 
call polin2(xlow, x21ow, RMlLTrans. 3,36, gravity, temperature, color, errcolor) 

else ' V: | . 
call polin2(xhigh. x2high. RMlTrans. 6, 31, gravity, temperature, color, errcolor) 

end if 

masscolor(5) = color 
masscolor(6) = errcolor 

if(temperature < 7000.0 .or. temperature > 84000'°2^" mre c0i0r, errcolor) 
call polin2(xlow, x21o\v, RMZLTrans, 3,36, gravity, 

Sll poHn2(xhigh. X2high, RMZTrans, 6, 31, graviry, temperature, color, errcolor) 
else 

ca 
end if 

masscolor(7) = color 
masscolor(8) = errcolor 
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bmv - 0.75*masscolor( 1 )-0.83 
errbmv = 0.75*masscolor(2) 

magv = 12.12 + 5.003*bmv- 1.809*(bmv**2) 

ermiagv -, (S.OOJ-errtav)^ + <1.809.,bi^-entav))-^ ro, 

!— Make g 
masscolor(9) = magv + 0.56*bmv - 0.12 
masscolor(lO) = (errmagv**2 + (0.56*errbmv)**2)**0 5 

!- Make u 

masscolor( 1) = masscolor(9) + masscolor(l) 
masscolor(2) = (masscolor(10)**2 + masscolor(2)**2)**0 5 

!- Make r 

masscolor(3) = masscolor(9) - masscolor(3) 
masscolor(4) = (masscolor(4)**2 + masscolor(10)**2)**0 5 

!-- Make i 
masscolor(5) = masscolor(3) - masscoior(5) 
masscolor(6) = (masscolor(4)**2 + masscolor(6)**6)**0 5 

!- Make z 
masscolor(7) = masscolor(3) - masscolor(7) 
masscolor(8) = (masscolor(4)**2 + masscolor(8)**2)**0.5 

do k = 1,4 

n = k*100 
m = k*100+50 

close(unit = n) 
cIose(unit = m) 

end do 

end subroutine appinterpWD 

subroutine appinterpMS(gravity, temperature, masscolor) 

real. dimension( 10), intent(out):: masscolor 

real, intent(in):: gravity, temperature 

real. dimension(l 1):: xhigh 
real. dimension(23):: x2high 

real. dimension (11,23):: MSUMGFlip. MSGMRFlip, MSRMIFlip. MSRMZFlip 

real. dimension (23):: gFlipT, gFlipMag 

integer:: counter 

!INCLUDE 'UGRIZcolorarray.dat' 
INCLUDE 'UGRIZEuler.dat' 

xhigh(:) = (/0.0, 0.5. 1.0. 1.5. 2.0, 2.5,3.0,3.5,4.0,4.5. 5.0/) 
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iSgftit' (/3500'°- 3750-°-4000 0' 4250 °-4500 0' 5M0 »' ««">• 7000.0.8000.0, ,000 0 

,2000.0. 14000.0, ,6000.0, ,8000.0,20000.0,25000.0,30000.0,35000.0,40000.0,45000.0,50000.0/, 

counter = 1 
do i = 11, 1,-1 

MSUMGFlip(counter, :) = MSUMG(i,:) 
MSGMRFlip(counter,:) = MSGMR(i,:) 
MSRMIFlip(counter.:) = MSRMl(i,:) 
MSRMZFlip(counter,:) = MSRMZ(i,:) 
counter = counter + 1 

end do 

counter = 1 

do i = 23, 1,-1 
gFlipT(counter) = MSg(l,i) 
gFlipMag(counter) = MSg(2,i) 

counter = counter + 1 
end do 

call polin2(\high. x2high. MSUMG. 11, 23, gravity, temperature, color, errcolor) 
masscolor( 1) = color 
masscolor(2) = errcolor 

call polin2(xhigh, x2high. MSGMR. 11,23, gravity, temperature, color, errcolor) 
masscolor(3) = color 
masscolor(4) = errcolor 

call polin2(xhigh. x2high. MSRMI, 11.23, gravity, temperature, color, errcolor) 

masscolor(5) = color 
masscolor(6) = errcolor 

call poiin2(xhigh, x2high. MSRMZ. 11,23, gravity, temperature, color, errcolor) 

masscolor(7) = color 
masscolor(8) = errcolor 

I— Vf 2 • \ 
call unevenapprox(gFlipT, gFlipMag, 23, temperature, color, errcolor) 

masscolor(9) = color 
masscolor( 10) = errcolor 

!—Make u 
masscolor( 1) = masscolor(9) + masscolor(l) . 
masscolor(2) = (masscolor(10)**2 + masscolor(2) 2) u.D 

!— Make r 
masscolor(3) = masscolor(9) - masscolor(3) 5 
masscolor(4) = (masscolor(4)^2 + masscolor(10) 2) 0.3 

!— Make i 

!— Make z 

masscolor(5) = masscolor(3) - masscolor(5), 5 
masscolor(6) = (masscolor(4)**2 + masscolor(6) 2) 0.3 

masscolor(7) = masscolor(3) - masscolorl7)inr(o^*2)**0.5 
masscolor(8) = (masscolor(4)**2 + masscolor(8) 2) 

end subroutine appinterpMS 

subroutine appinterpWD(gravity, temperature, mass 
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real. dimension(lO), intent(out):: masscolor 

real, intent(in):: gravity, temperature 

real. dimension(3):: xlow 
real. dimension(6):: xhigh 

real, dimension(31,7,4):: holdfast 
real. dimension(36,4.4):: holdfastlow 
real. dimension(31,6):: umg. gmr, rmi. rmz 
real. dimension(36.3):: umgl, gmrl, rmil, rmzl 

real. dimension(6,31):: UMGTrans, GMRTrans, RMITrans, RMZTrans 
real. dimension(3.36):: UMGLTrans. GMRLTrans. RMILTrans, RMZLTrans 

real. dimension(36):: x21ow 
real. dimension(31):: x2high 

real :: bmv, errbmv. magv, errmagv 

integer:: i,j.k,n,m. counter 

open (unit = 100. file = 'WDUMG.txt', status ='old') 
open (unit = 200, file = 'WDGMR.txt1, status = 'old') 
open (unit = 300, file = 'WDRMl.txt'. status = 'old') 
open (unit = 400, file — 'WDRMZ.txt1, status = 'old') 

open (unit = 150. file = 'WDUMGLow.txt'. status = 'old') 
open (unit = 250, file = 'WDGMRLow.txt', status = 'old') 
open (unit = 350. file = 'WDRMILow.txf, status = 'old') 
open (unit = 450, file = 'WDRMZLow.txt', status - 'old') 

do k = 1,4 
n = k*100 
m = k*100+50 

read(n.*) ((holdfast(i.j.k), j= 1,7), > = UJ) 
read(m.*) ((holdfastlow(ij.k), j= 1,4), i- 1,36) 

end do 

x2high(:) = (holdfast(:. 1,1 )* 1000.0) 
x21ow(:) = (holdfastlow(:, 1,1)* 1000.0) 

counter = 1 
do i = 7,2,-1 

umg(:.(counter)) = holdtast(:,i,l) 
gmr(:,( counter)) = holdtast(:.i,2) 
rmi(:,(counter)) = holdfast(:,i,3) 
rmz(:,( counter)) = holdfast(:,i,4) 

counter = counter + 1 
end do 

counter = 1 
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do i= 4.2.-1 
umgl(:,(counter)) = holdfastlow(:,i,l) 
gmrl(:,(counter)) = holdfastlow(:,i,2) 
rmil(:.(counter)) = holdfastlow(:,i,3) 
rmzl(:,( counter)) = holdfastlow(:,i.4) 

counter = counter+ 1 

end do 

forall (i = 1:36. j =1:3) UMGLTrans(j,i) = umgl(i,j) 
forall (i = 1:36, j =1:3) GMRLTrans(j,i) = gmrl(i,j) 
forall (i = 1:36. j = 1:3) RMlLTrans(j,i) = rmil(i,j) 
forall (i = 1:36, j = 1:3) RMZLTrans(j,i) = rmzl(ij) 

forall (i = l:31,j = 1:6) UMGTrans(j,i) = umg(i.j) 
forall (i = 1:31, j = 1:6) GMRTrans(j,i) = gmr(i.j) 
forall (i = 1:31, j = 1:6) RMITrans(j,i)= rmi(ij) 
forall (i = 1:31, j = 1:6) RMZTrans(j,i) = rmz(i.j) 

!xlow(:) = (/9.000,8.000,7.000/) 
xlow(:) = (/7.000. 8.000. 9.000/) 

IxhighC) = (/9.500,9.000,8.500.8.000,7.500,7.000/) 
xhighO) = (/7.000, 7.500. 8.000, 8.500.9.000.9.500/) 

iRtemperature < 7000.0 .or. temperature > 84000.0) then 
call polin2(xlow. x21ow, UMGLTrans, 3,36, gravity, temperature, color, errcolor) 

else 
call polin2(xhigh. x2high, UMGTrans, 6,31, gravity, temperature, color, encolor) 

end if 

masscolorf 1) = color 
masscolor(2) = errcolor 

if(temperature < 7000.0 .or. temperature > 84000.0) then 
call polin2(x!ow, x21ow, GMRLTrans. 3,36, grav.ty, temperature, color, 

Sll polin2(xhigh, x2high, GMRTrans, 6,31, gravity, temperature, clot, errcolor) 

end if 

else 

masscolor(3) - color 
masscolor(4) = errcolor 

if(temperature < 7000.0 .or temperature >^j®0-^hpeerature> color, encolor) 
call polin2(xlow, x21ow, RMlLTrans, 3,36, gr ) 
x »T- l w oravitv temperature, color, encolor) 
call polin2(xhigh. x2high, RMITrans, 6,31, g 

else 
ca 

end if 

masscolor(5) = color 
masscolor(6) = errcolor 

if(temperature < 7000.0 .or. 
call Polin2(xlow, x21ow, RMZLTrans, 3,36, gra ty. 
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else 

„?!'rPOlin2(Xhi8h' x2high- RMZTrans, 6, 31, gravity, temperature, color, errcolor) 

masscolor(7) = color 
masscolor(8) = errcolor 

bmv = 0.75'masscolor(l )-0.83 
errbmv = 0.75*masscolor(2) 

magv = 12.12 + 5.003*bmv - 1.809*(bmv**2) 
errmagv = ((5.003*errbmv)**2 + (1.809*(bmv*2*errbmv))**2.0 )**0.5 

!— Make g 
masscolor(9) = magv + 0.56*bmv - 0.12 
masscolor! 10) = (errmagv**2 + (0.56*errbmv)**2)**0.5 

!- Make u 
masscolor( 1) = masscolor(9) + masscolor(l) 
masscolor(2) = (masscolor(10)**2 + masscolor(2)**2)**0.5 

!- Make r 
masscolor(3) = masscolor(9) - masscolor(3) 
masscolor(4) = (masscolor(4)**2 + masscolor(10)**2)**0.5 

!- Make i 
masscolor(5) = masscolor(3) - masscolor(5) 
masscolor(6) = (masscoior(4)"2 + masscolor(6)**6)**0.5 

!- Make z 
masscolor(7) — masscolor(3) - masscolor(7) 
masscolor(8) = (masscolor(4)**2 + masscolor(8)**2)**0.5 

do k = 1.4 

n = k*100 
m = k*100+50 

close(unit = n) 
close(unit = m) 

end do 

end subroutine appinterpWD 

subroutine appinterpMLT (temperature, masscolor) 

real. dimension( 10), intent(out):: masscolor 

real, intent(in):: temperature 

real. dimension(24):: x2high. x2flip Tfi;n 

real. dimension(3.24):: rmiflip. imzflip, im ip-
real. dimension(2,24):: Jmagflip 

integer:: counter 

INCLUDE •MLTcolorarray.dat' 
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x2high(:)= rmi(l,:) 

counter = 1 
do i = 24, 1, -I 

x2flip< counter) = x2high(i) 
rmiflip(:,counter) = rmi(:,i) 
imzflip(:.counter) = imz(:,i) 
imJflip(:,counter) = 
zmJnip(:.counter) = zmJ(:,i) 
Jmagflip(:,counter) = Jmag(:,i) 

counter = counter + 1 

end do 

call unevenapprox(x2flip. rmiflip(2,:), 24. temperature, color, errcolor) 
masscolor( 1) = color 
masscolor(2) = errcolor 

call unevenapprox(x2flip, imzf!ip(2,:), 24. temperature, color, errcolor) 
masscolor(3) = color 
masscolor(4) = errcolor 

call unevenapprox(x2flip. imJflip(2,:), 24. temperature, color, errcolor) 
masscolor(5) = color 
masscolor(6) = errcolor 

call unevenapprox(x2flip, zmJflip(2,:), 24, temperature, color, errcolor) 

masscolor(7) = color 
masscolor(8) = erTcolor 

call unevenapprox(x2flip, Jmagflip<2,:), 24, temperature, color, errcolor) 

masscolor(9) = color 
masscolor( 10) = errcolor 

!— Make z 
masscolor(7) = masscolor(9) + masscolor(7) . 
masscolor(8) = (masscolor(10)**2 + masscolor(8) 2) uo 

!— Make i 

!— Make r 

masscolor(5) = masscolor(9) + masscolor(D) Q 5 

masscolor(6) = (masscolor(10)**2 + masscolor(6) 2) 02) 

masscolor(3) = masscolor(7) + ma^cdoK3) 5 

masscolor(4) = (masscolor(8)**2 + masscolor(4) 2) 0.D 

:nd subroutine appinterpMLT 

subroutine polin2(x 1 array. x2array, yarray, m, n, xl, x2, y, dy) 

integer, parameter:: nmax = 36 
integer, parameter :: mmax = 36 

integer, intent(in):: n, m 
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real, dimension(m), intent(in):: xlarray(m) 
real, dimension(n). intent(in):: x2array(n) 
real, dimension(m.n). intent(in):: yarray 

real, dimension!nmax):: yntmp 
real, dimension! mmax):: ymtmp 

real, intent(in):: xl. x2 
real, intent(out):: y. dy 

do j = 1 .m 
do k = 1 ,n 

yntmp(k) = yarray(j,k) 

end do 

call unevenapprox(x2array.yntmp. n, x2, ymtmp(j), dy) 

end do 

call unevenapprox(xlarTay. ymtmp. m, xl,y, dy) 

end subroutine polin2 

subroutine polint(xarray, yarray, n, x, y. dy) 

integer, parameter:: nmax = 40 
integer, intent(in):: n 

real, dimension(n), intent(in):: xarray, yarray 
real, dimension(nmax):: c, d 

real, intent!in):: x 
real, intent(out):: y, dy 

real :: dift, diff. w, den , Ho, Hp 
integer :: ns 

N S  =  1  

diff = abs(x - xarray(l)) 

do i = 1 ,n 
dift = abs(x-xarray! i)) 
if (dift < diff) then 

ns = i 
diff = dift 

end if 

c(i) = yarray! i) 
d(i) = yarray! i) 

end do 

y = yarray(ns) 
ns = ns - 1 
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do m = 1 ,n-l 

do i = 1,n-m 

Ho = xarray(i) - x 
Hp = xarray(i+m) - x 
w = c(i+l)-d(i) 
den = Ho - Hp 
den = w'den 

d(i) = Hp'dcn 
c(i) = Ho* den 

end do 

if (2*ns < (n-m)) then 
dy = c(ns+l) 

else 
dy = d(ns) 
ns = ns - 1 

end if 
y = y+dy 

end do 

end subroutine polint 

subroutine unevenapprox(xarray, yarray, n, x, y, dy) 

integer. intent(in):: n 
real, dimension(n). intent(in):: xarray. yarray 

real, intent(in):: x 
real, intcnt(out):: y, dy 

integer:: prior, i 
real :: dydxf. dydxb. yholdf, yholdb 
real:: dydx2f, dydx2b. dydxm 

prior = 0 

do i = 1 , n 
if ( x > xarray(i)) prior = i 

end do 

rior >= 2 .and. prior < (n-1)) then 

vard slope ,nrinrMxarray(prior-l) - xarray(prior)) 
dydxf = (yarray(prior-1) - yarray(pnor))/(xarr >ip 

die slope (forward running) wfxarrayforior) - xarray(pnor+U) 
dydxm = (yarray (prior) - yarray(pno xarray(prior+2)) 

kWardd
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!forward curv ature 
dydx2f (dydxf - dydxm)/(xarray(prior-l) - xarray(prion-l)) 

(backward curvature (forward running) 
dydx2b - (dydxm - dydxbV(xarray(prior) - xarray(prior+2)) 

(forward interation 

>holdf- .5'dydx2f*((xarray(prior)-x)**2) + dydxm*(xarray(prior) - x) + varrav(prior) 
(backward interation 

yholdb - .5*dydx2b*«X - xarray(prior+l ))**2) + dydxm*(x - xarray(prior+l))+ yarray(priorfl) 
\ = (yholdf+yhoidb)/2.0 

dv = abs( (yholdf-yholdb)/y) 

else iff prior — 1) then 
(forward slope (forward facing) 

d> dxf (> array(prior) - yarray(prior+l ))/(xarray(prior) - xarray(prior+l)) 
(backward slope (forward facing) 

d> dxh : (> array (prior-1) - yarray(prior+2)) / (xarray(prior+l) - xarray(prior+2)) 

( forward curvature 
d> dx2f (dydxf-dydxb)/(xarray(prior) - xarray(prior+2)) 

1 forward interation 
y holdb .5*dydx2f*((xarray(prior)-x)**2) + dydxf* (xarray(prior) - x) + yarray(prior) 

! backward interation 
yholdf- .5*dydx2f*((x - xarray(priorfl))**2) + dydxf*(x-xarray(pnot+l)) + yarray(prior+l) 

y = (yholdf+yholdb)/2.0 
dy = abs( (yholdf-yholdb)/y) 

else ift prior == 0) then 

(backward slope (forward facing) 
d> dxf - (y array (prior + 1) - yarray(prior+2))/(xarray(pnor+l) - xarray(pnor+2)) 

(2nd backward slope (forward facing) varr»vrnrini+™ 
dy dxh - (yarray( prior + 2)- yarray(priorr-3)) / (xarray(pnor+2) - xarray(pnorr-3» 

! backward curvature . . 
dydx2f = (dydxf-dydxb)/(xarray(prior+l) - xarray (pnor+j)) 

! backward interation .Mrray(priorH))..2) + dydxf*(x-xarray(prior+l))+yarray(priortl) 
yholdb = ,5*dydx2f*((x 

! 2nd backward interation 
y holdf = ,5*dydx2f*((x 
y = (yholdf+yholdb)/2.0 
dy = abs( (yholdf-yholdb)/y) 

- xarray(priorh2))**2) + dydxf(x - xa.ay<Priori-2,, • yarray(priorh2, 

else if(prior = (n-1)) then 

(forward slope (forward facing) „Mvrnrior-l)-xarray(prior)) 
dydxf =(yarTa; (prior-1) - yarTay(pnor)V(xaiTay(Prl0r 

(backward slope (forward facing) ryarravfprior) -xarray(prior+l)) 
dydxb = (y array (prior) - yarray(pnor+l)) / (xarra. tp 

! forward curvature varrav(prior+l)) 
dydx2f = (dydxf-dydxbV(xarray(pnor-l) - xarr . tp 

! forward interation . x#*9\ + dydxb*(xarray(prior)-x) + yarra 

yholdb = .5*dydx2f*((xarray(pnor)-x) 2) > ,nrior+1)) + yarray(prior+l) 
! backward interation . , nx**9\ + dydxb*(x-xarray(p 

yholdf = .5*dydx2f*((x - xarray(pnor-i)) ) 

y = (yholdf+yholdb)/2.0 
dy = abs( (vholdf-yholdb)/y) 

else 
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!forward slope (forward facing) 

dydxf- (yarras (prior -1) - yarray(prior))/(xarray(prior-l) - xarray(prior)) 
!2nd forward slope (forward facing) 

dydxb - (yarras (prior - 2) - yarray(prior-l)) / (xarray(prior-2) - xarray(prior-1)) 
! backward curvature 

dsd\2t = (dsdxf-dydxb)/(xarray(prior) - xarray(prior-2)) 
! backssard intcration 

yholdb - .5*dsd\2f*(xarray(prior)-x)**2 + dydxf*(xarray(prior)-x) + yarray(prior) 
! 2nd backward intcration 

vholdf .5*dydx2t1,((xarray(prior-l)-x)**2) + dydxf*(xarray(prior-l)-x) + yarrav(prior-n 
v = (s holdf+yholdb)/2.0 
ds = abs( (yholdf-yholdb)/y) 

end if 

end subroutine unevcnapprox 

subroutine histogram(binarray. size, data_in, size data. data_out, count) 

integer, intent(in):: size 
integer, intcnt(in):: sizc_data, count 

real, dimension(size), intent(in):: binarray 
real. dimension(sizc_data). intent(in):: datajn 
real, dimension(size). intent(out):: data_out 

do i = I.size 
data_out(i) • 0.0 

end do 

do i = 1.count 

d°j = '• 'S in(i) > binarrayO) .and. binarrayO+D - da.a_ir.fi)) then 

data_outO) = data_outO)+ ' 

end if 
end do 

end do 

return 
end subroutine 

subroutine linlog(arrayin, n) 

integer, intent(in):: n 

real, dimension(n), intent(inout):: arrayin 

real:: total 

total = sum(arrayin) 
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do i= l,n 

if (arrayin(i) > 0.0) then 

else ^"'^'"SlOtarrayinO)/^, 

arrayin(i) = 0.0 
end if 

end do 

return 
end subroutine linlog 
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Appendix C 

Atmosphere Model Grids 

t'mwiey^OO^ dl data Came fi0m Kawka & Vennes Kurucz (1979). 

C. 1. ugriz(Temperature, gravity) Main Sequence 
All temperatures and gravities are given in the MSapproximation code, 

ange of gravity spans from 0 to 5, temperatures span from 3,000 to 60,000 in 
unevenly spaced intervals. All interpolations were made using the "unevenapprox" 
code also given in the appendix. 

C.l.l  u-g 
real, dimension(l 1,23):: MSUMG = & 
reshape ((72.785,2.742,2.745,2.779,2.845,2.986,3.193,3.444,3.72,4.005.4.281. & 
2.687,2.739,2.831,2.946,3.07,3.224,3.412,3.63,3.873,4.134,4.402, & 
2.62 7,2.73 2,2.8 3 8.2.924,3.0 1 6,3.133,3.277,3.452.3.655,3.883,4.128. & 
2.56,2.637,2.673,2.705,2.758,2.837,2.948,3.09,3.258,3.446,3.642. & 
2.404,2.402,2.4.2.415,2.455,2.523,2.615,2.728,2.857,2.996,3.138. & 
1 -937,1.917,1.909,1.918,1.944,1.984,2.038,2.107,2.19,2.284,2.387. & 
1.524,1.505,1.501,1.511,1.537,1.576,1.627,1.689,1.758.1.83,1.978. & 
1.199,1.202,1.219,1.249,1.29,1.339,1.397,1.456,1.6,1.662,1.704, & 
0.907,0.963,1.026,1.094,1.245,1.314,1.373,1.408,1.414,1.39,0., & 
0.905,1.052,1.136,1.204,1.243,1.252,1.234,1.187,1.099.0.,0., & 
0.992,1.044,1.072,1.077,1.057,1.016,0.951,0.843,0.,0.,0., & 
0.9 1 8,0.9 1 8,0.91,0.883,0.839,0.779,0.693,0,0,0.,0, & 
0.626,0.606,0.576,0.537,0.489,0.429,0.124,0.,0.,0,0., & 
0.39,0.37,0.345,0.315.0.276,0.22,0,0,0,0,0, & 
0.227,0.213.0.193,0.166,0.127,0.065,0,0,0,0,0., & 
0.109,0.097,0.078,0.05,0.007,-0.07,0,0,0,0,0.. & 
0.015,0.002,-0.018,-0.048,-0.099,0,0,0,0,0,0, & 
-0.166.-0.181 ,-0.205,-0.239.-0.297,0,0,0,0,0,0, & 
-0.295,-0.307.-0.328.-0.365,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, & 
-0.385,-0.395,-0.409,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, & 
-0.432,-0.436,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, & 
-0.456,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,& 
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-0.472,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0,0./), (/] U3/)} 

c.1.2 g-r 
real, dimension( 11,23):: MSGMR = & 
reshane ( (/\ S49 1 MA i A*>-> 

1 :: MiUMR = & 
reshape ((/1.532,1.474.1.423,1 361 1 >98 , , ,, 
1.442.1.428.1.408.1.38,1.38,1.403,1 435 '] 47] 'i ^, ^9,,.689 & 
1.35,1.347,1.33.1.315,1 -309,1.31 1 315 1 324 , , , 609'^ 
1.225,1.208,1.181,1.158.1.,43 i .137 1139115 1^77 .1''-416> & 
1.065.1.034.1.008.0.99,0.981.0.982 099 , 0 ,„?V^5'1 252'& 

0 . 7 6 9 . 0 . 7 5 5 . 0 . 7 4 7 , 0 . 7 4 7 , 0 . 7 5 2 , 0 . 7 6  0  7 7 2  0  7 7 0 L „ I  • J ' " 7 " *  
0.576,0.571,0.569,0.569,0.571 0 574 0 578 (1 5W if «on ' ̂  
0.428,0.423.0.419,0.416,0.412 04080 404 n'fn « '°,5'8,°'577'& 

0.199.0.188.0.175.0.16,0.108,0 084 X '• * 
0.022.-0.021.-0.054.-0.093.-0.124.-0.148 -0 167 0 175' n Hd A'n 
-0.148,0.177,-0.204,-0.226,-0.242,-0.25 '-0242-0203i 
-0,257.-0.257,-0.275,-0.285,-0.289,-0.282-0 259 0 0 0 0 a' 
-0.317,-0.326,-0.33,-0.331,-0.327,-0.316,-b 32 0 i 
-0.354,-0.359,-0.362,-0.363,-0.359,-0.349 0 0 0 0 0 & 
-0.382,-0.387,-0.39.-0.391,-0.388,-0.376,o!!o 0 0 0 & 
-0.407,0.4!!,-°.4!4.4.4! V°.4 j2,-0.394,0.,o'.,0..0 0 & 
-0.428,-0.433,-0.436,-0.436,-0.429,0.,0.,0.,0..0. 0. & ? 

-0.472,-0.474.-0.474,-0.471,-0.457,0.,0.,0.,0. 0..0.. & 
-0.504,-0.507.-0.507,-0.494,0.,0.,0.,0.,0..0.,0, & 
-0.527.-0.524.-0.514,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0., & 
-0.532.-0.529,0.,0.,0..0.,0.,0.,0..0.,0.', & 
-0.539,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0., & 
-0.545,0.,0..0.,0.,0.,0.,0..0.,0.,0./), (/11,23/)) 

c.1.3 r-i 
real. dimension( l  1,23):: MSRM1 = & 
reshape ( ( 0.608.0.613.0.627,0.665,0.706,0.704,0.688,0.669,0.652,0.64.0.637. & 
; • >08,0.503,0.497,0.492,0.489,0.488,0.489,0.494,0.5,0.51,0.522. & 
0.443.0.43.0.415,0.413.0.417.0.423,0.427,0.43,0.432,0.435.0.44! & 
0.378.0.366.0.363.0.364,0.365.0.365,0.363,0.361,0.359,0.358,0.362, & 
0.3 13.0.309,0.309.0.307.0.306,0.303,0.3,0.297,0.296,0.298,0.304. & 
0.214.0.213,0.212,0.211,0.21.0.21.0.21,0.211,0.214,0.22,0.228, & 
0.143.0.143,0.144,0.144,0.144,0.145,0.145,0.145,0.145,0.145,0.132, & 
0.09.0.089.0.088,0.086.0.085,0.082.0.079,0.075,0.053,0.047,0.04, & 
-0.003,-0.009.-0.016,-0.024,-0.05,-0.062.-0.073,-0.084.-0.094,-0.104,0.,& 
-0.093.-0.117.-0.132.-0.145,-0.156,-0.167,-0.175,-0.181 ,-0.178,0.,0., & 
-0.179.-0.191 ,-0.201 ,-0.209,-0.215,-0.219,-0.218.-0.204.0.,0.,0., & 
-0.231 ,-0.231 ,-0.236.-0.24,-0.241 ,-0.239,-0.23,0.,0.,0.,0., & 
-0.265,-0.267,-0.268.-0.267,-0.264,-0.259,-0.267,0.,0.,0.,0.,& 
-0.285.-0.285.-0.285,-0.284,-0.283,-0.278,0.,0.,0.,0.,0., & 
-0.3.-0.3,-0.301 ,-0.301,-0.299,-0.295,0.,0.,0.,0.,0„ & 
-0.313.-0.314,-0.315.-0.315,-0.314,-0.309,0.,0.,0.,0.,0„ & 
-0.325,-0.326.-0.327,-0.328.-0.327,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0., & 
-0.351. -0.352,-0.352.-0.351,-0.346,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0„ & 
-0.371 ,-0.372.-0.372,-0.367,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0„ & 
-0.384.-0.382,-0.376.0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0..0.,& 
-0.385,-0.382,0.,0.,0..0.,0.,0..0.,0.,0.,& 
-0.387.0..0..0.,0.,0..0.,0..0.,0..0., & 
-0.39.0..0.,0.,0.,0..0..0.,0.,0.,0./), (/11,23/)) 
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c.1.4 r-z 
real, dimension 11,23):: MSRMZ = & 
reshape! (/1.257,1.295,1.355,1.471,1 579 1 57» , «Q , 
0.985.1.004.1.04.1.067,1.057,1.035.1 000 994 n na?;1"445-'402-'-3«.& 
0.789,0.793,0.79,0.78,0.771,0.764 0 76 0 76 n ™ n ^97U984'& 

0.632.0.621.0.6,4.0.611,0.611,0 61, 0613 0 6 S™'& 
n  <  n  aoA n  .10 / :  n  <n / r  n  . —-  '  • 0 , - } >w-o  16 ,0 .623 ,0 .632 .0 .646  &  

& 
& 

-0.078,-0.085.-0.091,-0.097-0T^ri2rnUmO'n(ln370n079'0-086-& 

-0.234.-0.261,-0.269,-0.268,-0.262,-0.252 -0 238-0 223^21? ' ̂  
-0.37.-0.371.-0.366.-0.356,-0.341,-0.325.-0 309 -0 298 0 0 0 ' 
-0.43,-0.43,-0.419,0.405,0.39,0.377,-0.366 0.0 0^0 & ' ' 
-0.503.-0.495.-0.485,-0.475,-0.465,-0.456,-0.501 0 0 0 0 & 
-0.548,0.541.-0.533,0.525,0.517,0.51,0..0..0 M & ' 
-0.581,0.5 / 5.-0.569,0.563,0.558.-0.553,0.,0.,0.,0.0. & 
-0.608,0.604.-0.6,-0.596,-0.593,-0.588.0.,0.,0 0.!o ' & 
-0.632.-0.629,0.626,0.624,0.622,0.,0.,0.,0.,0..0..& 
-0.682.-0.68.-0.678,-0.675,-0.67,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.. & 
-0.72,0.719,-0.719,-0.71 1,0.,0.,0.,0 0 0 0 & 
-0.745,0.741,0.731,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0..0.,0..'&" 
-0.749,0.743,0.,0.,0..0..0.,0.,0.,0..0., & 
-0.754.0..0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,& 
-O.759.0.,0.,0..0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0./), (/11,23/)) 

c. 1.5 g absolute magnitude 

real. dimension(2,23):: MSg = & 

reshape ((/42000.00. -6.00, 34000.00, -4.79, 30000.00,4.29,20900.00. & 
-2.70. 15200.00. -1.42, 11400.00. -0.43,9790.00. 0.52. 9000.00.1.21, & 
8180.00. 1.91. 7300.00. 2.75. 7000.00, 3.68, 6650.00,3.63, & 
6250.00. 4.17. 5940.00. 4.60. 5790.00,4.93, 5560.00.5.36, & 
53 10.00. 5.79, 5150.00, 6.23. 4830.00, 6.79.4410.00, 7.87, & 
3840.00. 9.46. 3520.00, 10.61, 3170.00, 13.10/), (/11,23/)) 

C.2. ugriz(Temperature, gravity) White Dwarves 
"Low" refers to those data sets, which have a narrow range of 

gravities/columns (7,8.9). All other data sets have gravity ranges of 
(7.7.5.8.8.5,9,9.5). Temperatures (row) are given in thousands of degrees Kelvin 
and refer to the effective temperature of the star's atmosphere 

C.2.1 
4.5 0.539 
5 0.382 
5.5 0.259 
6 0.163 
6.5 0.085 

0.01 
8 -0.103 
9 -0.191 

r-z Low 
0.537 0.544 
0.38 0.386 
0.259 0.261 
0.163 0.161 
0.082 0.078 
0.005 0 
-0.111 -0.118 
-0.201 -0.208 
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10 
1 1  
1 2  
13 
14 
15 
16 
18 

20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
36 
40 
44 
48 
52 
56 
60 
64 
68 
72 
76 
80 
84 

4.5 
5 
5.5 
6 
6.5 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
1 2  
13 
14 
15 
16 
1 8  

20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
36 
40 
44 

-0.259 -0.267 -0.27 
-0.309 -0.314 -0.313 
-0.347 -0.351 -0.346 
-0.379 -0.376 -0.384 
-0.404 -0.408 -0.417 
-0.425 -0.438 -0.445 
-0.449 -0.464 -0.47 
-0.496 -0.508 -0.511 
-0.534 -0.543 -0.545 
-0.565 -0.572 -0.575 
-0.593 -0.599 -0.601 
-0.618 -0.623 -0.625 
-0.64 -0.645 -0.647 
-0.66 -0.665 -0.667 
-0.675 -0.68 -0.682 
-0.696 -0.7 -0.703 
-0.708 -0.712 -0.715 
-0.717 -0.721 -0.723 
-0.724 -0.727 -0.729 
-0.729 -0.732 -0.734 
-0.733 -0.736 -0.737 
-0.737 -0.739 -0.741 
-0.74 -0.742 -0.744 
-0.743 -0.745 -0.746 
-0.746 -0.747 -0.748 
-0.748 -0.749 -0.751 
-0.75 -0.751 -0.753 
-0.752 -0.753 -0.754 

C.2.2 u-g Low 
1.226 1.226 1.245 
0.998 0.995 1.007 
0.819 0.818 0.826 
0.672 0.673 0.683 
0.557 0.564 0.58 
0.453 0.472 0.506 
0.326 0.379 0.468 
0.26 0.361 0.523 
0.232 0.377 0.587 
0.212 0.381 0.602 
0.181 0.364 0.573 
0.144 0.346 0.485 
0.116 0.302 0.397 
0.094 0.24 0.318 
0.066 0.179 0.249 
-0.013 0.071 0.131 
-0.091 -0.017 0.037 
-0.156 -0.09 -0.042 
-0.213 -0.153 -0.109 
-0.263 -0.209 -0.168 
-0.309 -0.26 -0.223 
-0.349 -0.308 -0.276 
-0.379 -0.346 -0.32 
-0.417 -0.393 -0.376 
-0.439 -0.421 -0.408 
-0.455 -0.44 -0.429 
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48 
52 
56 
60 
64 
68 
72 
76 
80 
84 

4.5 
5 
5.5 
6 
6.5 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
1 8  

20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
36 
40 
44 
48 
52 
56 
60 
64 
68 
72 
76 
80 
84 

4.5 
5 
5.5 
6 

-0.467 -0.454 -0.444 
-0.476 -0.464 -0.456 
-0.484 -0.473 -0.466 
-0.491 -0.481 -0.475 
-0.496 -0.487 -0.482 
-0.501 -0.493 -0.488 
-0.506 -0.498 -0.493 
-0.51 -0.502 -0.498 
-0.513 -0.506 -0.503 
-0.516 -0.51 -0.507 

C.2.3 g-r Low 
0.764 0.764 0.772 
0.606 0.602 0.607 
0.475 0.473 0.477 
0.368 0.368 0.37 
0.283 0.285 0.284 
0.204 0.207 0.203 
0.096 0.096 0.083 
0.018 0.011 -0.013 
-0.039 -0.055 -0.094 
-0.082 -0.11 -0.162 
-0.12 -0.157 -0.216 
-0.156 -0.192 -0.258 
-0.184 -0.231 -0.288 
-0.207 -0.264 -0.311 
-0.237 -0.291 -0.331 
-0.288 -0.33 -0.362 
-0.327 -0.361 -0.388 
-0.358 -0.387 -0.411 
-0.385 -0.41 -0.432 
-0.409 -0.431 -0.451 
-0.432 -0.451 -0.468 
-0.451 -0.468 -0.483 
-0.466 -0.481 -0.494 
-0.487 -0.498 -0.509 
-0.5 -0.51 -0.519 
-0.509 -0.518 -0.526 
-0.517 -0.524 -0.532 
-0.523 -0.53 -0.536 
-0.528 -0.534 -0.54 
-0.532 -0.538 -0.543 
-0.536 -0.541 -0.546 
-0.539 -0.544 -0.549 
-0.542 -0.547 -0.551 
-0.545 -0.549 -0.553 
-0.548 -0.551 -0.555 
-0.55 -0.553 -0.557 

C.2.4 r-i Low 
0.341 0.341 0.345 
0.253 0.252 0.256 
0.183 0.184 0.185 
0.13 0.13 0.128 
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6.5 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 1  
1 2  

13 
14 
15 
1 6  

18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
36 
40 
44 
48 
52 
56 
60 
64 
68 
72 
76 
80 
84 

7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
1 2  
13 
14 
15 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
36 
40 
44 
48 

0.087 0.085 0.081 
0.045 0.041 0.036 
-0.018 -0.026 -0.036 
-0.069 -0.082 -0.101 
-0.111 -0.131 -0.159 
-0.147 -0.174 -0.205 
-0.179 -0.208 -0.234 
-0.205 -0.231 -0.254 
-0.224 -0.252 -0.267 
-0.24 -0.267 -0.278 
-0.256 -0.278 -0.287 
-0.281 -0.296 -0.302 
-0.298 -0.31 -0.315 
-0.312 -0.322 -0.327 
-0.324 -0.333 -0.337 
-0.335 -0.343 -0.347 
-0.344 -0.352 -0.356 
-0.352 -0.359 -0.363 
-0.358 -0.365 -0.368 
-0.367 -0.372 -0.375 
-0.372 -0.377 -0.379 
-0.376 -0.38 -0.382 
-0.379 -0.383 -0.384 
-0.382 -0.385 -0.386 
-0.384 -0.386 -0.388 
-0.385 -0.388 -0.389 
-0.387 -0.389 -0.39 
-0.388 -0.39 -0.392 
-0.39 -0.391 -0.393 
-0.391 -0.392 -0.393 
-0.392 -0.393 -0.394 
-0.393 -0.394 -0.395 

C.2.5 
0.448 
0.31 
0.226 
0.18 
0.15 
0 . 1 1 6  
0.075 
0.036 
0.008 
-0.011 
-0.066 
-0.134 
-0.195 
-0.248 
-0.295 
-0.337 
-0.371 
-0.397 
-0.429 
-0.45 
-0.464 
-0.474 

u-g 
0.453 
0.326 
0.26 
0.232 
0.212 
0.181 
0.144 
0 . 1 1 6  
0.094 
0.066 
-0.013 
-0.091 
-0.156 
-0.213 
-0.263 
-0.309 
-0.349 
-0.379 
-0.417 
-0.439 
-0.455 
-0.467 

0.461 
0.349 
0.305 
0.297 
0.289 
0.263 
0.236 
0.215 
0.179 
0.131 
0.032 
-0.051 
-0.121 
-0.181 
-0.234 
-0.284 
-0.327 
-0.362 
-0.404 
-0.43 
-0.447 
-0.46 

0.472 
0.379 
0.361 
0.377 
0.381 
0.364 
0.346 
0.302 
0.24 
0.179 
0.071 
-0.017 
-0.09 
-0.153 
-0.209 
-0.26 
-0.308 
-0.346 
-0.393 
-0.421 
-0.44 
-0.454 

0.487 
0.418 
0.433 
0.475 
0.487 
0.479 
0.434 
0.357 
0.284 
0.218 
0.105 
0.013 
-0.063 
-0.129 
-0.186 
-0.24 
-0.29 
-0.332 
-0.384 
-0.414 
-0.434 
-0.448 

0.506 
0.468 
0.523 
0.587 
0.602 
0.573 
0.485 
0.397 
0.318 
0.249 
0.131 
0.037 
-0.042 
-0.109 
-0.168 
-0.223 
-0.276 
-0.32 
-0.376 
-0.408 
-0.429 
-0.444 
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52 
56 
60 
64 
68 
72 
" 6  

80 
84 

7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12  
13 
14 
15 
16 
1 8  

20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
36 
40 
44 
48 
52 
56 
60 
64 
68 
72 
76 
80 
84 

7 
8 
9 
10 
1 1  
1 2  
13 
14 
15 
16 
1 8  

-0.483 
-0.49 
-0.496 
-0.501 
-0.506 
-0.51 
-0.514 
-0.517 
-0.52 

C.2.6 
0.201 
0.093 
0.016 
-0.039 
-0.078 
-0.112 
-0.144 
-0.175 
-0.198 
-0.22 
-0.266 
-0.309 
-0.343 
-0.372 
-0.399 
-0.423 
-0.444 
-0.46 
-0.482 
-0.496 
-0.506 
-0.514 
-0.52 
-0.525 
-0.53 
-0.534 
-0.537 
-0.541 
-0.544 
-0.546 
-0.549 

-0.476 
-0.484 
-0.491 
-0.496 
-0.501 
-0.506 
-0.51 
-0.513 
-0.516 

g-r 
0.204 
0.096 
0.018 
-0.039 
-0.082 
-0.12 
-0.156 
-0.184 
-0.207 
-0.237 
-0.288 
-0.327 
-0.358 
-0.385 
-0.409 
-0.432 
-0.451 
-0.466 
-0.487 
-0.5 
-0.509 
-0.517 
-0.523 
-0.528 
-0.532 
-0.536 
-0.539 
-0.542 
-0.545 
-0.548 
-0.55 

-0.47 -0.464 
-0.478 -0.473 
-0.485 -0.481 
-0.491 -0.487 
-0.497 -0.493 
-0.501 -0.498 
-0.506 -0.502 
-0.509 -0.506 

0.206 
0.097 
0.017 
-0.044 
-0.093 
-0.136 
-0.171 
-0.199 
-0.233 
-0.265 
-0.31 
-0.344 
-0.373 
-0.398 
-0.42 
-0.441 
-0.459 
-0.473 
-0.493 
-0.505 
-0.514 
-0.521 
-0.526 
-0.531 
-0.535 
-0.538 
-0.541 
-0.544 
-0.547 
-0.549 
-0.551 

•°-46 -0.456 
-0.469 -0.466 
-0.477 -0.475 
-0.484 -0.482 
•°-49 -0.488 

-0.495 -0.493 
-°-5 -0.498 
-0.504 -0.503 

-0-513 -0.51 -0.508 -0i07 

0.207 
0.096 
0.011 
-0.055 
-0.11 
-0.157 
-0.192 
-0.231 
-0.264 
-0.291 
-0.33 
-0.361 
-0.387 
-0.41 
-0.431 
-0.451 
-0.468 
-0.481 
-0.498 
-0.51 
-0.518 
-0.524 
-0.53 
-0.534 
-0.538 
-0.541 
-0.544 
-0.547 
-0.549 
-0.551 
-0.553 

0.206 
0.091 
0.002 
-0.071 
-0.133 
-0.18 
-0.226 
-0.262 
-0.29 
-0.313 
-0.347 
-0.375 
-0.4 
-0.421 
-0.442 
-0.46 
-0.476 
-0.488 
-0.504 
-0.515 
-0.522 
-0.528 
-0.533 
-0.537 
-0.54 
-0.544 
-0.546 
-0.549 
-0.551 
-0.553 
-0.555 

0.203 
0.083 
-0.013 
-0.094 
-0.162 
-0.216 
-0.258 
-0.288 
-0.311 
-0.331 
-0.362 
-0.388 
-0.411 
-0.432 
-0.451 
-0.468 
-0.483 
-0.494 
-0.509 
-0.519 
-0.526 
-0.532 
-0.536 
-0.54 
-0.543 
-0.546 
-0.549 
-0.551 
-0.553 
-0.555 
-0.557 

C.2.7 r-i 
0.047 0.045 0.043 0.041 
-0.014 -0.018 -0.022 -0.026 
-0.063 -0.069 -0.075 -0.082 
-0.103 -0.111 -0.12 -0.131 
-0.136 -0.147 -0.16 -0.174 
-0.165 -0.179 -0.193 -0.208 
-0.19 -0.205 -0.218 -0.231 
-0.212 -0.224 -0.237 -0.252 
-0.228 -0.24 -0.256 -0.267 
-0.24 -0.256 -0.27 -0.278 
-0.268 -0.281 -0.29 -0.296 

0.038 
-0.03 
-0.09 
-0.144 
-0.19 
-0.22 
-0.245 
-0.261 
-0.274 
-0.284 
-0.3 

0.036 
-0.036 
-0.101 

-0.159 
-0.205 
-0.234 
-0.254 
-0.267 
-0.278 
-0.287 
-0.302 
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20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
36 
40 
44 
48 
52 
56 
60 
64 
68 
72 
76 
80 
84 

7 
8 
9 
10 
I I  
1 2  

13 
14 
15 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
36 
40 
44 
48 
52 
56 
60 
64 
68 
72 
76 
80 
84 

-0.288 -0.298 -0.305 
-0.303 -0.312 -0.318 
-0.316 -0.324 -0.329 
-0.328 -0.335 -0.339 
-0.338 -0.344 -0.349 
-0.347 -0.352 -0.356 
-0.354 -0.358 -0.362 
-0.363 -0.367 -0.37 
-0.369 -0.372 -0.375 
-0.373 -0.376 -0.378 
-0.376 -0.379 -0.381 
-0.379 -0.382 -0.383 
-0.381 -0.384 -0.385 
-0.383 -0.385 -0.387 
-0.385 -0.387 -0.388 
-0.387 -0.388 -0.39 
-0.388 -0.39 -0.391 
-0.389 -0.391 -0.392 
-0.39 -0.392 -0.393 
-0.392 -0.393 -0.394 

-0.31 
-0.322 
-0.333 
-0.343 
-0.352 
-0.359 
-0.365 
-0.372 
-0.377 
-0.38 
-0.383 
-0.385 
-0.386 
-0.388 
-0.389 
-0.39 
-0.391 
-0.392 
-0.393 
-0.394 

-0.313 
-0.325 
-0.335 
-0.345 
-0.354 
-0.362 
-0.367 
-0.374 
-0.378 
-0.381 
-0.384 
-0.386 
-0.387 
-0.389 
-0.39 
-0.391 
-0.392 
-0.393 
-0.394 
-0.395 

-0.315 
-0.327 
-0.337 
-0.347 
-0.356 
-0.363 
-0.368 
-0.375 
-0.379 
-0.382 
-0.384 
-0.386 
-0.388 
-0.389 
-0.39 
-0.392 
-0.393 
-0.393 
-0.394 
-0.395 

C.2.8 r-z 
0.012 0.01 0.007 0.005 0.002 0 
-0.098 -0.103 -0.107 -0.111 -0.115 -0.118 
-0.185 -0.191 -0.196 -0.201 -0.205 -0.208 
-0.253 -0.259 -0.264 -0.267 -0.27 -0.27 
-0.304 -0.309 -0.312 -0.314 -0.315 -0.313 
-0.342 -0.347 -0.35 -0.351 -0.346 -0.346 
-0.374 -0.379 -0.379 -0.376 -0.38 -0.384 
-0.403 -0.404 -0.402 -0.408 -0.414 -0.417 
-0.425 -0.425 -0.431 -0.438 -0.443 -0.445 
-0.442 -0.449 -0.458 -0.464 -0.468 -0.47 
-0.486 -0.496 -0.503 -0.508 -0.51 -0.511 
-0.525 -0.534 -0.539 -0.543 -0.545 -0.545 
-0.559 -0.565 -0.57 -0.572 -0.574 -0.575 
-0.587 -0.593 -0.596 -0.599 -0.6 -0.601 
-0.613 -0.618 -0.621 -0.623 -0.624 -0.625 
-0.636 -0.64 -0.643 -0.645 -0.646 -0.647 
-0.656 -0.66 -0.663 -0.665 -0.666 -0.667 
-0.671 -0.675 -0.678 -0.68 -0.682 -0.682 
-0.692 -0.696 -0.698 -0.7 -0.702 -0.703 
-0.705 -0.708 -0.711 -0.712 -0.714 -0.715 
-0.714 -0.717 -0.719 -0.721 -0.722 -0.723 
-0.721 -0.724 -0.726 -0.727 -0.728 -0.729 
-0.727 -0.729 -0.731 -0.732 -0.733 -0.734 
-0.731 -0.733 -0.735 -0.736 -0.737 -0.737 

-0.735 -0.737 -0.738 -0.739 -0.74 -0.741 

-0.739 -0.74 -0.741 -0.742 -0.743 -0.744 

-0.742 -0.743 -0.744 -0.745 -0.745 -0.746 

-0.744 -0.746 -0.747 -0.747 -0.748 -0.748 

-0.747 -0.748 -0.749 -0.749 -0.75 -0.751 

-0.749 -0.75 -0.751 -0.751 -0.752 -0.753 

-0.751 -0.752 -0.753 -0.753 -0.754 -0.754 
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C.3. MLT dwarf rizJ(Temperature, gravity) 

C.3.1 i-J 
real, dimension(3,24):: imJ = & 
reshape ((/3720., 1.78, -0.1,3580., 1.94, -0.2,3470., 2.08, -0 13 3370 2 39 0 17  *  
3240.. 2.72, -0.13, 3050., 2.99. -0.19,2940., 3.47,-0.24,2640..3.72.-o'.19.& 
2510., 4.09, -0.28. 2300., 4.23, -0.19, 2200., 4.45, -0.08,2100.. 4.64. -0.45 & 
2000., 4.84. -0.5. 1900., 5.06, -0.18, 1800., 5.21,-0.32,1700., 5.27. -0.2. & 
1600.. 5.91. -0.5, 1500., 6.11. -0.47, 1400., 6.04, -0.5,1300., 5.76.-0.5. & 
1200.. 6.59. -0.5. 1100., 7.38. -0.5,1000., 6.75, -0.87,900., 7.35, -2.09/), (/3,24/)) 

C.3.2 i-z 
real. dimension(3.24):: imz = & 
reshape ( (/3720.. 0.5, -0.29, 3580., 0.62 ,-0.17, 3470., 0.73, -0.24,3370., 0.87, -0.32. & 
3240., 1.09.-0.13.3050.. 1.27,-0.14,2940., 1.52,-0.11,2640., 1.62,-0.11,& 
2510.. 1.79. -0.2. 2300., 1.85, -0.11, 2200., 1.92, -0.08.2100., 1.85. -0.09. & 
2000.. 2.. -0.24. 1900., 2.26, -0.13. 1800., 2.47, -0.12,1700., 2.4, -0.19, & 
1600., 2.98. -0.5. 1500., 3.15, -0.32,1400., 3.18, -0.5,1300., 2.8, -0.5, & 
1200.. 3.39. -0.5. 1100., 4.25, -0.5.1000.. 3.48, -0.56,900., 3.82, -2.02/), (/3,24/)) 

C.3.3 r-i 
real. dimension(3,24):: rmi = & 
reshape ((/3720., 0.99, -0.28, 3580., 1.09, -0.26,3470., 1.29, -0.32, 3370., 1.57, -0.33, & 
3240.. 1.98. -0.25. 3050., 2.27, -0.19, 2940., 2.67, -0.22,2640., 2.82, -0.28. & 
2510.. 2.89. -0.44. 2300.. 2.64. -0.25, 2200., 2.56, -0.27,2100., 2.5, -0.47, & 
2000.. 2.34. -0.39. 1900.. 2.38, -0.27, 1800., 2., -0.4. 1700., 2.79, -0.69, & 
1600., 2.31. -0.5, 1500., 2.19, -0.91, 1400., 2.33, -0.5,1300., 2.43, -0.5, & 
1200.. 1.47.-0.5. 1 100., 1.8, -0.5, 1000., 1.16, -0.33, 900., 1.04, -0.52/), (/3,24/)) 

C.3.4 z-J 
al. dimension(3,24):: zmJ = & „ „ 0 a  i-i p , 
shape ( (/3720., 1.25, -0.08,3580., 1.36,-0.18,3470., 158M3.12 3370 152, -0.13, & 
140.. 1.65, -0.09,3050.. 1.74, -0.08,2940., 1.95, -0.16,2640., 2.04, -0.12, & 
510.. 2.23, -0.14, 2300., 2.36, -0.14. 2200, 2.52, -0.08 2100.,2.76 -0 31S S 

300., 2.71, -0.19, 1900, 2.8, -0.08, 1800,2.74, •]™''288 0 5 & 
500, 2.93, -0.5, 1500, 2.93, -0.02,1400, 2.86, £5JM°, ^ * 
200 , 3.2, -0.5, 1100 , 3.13, -0.5, 1000, 3.27, -0.31,900, 3.53, -0.06/), </3,24/)) 

C.3.5 J absolute magnitude 
:al, dimension(2,24):: Jmag = & g 34 324O.0 .9.44, & 
:shape ((/3720.0. 6.72. 3580A 6.98 3470.0 7.2 . ^ 11J2,2200.0. & 
050.0, 10.18,2940.0, 10.92,2640-0'J!^' „7 \8000 13 16,1700.0,14.31, & 
2.00, 2100.0. 12.29. 2000.0. 1158 19004. -1 00.o. ,4.99.4 
600.0. 14.45. 1500.0,14.58. 1400.0, 4.72, imOjlW 
ion  n  i s  n  innO .O .  15 . 27 . 900 . 00 , 15 . 40 / ) , ( 1 2 , 24 / ) )  
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